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STEEL

By 1987, Darwinwillbeswitchingon electricity
generated by natural gasinsteadofcoaloroil. The
benefitsareeasytosee. But oneofthebiggestpipelines
in AListralia will be invisible.

Most of the high-pressurepipeswillbeburied.
And hardly anyonewillseethem.
The samegoesforthepipeswedesignandbuild

for Australian powerstationslike Eraringand for oil
refineries.

Nobodyseesthemeither.
Somepeoplemightnoticesomeofourproduct

irischools, houses andoffices. Orseesomeofour
Landscapeorsecurityfoncing.

Andiftheyareinthemilitarytheymightknow
aboutthe roleweplayin the defenceofAListralia.

But whoever thinksaboutallthetubeswemake
for refrigeratorsandtheautomobileindustry?

AndwhowouldeverknowthatTubemakers
hasa networkofover60metalservicecentresaround
rustralia?OrthatwearetheagentforBHPonthe

westcoastoftheUSA?Orthatthewaterthatcomes

from our tapsisclearbecauseofthequalityofthe
Tubemakersductileironpipesthatcarryit?

Caterpillarearthmovingequipmentisa little
harder tooverlook. But whowou!d knowthatWilliam

AdamsTractors, the CaterpillardealerinVictoria and
Tasmania, is awhollyownedTubemakerscompany?

AndwhataboutthewiderangeofVoca
facsimilemachines, telephoneproductsandspecial
telecommunicationsequipmentwesellandservice
throughoutAListralia?

Tubemakers. BHP'slangeststeelcustomer.
And awholelot more besides.

The BillyBlueG, onp85/212

TUBE

I

OF AUS'rnAL^ uMrrE^

We breathe lite
Into Industry.

.

Overthe lastfihyyears, CIGhas
ecomethelargestsupplierofoxygen

and welding equipment to industry
within Australia.

We keep the wheels of industry
turning by supplying it with onlythe
highestquali. ty product.

Something ,,,..,*,,;,,,

^;nt^"- to in co';
, ,9''**'

ti^metoc@me. ~"","*

ERS

FIFTY YEARS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE
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would like to thank the editors for this op-
portunity to contribute a few words of in-
troduction to this review of BHP's first century.

There is much to reflect upon in the past bun-
dred years of unsurpassed human achievement
in Australia and throughout the industrialised
world. BHP and the people who work for it are
proud of its conti'ibutions, large and small, to
past and present generations of Australians.

Much is owed to those who have gone before
and built our company, from small beginnings in
a primitive and testing environment.

Today BHP has many millions of stakehol-
ders, people who benefit from our enterprises.
These stakeholders are direct and indirect
shareholders (the latter through the investments
of superannuation and life assurance funds), em-
ployees, customers and the various communities
where we have operations. Although we have not
had prior sight of these pages, I am sure they
will generate widespread interest not solely for
what they contain but because of the depth of
our continuing commitment to Australia.

Our second century will be, we hope and be-
lieve, another period of economic progress for
Australians and the world.

Bri'an Loton

Managing Director and
Chief Executive Officer

Top right. 8, ,'an Loton, ch, bf executive
Right' Sir James Balderstone, chairman of d, teetors, his personal
ass, stant Ivan Am old, and secretary Shir/ey Ball/, e
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Securing the
beach-head for a
newgoldenera

1985 will be the springboard that launches BHP into its
fourth golden era, reports the managing editor of BRW

Publications, Robert GOTrLIEBSEN. He explains how the
acquisition of Utah establishes an important beach-head

for the company's future

he board and shareholders of BHP

in the year 2000 will look back on the
centenary year, 1985, and rank it as the
fourth key date in the company's his-
lory.

The other three are 1885, when the
company was founded to develop the
Broken Hill ore; 19/1, when Guillaume
Delprat convinced directors that they
should establish a steelindustry at New-
castle; and 11,110, when Ian MCLennan
went looking for oil in Bass Strait.

In 1985 the board of BHP decided that

instead of being "the Big Australian, "
BHP would look for much of its ex-

No other board inpansion overseas.

BHP's history has ever made such a far-
reaching decision. It means that a very
big slice of the cashflow from BHP's oil,
steel and minerals operations will be in-
vested overseas to widen the horizons of

the group.
This policy overturns the habits of

almostthree quarters of BHP's 100-year
history. However, it is fascinating to re-
flect that when Delprat selected New-
castle as the site for BHP's steelworks

he was influenced, in part, by the ability
of the port to tsused in the exporttrade.

BHP has always been an exporter of

I

steel, but has usually looked to supply
the home market first. Exports have
been a handy by-product when local
demand was depressed. The 1985 deci-
sion to change the company's direction
was accompanied by a massive altera-
tion in management structure which in-
cluded a new role for the board, manag-
ing director and divisional heads. A1-
though the changes are designed to
achieve many objectives, including
faster decision making, the inter-
nationalisation of BHP is an integral
part of the moves.

There is no doubt that the 1982-83

slump, which saw BHP incura loss in its
steelworks, jolted the company and set
in train a verydifferent process of think-
ing. But it was the takeover of Utah
which gave BHP the opportunity to gain
a beachhead overseas.

The-then BHP chairman, Sir James
MCNeill, described the Utah purchase
as "buying straw hats in winter. " Later
events have shown that it was one of the

most brilliant strokes ever executed by
the company.

With the benefit of hindsight, BHP
probably would have liked to retain
more than the 35 percent of Utah coal

that eventuated. But BHP wanted to
limitits exposure to coal(which was al-
ready high) and to the Australian conti-
nent, where almost allits assets were
placed.

There were two other prized parts of
the Utah deal which BHP retained. The
first was the network of Utah mines
around the worldand the second wasthe
Utah board, based in San Francisco.

It would have been very easy to have
broken up the San Francisco board. Its
power and influence had been reduced
during the time it wasownedbyGeneral
Electric, which was not excited about
heavy investment in minerals. Normal-
Iy, when a large company takes over an-
other group it puts its own nominees in
charge, and thosewhoweretherebefore
take a lesser role or leave.

But one of the great attractions of

\!:'
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Ab@VC SirJ, mesMCNeM whop, OSided@ve, the
Utah purchase
Top and ,@ht. An ore carrier load, ing at G, o0te
Eylandt. one of the maib, parts ofBHP's mineral
operat, @ms
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Co I:'a
on^leii?100th ear.

A thoughwe'drathersaywehavebeenworkingtogetherfor
100years, it wasn't untilsomemonthsafterBHPwereincorporated
thatthey becameoneo betirstcustomersatou
Silverton branch inNSW

That firstaccoun whichwasopened.
with the BankofAustralasiaon

the 24th February 1886,
wastofonnthebasisofa

relationship spanning

tonetoBHP

practically acentury,, I
o AUStralasiawastogo
on andhelpfomnA. N. Z.
BankLtd. in 1951, which
in turn became the Australia

From someonewhol:Ias
beenwi^Ithem
for 99 ears, 6montlis.

10

(c

andNewZealandBankingGroupLimitedthatweknowtoday
From that firstda>; webavebeenwithBHPastheirbankers

Inaworldofconstantlycha. rigingeconomicvariables. So, on our
150th anniversary it gives us great pleasure to extend oursincere
congratulationstoBHPonhavingattainedtheirlOOthanniversary

^...^^I^ BANK. .. SERVESY. U BES'.,~

Utah to BHP was its management and
board. And the Australian company
went out of its way to make it clear that
it wanted Utah executives to spearhead
the internationalisation. First it was

necessary to settle down the Utah oper-
ation and reorganise BHP management
to assist in the process.

At present the minerals division is in
two parts: the Australian operation and
the Utah operation, both in Australia
and overseas. The plan is to merge these
two areas over the next two years'
Almost certainly, BHP's mineral oper-
ations, including those in Mount
Newman and Groote Eylandt, will come
under the wing of the Utah board and
management.

Most of the earnings of BHP's miner-
al operation are in Us dollars and the
company has modest borrowings, put-
ting it in a wonderful position to either
develop new mines (such as the ESCon-
dida copper deposit in Chile) or to ac-
quire new ventures, perhaps from those
who need to sell(such as the ERG petro-
Ieum operations). Both ERG and ESCon-
dida are controlled by the Utah board
and management.

It would not be unreasonable to expect
that out of a future BHP cashflow of, say
$12 billion, some $500 million might be
used in overseas expansion, if the right
opportunities come up. After a few
years BHP's overseas operations would
rank in size with Australia-based activi-
ties.

But the internationalisation of BHP is

taking place notjust in minerals. One of
the problems of the company is that
Bass Strait will start to decline at the
end of the decade and it is essential for

BHP's petroleum operations to replace
the oil.

The North West Shelf will begin ex-
porting LPG to Japan around the end of
the decadeand BHP has been anxious to
increase its stake.

The head of BHP's petroleum oper-
ations, Russ Fynmore, has a very flex-
ible budget which enables him to join in
with oil majors in exploration con-
sortiums around the world. It was this

flexibility which enabled BHP to make a
quick decision to buy half of the area
'Which contained the Jabiru oilfield.

Although Jabiru has notlived up to its
early hopes it is clear that it is a produc-
ing area and is likely to be a forerunner
of similar discoveries in the region.

In Bass Strait most of the oilis found

at the top of the tertiary aged Latrobe
group. The company is now looking for
oil in what are known as intra-Latrobe
fields where there has not been as much
drilling and where production is more
difficult.

Provided everything goes to plan,

co

C'

Mt Newman. predrcted to be taken under the w, 'rig @1the Utah board

some $18 billion will be spent on Bass
Strait development and exploration over
the next five years, BHP will spend
much more than that to make sure that
its total oil reserves don't decline.

Assisting in the overseas thrust of that
process will be the management of the
ERG group. With oil prices now very
soft, and many oilgroups fully extended,
BHP is in a wonderful position to secure
its long-term future in this area.

During the 1950s and 1960s BHP was
the cheapest steelproducer in the world.
But Australian labor costs, the trouble
of shipping ore around the coast and
BHP's lack of a big base market that
would justify heavy investment in the
most modern plant, pulled back that
ranking.

The steel agreement (which was
based on increasing the productivity of
BHP workers and providing additional
capital expenditure) did its job and en-
abled the company to recover some of
its ground.

it is significant that in the 1985 reorga-
hisation of management, BHP steelis
also dubbed with the title "internatio-

nal. " In the short term, that is unlikely
to greatly influence the operations of the
company. But for the future it is clear
that BHP is looking to internat;Jnalise
its steel operations in much the same
way as it is internationalising its other
group activities.

For example, if the most co-effective
way of achieving a particular goalis to

establish a plant in, say South East Asia,
then BHP will consider putting the plant
there rather than in one of its Australian
steel centres. Significantly, the area of
BHP's steel operation which is most af-
fected by imports is John Lysaght,
which has been consolidated into the
BHP international group.

Why is BHP making such enormous
changes?

Just as the company saw and took ad-
vantage of the environment in which it
operated during 19/1 and in the 1960s, so
BHP is leading Australian companies in
reacting to a new development in the
1980s and 1990s.

In the past shareholders had limited
influence on the way large Australian
and international companies conducted
their business. But around the world, big
companies are finding that unless they
perform for the people who hold their
scrip they run the risk of raiders taking
advantage of the dissatisfaction of in-
stitutional shareholders.

BHP is no exception. Indeed, the
strong position of the company and the
potential to separate its component
parts makes it more vulnerable than
most to a raider.

.For BHP, it has been Robert Holmes
a Court who has most clearly demon-
strated this new era of shareholder
power. And the company has responded
with a flexibility that must have surpris-
ed its detractors.

P^rt of the reason for the new share-
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holder power is that in years gone by
company registers were dominated by
individuals who did not trade their
shares or by institutions which were
little more than moneyboxes and vir-
tually stagnant organisations.

Today, the fastest growing font of
equity capital is from institutions whose
source of funds depends on their per-
formance. Accordingly, they require the
companies in which they buy shares to
perform also. Boards which do not
understand that they are driven by the
same motives as their major share-
holders have either already been thrown
out or will be.

The future BHP boards and manage-
merits will not only have this change to
cope with butthey also operate in a very
different environment from their pre-
decessors.

Now that the Us has inflation under
control, if Australia runs into a bad
patch of inflation it will mean much
harsher economic conditions. In the
past, inflation has tended to paper over
the mistakes of management and
boards. Now, because of the need to con-
tain inflation, it is not possible to have
the same rates of growth that were en-
joyed in the sunshine years'

Directors and managers are under
pressure to make the right decisions.
This is why BHP will now be able to
examine proposals from around the
world and pick the very best ones.

Although BHP is setting an example
for the entire Australian corporate coin-
inunity, it faces some problems with

of its overseas shareholders.groups

Many overseas BHPshareholders-and
the total percentage of BHP shares
owned overseas exceeds 25 percent -
boughtthe scrip as an Australian "coun-
ter", In other words, it represents a di-
versifying. With BHP increasingly ex-
tending overseas, the company ceases to
be such a counter, and many of these in-
stitutions will look to other Australian
companies or be dissatisfied.

BHP has to convince overseas share-
holders that, rather than being an AUS-
tralian "counter", it should be seen as a
strong world resource company that
happens to be based in Australia. There
is evidence that it has achieved some
success in this view.

As more companies follow the BHP
pattern it must inevitably mean less
long-term power for unions and govern-
merits in Australia. If they push their
strengths too. far, then Australian coin-
panies could increasingly switch their
capital* resulting in higher unemploy-
merit in the areas covered by the delin-
quent governments or unions.

Another area in which BHP is leading
in Australia is in the decentralisation of
managements.

Throughout its history BHP has been
led by a dominant person. There is no
question that Delprat, Essington Lewis,
Ian MCLennan and even James Mc-
Neill were some of the most dominating
personalities ever to emerge on the AUS-
tralian corporate stage, Their person-
alities and management style played an
enormous part in the development of
BHP.

But the latest management reorga-

nisation of BHP devolves responsibility
much further down into the operating
areas. For example, managing director
Brian Loton will be accountable to the
board for "overall performance, strate-
gic planning, resource allocation and the
generation of investment op-
portunities. "

And the board of the company, while
continuing its present responsibilities,
"will concentrate more on strategic
direction. It will also concern itself
more with assessment of management,
performance and with succession plan-
rimg. "

It is a rather unusual step for a board
and its managing director to effectiveIy
reduce their power. It stamps Brian
Loton as a very differentleaderfrom his
predecessor.

This restructuring will take several
years to really change the way BHP
comes to its decisions because old habits
die hard. But there is no doubt that the
BHP of the 1990s will find that the heads
of its three divisions - oil, steel and
minerals - will have a great deal more
power and influence over the day-to-day
running of the company than they did in
the 1970s and 1980s.

In many ways this is a recognition
that BHP is too big a company for a
managing director to assume day-to-day
accountability. For example, if Brian
Loton reports that his profit has in-
creased 20 percent, it would gratify
shareholders but might concealsubstan-
tial problems in certain areas.

By shifting downwards the responsi-
bility it should be possible to evaluate
management and make much more ra-
tional decisions about where to allocate

capital.
BHP hopes that through this process

- rather than by the dominantleader at
the top system - it willsignificantly jin-
prove its performance in the years
ahead and retain the loyalty of its share-
holders.

There are few big companies in AUSt-
ralia which have undertaken such a crib
ical examination of the role of their

management and accepted that unless
managers and directors perform, the
shareholders will replace them with new
people.

Just as it was BHP which was at the
forefront of developments in Australia
in so many of the decades of the lastcen-
tury, so the experiences of BHP as it
runs into its second century will have an
enormous impact on the way the private
sector in Australia develops, on the at-
traction of ordinary shares to investors
and on the long-term thinking of govern-
merits and unions.

BHP is looking to internetiona"se its steel@perations
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The men who made ,t all happen. 8HP founders George
McCulloch, left and boundary rider Charles Rasp, F1@ht

How a boundary
rider founded an empire

HP's story begins with a quiet bal-

Bull^^n stacks belhg loaded at Broken HITfjn 1887

ding man, something of a loner, scramb-
,ling around the black rocks atop a low
hilljust south of the Barrier Ranges in
western New South Wales. The place
abounded in wallabies. The hillformed a
part of Mt Gipps station, where Charles
Rasp was the boundary rider. It was
1883, a drought year, Rasp had migrated
to Australia from Bismarck's Germany
14 years before and worked at several
properties along the western rivers.

For 10 years or more prospectors had
been finding silver-bearing ore in the
ranges, but the word around the pubs at
Silverton, the local centre, was that Mt
Gipps had only a hill of inullock.

Despite its huge size, BHP started like any other small
company - on the dreams of its entrepreneurial

founders. Derek Sawer traces an empire that began in the
isolation of western NSW

Perhaps typically, Rasp was defying
local opinion by fossicking around on the
broken hill, helped by a prospectors'
guide bought on a trip to Adelaide. He
was also defying George McCulloch, the
station manager, who wanted no diggers
disturbing his sheep.

In September, Rasp decided he had
discovered something. He thoughtit was
oxide of tin, then found it was carbonate
of lead. But it was enough for him to
seek to peg a 40-acre stretch. MCCul-
IOCh, told of this, proposed instead that
all of the hill within the property, about
300 acres, should be claimed in the
names of allseven men at Mt Gipps.

So the original syndicate was formed.

It took until early 1885 to establish that
there was indeed silver in the hill, a
whole treasure trove in an orebody rich,
deep and wide, overshadowing every-
thing else on the Barrier.

By this time, three of the first group
had sold out and the syndicate had
grown to 14 as local businessmen and
pastoralists bought in. Those partners
meeting in June at Mt Gipps homestead
decided to float a public company to
raise the money needed for large-scale
mining. The shares, 2000 issued at 9
pounds each, were received coolly in
Melbourne but were rushed in Sydney,
Adelaide and Silverton.

Within three years, Australian share

markets were valuing them at 45 times
as much as that issue price. Within six
yearsthe new company was paying outl
million pounds each year in dividends in
a bonanza that could notlast.

Four of the originalseven found them-
selves rich. Rasp married the girl he
had befriended in a coffee shop on trips
to the assay office in Adelaide and built
a mansion there in which to live a

gentleman's life. David James, a darn-
sinker, settled at Kapunda, South AUSt-
ralia, entered state parliament and
raced horses, including the 1895 MeI-
tourne Cup winner. Young Philip
charley, the Mt Gippsjackaroo, wenton
to the BHP board at the age of 21 but

soon retired to the Hawkesbury River
district to breed horses and cattle.
George McCullochalso becameadirect-
or, was company chairman briefly in
1893, and then retired to London and cal-
Iected paintings.

To the three who gold out, Jim Poole,
George Lind and George Urquhart, went
none of the riches from the fabuloushill.

Within 18 months of BHP's birth the

Big Mine at Broken Hill had produced
one million ounces of silver. The town

that grew up around it had 10,000 people
by 1888 and a raillink to South Australia.
Other mines were quickly established
along the line of 10de. BHP keptthree of
its original blocks and floated off four to

other companies.
Early mining efforts were haphazard,

resulting in ground subsidence, working
conditions were dangerous and living
conditions above ground poor. Silver and
lead prices fluctuated, putting pressure
on costs, but gradually the whole scene
improved. Open-cut mining solved
BHP's ground stability problems, al-
though from 1895 fires broke out in old
underground workings and burned for
years'

The BHP directors, in what was to
become a characteristic move, brought

74, pyhg andso, ting the ore from MeCuffoch's
shaft at Broken Hillin 1887
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tooyears of BHP
1883
1885

Syndicate of seven formed at Mt Gipps station.
Silver. lead and zinc 10de discovered at Broken
Hill in NSW.

First BHP prospectus.
BHP incorporated in Victoria.
BHP leased Iron Knob and then Iron Baron area.
Trial smelting of iron by BHP at Port Pirie.
BHP's decision to enter iron and steel making.
Newcastle Iron and Steel Works Act INSW) passed.
Newcastle Steelworks officially opened.
Completion of Whyalla jetty.
Officers Provident fund begun for male staff.
Staff training scheme introduced (at Newcastle
steelworks).
BHP bought all of AIS shares.
Group employment reached 10,000.
BHP ceased mining at Broken Hill.
Blast furnace and shipyard opened at Whyalla.
Female Staff Provident Fund introduced.
Iron ore quarries established. Cockatoo Island,
Yampi Sound.
Kwinana fence post plant opened.
Flat products division established at Port Kernbla.
Commissioning of N0 2 open hearth steelmaking
shop, Port Kernbla.
Central Research Laboratories. Shornand opened.
Iron Baron quarries reopened.
Farro alloy plant established. Bell Bay. Tasmania.
Open hearth steelmaking at Newcastle replaced
by BOS furnaces.
Koolan Island iron ore quarries opened, Whyalla
steelworks commissioned.

BOS furnaces and second blast furnace at Whyalla
commissioned.

BHP and Esso discover commercial quantities of
natural gas in Bass Strait.
BHPWages Employees Retirement fund introduced.
for wages employees'
Coffin Bay limesands opened up.
Groote Eylandt manganese quarries commissioned.
Commercial quantities of crude oil discovered
by Esso and BHP in Bass Strait.
Koolyanobbing iron quarries commissioned.
Group employment reached 50,000.
Sinter plant and biase furnace established at
Kwinana.

Melbourne Research Laboratories. Clayron opened.
Mt Newman iron ore project opened.
First deliveries of Bass Strait natural gas to Victorian
customers.

BHP and Esso's oil and natural gas fields in Bass
Strait in full production.
BOS shop at Port Kernbla established.
BHP House completed.
BHP Staff Superannuation fund replaced Officers
Provident Fund.

1897
1907
19/1
19/2
19/5

1926
1927

1935

1939
1941
1947
1950
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1961
1962
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1965

Port Kernbla steelmaking expansion to 5.5m tpa
completed.
Rheem Australia Ltd becomes BHP subsidiary.

*Australian Industrial Refractories Ltd acquired.
BHP joins with Shell to develop North West Shelf
natural gas.
Geelong Rod Mill opened.
BHP Staff Superannuation Fund opened to women.
BHP completes purchase of Peabody Coalinterests,
58 per cent of the Moura and Kianga export coal
operations, 'in Queensland.
BHP-Monsanto styrene monomer plant in
Melbourne commissioned.

BHP-Newmont Telfer gold mining operation in
Western Australia commissioned.
Port Kernbla Steelworks 50th anniversary;
continuous slab caster commissioned.

Hot strip mill commissioned at Westernport.
Iron ore benefication plant at Newman opened.
Remaining 50 per cent share in John Lysaght (Australia) Ltd
purchased from GKN.

980 Work starts on first phase of North West Shelf project.
Papua New Guinea Government approves Ok Tedi
development proposals.
Gregory Coal mine opened.
BHP Employees' Superannuation Fund succeeded the
WagesEmployeesRetirementFund. ,
Sales agreement reached for TDM Riverside Coal Project.
BHP announced as manager forthird Newcastle coalloader.
North West Shelf LNG memorandum of intent signed by
Japanese buyers.
BHP to participate in full feasibility study of uranium
enrichment plant.
Universal rail plant opened at Whyalla.
Saxonvale coal mine commissioned.
Cessation of open hearth steelmaking IPOrt Kernbla).

1982-83 Steel Division sheds one-third of industry jobs.
Utah international mining interests bought from1983

General Electric Company (deal covered by
conditional agreement).
BHP awarded oil exploration rights in China Seas.
Riverside coal mine opened.
Five-year Steellndustry Plan launched.
Offshore oil discovered in Northern Territory (Jabiru).
Utah acquisition completed.
Worsley alumina refinery commissioned.
Ok Tedi commissioned (gold production).
Kooragang coalloader commissioned.
Gimlet South gold project at Ora Banda announced.
North West Shelf domestic gas phase commissioned.
Brisbane steel mill announced.
Energy Resources Group Inc. acquired.
Joint BHP/Shell bid for Woodside Petroleum.
New BHP Steellnternational group formed.
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tooyears of BHP
1883
1885
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Silver. lead and zinc 10de discovered at Broken
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First BHP prospectus.
BHP incorporated in Victoria.
BHP leased Iron Knob and then Iron Baron area.
Trial smelting of iron by BHP at Port Pirie.
BHP's decision to enter iron and steel making.
Newcastle Iron and Steel Works Act INSW) passed.
Newcastle Steelworks officially opened.
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BOS furnaces and second blast furnace at Whyalla
commissioned.

BHP and Esso discover commercial quantities of
natural gas in Bass Strait.
BHPWages Employees Retirement fund introduced.
for wages employees'
Coffin Bay limesands opened up.
Groote Eylandt manganese quarries commissioned.
Commercial quantities of crude oil discovered
by Esso and BHP in Bass Strait.
Koolyanobbing iron quarries commissioned.
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1897
1907
19/1
19/2
19/5

1926
1927

1935

1939
1941
1947
1950
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1954
1955
1956

1957
1958
1961
1962
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1965

Port Kernbla steelmaking expansion to 5.5m tpa
completed.
Rheem Australia Ltd becomes BHP subsidiary.

*Australian Industrial Refractories Ltd acquired.
BHP joins with Shell to develop North West Shelf
natural gas.
Geelong Rod Mill opened.
BHP Staff Superannuation Fund opened to women.
BHP completes purchase of Peabody Coalinterests,
58 per cent of the Moura and Kianga export coal
operations, 'in Queensland.
BHP-Monsanto styrene monomer plant in
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enrichment plant.
Universal rail plant opened at Whyalla.
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Cessation of open hearth steelmaking IPOrt Kernbla).
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conditional agreement).
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Worsley alumina refinery commissioned.
Ok Tedi commissioned (gold production).
Kooragang coalloader commissioned.
Gimlet South gold project at Ora Banda announced.
North West Shelf domestic gas phase commissioned.
Brisbane steel mill announced.
Energy Resources Group Inc. acquired.
Joint BHP/Shell bid for Woodside Petroleum.
New BHP Steellnternational group formed.
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WARMESTWISHESTO
BHlPONITSCENTENARY!

The same message has many forms.

This Chinese character is read asiwaiin Japanese and means "Best Wishes" or "Felicitation"
and. in this case. is written in special calligraphy called Kantei

Progress and success has many shapes.
One of the most outstanding is BHP's centenary. We are fortunate

that we have been working closely with BHP
for almosttwo decades in writing new pages in the growth of exportsto Japan

We behere that this productive cooperation
will continue as BHP entersitssecond golden century.

We warmly congratulate BHP and alits people with whom we have been
associated for many years,

in W. H. Patton, an eminent Us mining
engineer, and other experts to help cope
with the technical problems. In 1898,
Guillaume Delprat, a mining man of
Dutch background and international
repute, was recruited as general inari-
ager.

Delprat solved the riddle of separ-
ating metals in the ores won from
deeper levels which had heavy sulphide
inclusions. With BHP metallurgist A. H.
Carmichael, he devised the flotation
technique which is now basic minerals
processing the world over. This restored
BHP's profits.

Twenty years of operation had pro-
duced some 8 million pounds in divi-
dends for shareholders, who by 1905
numbered about 8000. A London news-
paper described the Big Mine as "the
best managed in the world". By 1907
there were 5000 men on the company
payroll.

BHP had faced its first strike at
Broken Hill in 1889 when unions won rec-

ognition. Fresh disputes followed and in
1892 six strike leaders were jailed on
conspiracy charges. Then, after the
metal market collapsed in 1909, BHP
moved to cut wages, resulting in a stop-
page which lasted until 19/1 with more
arrests of union men.

Besides the noisy marches, fiery
speeches and scuffles with poliqe, the
strikes produced a highly-charged
climate of industrial bitterness which

became legendary in its intensity. The
BHP directors of the day developed a
marked hostility to the arbitration sys-
tern's concepts of justice.

The uneasy industrial peace of the
early war years was broken in 19/7.
Then a series of strikes resulted in a 1920

award giving the miners a 35-hour week,
higher wages and other gains. The gen-
erous judgment was made when lead
was at a record 38 pounds a ton. That
price fell away almost at once and
stayed low for 25 years'

The Big Mine was already substan-
tially depleted and full working was
never resumed there after 1920. It closed
in 1930 after yielding 189 million ounces
of silver and more than two million tons
6flead and other metals.

^;$^^^-TOKYO BCEKILT".
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The No. 2 blast furnace at the old L, Ihgow innfjn NSW

,

Base metal smelting furnaces need
ironstone as a fluxing agent, and that
was found in Iron Monarch, a hill some
30 miles inland from the opposite shore
of the gulf.

Iron Monarch and its smaller neigh-
tor Iron Knob were rich q. eposits indeed,
but already under lease. In 1899 BHP
disputed the claim, won the case, and
also won agreement from a sympathetic
state government to the building of a
trainway (railways had to be govern-
merit matters) from the ironstone hills
to Hummock Hill on the coast. The line
was operating by 1901.

In 1905, Delprat smelted a sample of
Iron Monarch ore and knew he had the
basis for a successful steelindustry.

Federation brought a burst of con-
fidence and investment, particularly in
the state railways. Huge shipments of
steel rails were being imported and the
New South Wales Government had
struck a special deal with the iron and
steel works at Lithgow to supply the
state's needs. Then recurring strikes at
Lithgow prompted the state's first
Labor government, newly elected, to re-
member that steel nationalisation was
state party policy.

Premier i, s. T. MCGowan brought a
steelmaster from Scotland to Sydney to
advise him, but was disconcerted when
told that a state-owned plant (Port
Kernbla was envisaged as the site)
would cost at least 1.5 million pounds,
far more than eatpected.

^ A

Labor helps the capitalists
into the steelindustry

It was the ore from another fabulous

hillthat now engaged the interest of the
men at BHP.

The company had builtits smelters at
Port Pirie on the eastern shore of Spen-
cer Gulf, a small wheat port linked to
the South Australian rail system which
was used to ship supplies to Broken Hill.

.

It was at this point in May 19/2 that
Delprat went to see J. H. Cann, the state
treasurer, whom he knew.

BHP also had an adviser, one David
Baker, a consulting engineer from
Philadelphia. He was already "enthu-
sed" by the Iron Monarch ore and satis-
fied that Australia could support a
modern steelworks profitably. He
recommended Newcastle with its
nearby coalfields as the site. All this
was explained to Treasurer Cann; how
would the government view such a pro-
POSal?

The Labor cabinet hesitated only
briefly. By November the necessary
legislation for the Newcastle devel-
opment was passed amid protests from
the Labor faithful. The newly-establish-
ed (and Labor-sponsored) Coin-
monwealth Bank agreed to underwrite
the necessary share and debenture is-
sues. BHP shareholders had already ap-
proved the venture.

David Baker, appointed as manager,
had the new steelworks ready by June
19/5 for opening by the Governor-Gener-
al. Newcastle steel was soon being ship-
ped to Australian markets and to the
war front in France.

BHP had invested about 15 million

pounds in the works.
Chairman Harold Darling went to the

company's jubilee annual meeting in
September 1935 to announce the best
p of it for 40 years and to speak of jin-
p e sive growth. BHP had 10 million
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BHlPONITSCENTENARY!
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Dutch background and international
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processing the world over. This restored
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dends for shareholders, who by 1905
numbered about 8000. A London news-
paper described the Big Mine as "the
best managed in the world". By 1907
there were 5000 men on the company
payroll.

BHP had faced its first strike at
Broken Hill in 1889 when unions won rec-

ognition. Fresh disputes followed and in
1892 six strike leaders were jailed on
conspiracy charges. Then, after the
metal market collapsed in 1909, BHP
moved to cut wages, resulting in a stop-
page which lasted until 19/1 with more
arrests of union men.

Besides the noisy marches, fiery
speeches and scuffles with poliqe, the
strikes produced a highly-charged
climate of industrial bitterness which

became legendary in its intensity. The
BHP directors of the day developed a
marked hostility to the arbitration sys-
tern's concepts of justice.

The uneasy industrial peace of the
early war years was broken in 19/7.
Then a series of strikes resulted in a 1920

award giving the miners a 35-hour week,
higher wages and other gains. The gen-
erous judgment was made when lead
was at a record 38 pounds a ton. That
price fell away almost at once and
stayed low for 25 years'

The Big Mine was already substan-
tially depleted and full working was
never resumed there after 1920. It closed
in 1930 after yielding 189 million ounces
of silver and more than two million tons
6flead and other metals.
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30 miles inland from the opposite shore
of the gulf.

Iron Monarch and its smaller neigh-
tor Iron Knob were rich q. eposits indeed,
but already under lease. In 1899 BHP
disputed the claim, won the case, and
also won agreement from a sympathetic
state government to the building of a
trainway (railways had to be govern-
merit matters) from the ironstone hills
to Hummock Hill on the coast. The line
was operating by 1901.

In 1905, Delprat smelted a sample of
Iron Monarch ore and knew he had the
basis for a successful steelindustry.

Federation brought a burst of con-
fidence and investment, particularly in
the state railways. Huge shipments of
steel rails were being imported and the
New South Wales Government had
struck a special deal with the iron and
steel works at Lithgow to supply the
state's needs. Then recurring strikes at
Lithgow prompted the state's first
Labor government, newly elected, to re-
member that steel nationalisation was
state party policy.

Premier i, s. T. MCGowan brought a
steelmaster from Scotland to Sydney to
advise him, but was disconcerted when
told that a state-owned plant (Port
Kernbla was envisaged as the site)
would cost at least 1.5 million pounds,
far more than eatpected.
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It was the ore from another fabulous

hillthat now engaged the interest of the
men at BHP.

The company had builtits smelters at
Port Pirie on the eastern shore of Spen-
cer Gulf, a small wheat port linked to
the South Australian rail system which
was used to ship supplies to Broken Hill.

.

It was at this point in May 19/2 that
Delprat went to see J. H. Cann, the state
treasurer, whom he knew.

BHP also had an adviser, one David
Baker, a consulting engineer from
Philadelphia. He was already "enthu-
sed" by the Iron Monarch ore and satis-
fied that Australia could support a
modern steelworks profitably. He
recommended Newcastle with its
nearby coalfields as the site. All this
was explained to Treasurer Cann; how
would the government view such a pro-
POSal?

The Labor cabinet hesitated only
briefly. By November the necessary
legislation for the Newcastle devel-
opment was passed amid protests from
the Labor faithful. The newly-establish-
ed (and Labor-sponsored) Coin-
monwealth Bank agreed to underwrite
the necessary share and debenture is-
sues. BHP shareholders had already ap-
proved the venture.

David Baker, appointed as manager,
had the new steelworks ready by June
19/5 for opening by the Governor-Gener-
al. Newcastle steel was soon being ship-
ped to Australian markets and to the
war front in France.

BHP had invested about 15 million

pounds in the works.
Chairman Harold Darling went to the

company's jubilee annual meeting in
September 1935 to announce the best
p of it for 40 years and to speak of jin-
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pounds invested in steel, about 10,000
employees and the same number of
shareholders. Four out of every five
shareholdings were registered in
Australia. The steelworks had just pro-
duced a record 552,710 tons.

The years since the 19/8 peace had not
been easy. The works were closed for
nine months from May 1922. Coin-
petition from cheap imports while local
wages and costs remained high lost 5000
men their jobs. Later, the steelindustry
was temporarily exempted from the in-
troduction of the 44-hour week and grad-
ually the order book was refilled.

Satellite industries helped. In the
post-war years BHP encouraged the
building of wire-drawing, sheet and
steel, and pipemaking plants at New-
castle and supplied them with feedstock.
Besides that, BHP itself had a new
source of inspiration for efficient oper-
allon. Delprat had told his board in 19/9
that he wanted to retire. In the following
year one of his technical recommend-
ations was challenged and in February
1921 he stood down. The new man was

Essington Lewis, then 40, the first AUS-
tralian-born general manager. He had
gone to work for BHP as a young mining

engineer in 1904 and had earned wide-
spread respectfor his capacity and ener-
gy. Under Lewis's leadership, plans for
further expansion were set aside for the
time and all efforts were concentrated

on containing costs. Ships and collieries
were bought as part of the cost-control
measures. Good housekeeping became a
fetish and extensive safety and training
programs introduced. When world de-
pression followed the Wall Street crash
of 1929, Newcastle had to cut back
output but fared much better than most
other producers. BHP steel was the
cheapest in the world and Lewis was
proud to claim that Newcastle's techni-
cal standards compared with any.

The other steelworks, Australian Iron
& Steel Ltd's Port Kernbla plant, was
riot doing as well. Sydney ironfounders
George and Charles Hoskins had bought
the Lithgow steelworks in 1908, but
found after the war that making steel
inland involved prohibitive costs. So,
from 1925 and with the next generation
of the Hoskins family in control, A1 & S
was formed to build a new plant at Port
Kernbla, with the good quality south
coast coal nearby. But world depression
caught the new company over-extended

Thesea. .unlesscoii"eatioii:
BankofTokyo

and there was no financial help at hand.
In July 1935 the Hoskins brothers sought
a meeting with Essington Lewis, and in
October A1 & S became a BHP subsidia-

ry. The Australian steelindustry had
become a monopoly. Port Kernbla was
bought with an eXchange of scrip; it in-
volved an increase in BHP's shares on

issue of only 17 percent.

Essington Lewis leads the
industries into the war

In 1937 BHP profits passed the I inil-
lion pound mark for the first time since
1891/2 and steel output topped I million
tons for the first time. The perform-
ances were satisfying but both Essing-
ton Lewis and Harold Darling were
gravely concerned with the portents of
coming war. Lewis broughtthis concern
back from an overseas trip in 1934, and
from then on made as many prepara-
tions as possible.

In 1936 BHP joined the Broken HillAs-
SOCiated Smelters Ltd (whose chairman
was W. S. Robinson) and four other coin-
panies to form Commonwealth Aircraft
Corporation Pty. Ltd. CAC established a
plant at Fisherman's Bend in Melbourne
in time to build more than 1000 planes
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Australia. Japan and the
world winnow be linked by

The Bank of Tokyo in a seamless
connection between your local and inter-

national banking needs. Our planned fullopera-
tions "down under" recently approved winenable us to

make a significant contribution to the internationalization of the
Australian Economy. The Bank of Tokyo intends to achieve this with
superiorservices at both local and worldwide levels with a network more
extensive than that of any other Japanese bank. Over 260 offices,
representative offices and subsidiaries with their offices and 2100 corre-
spondent banks become powerful assets on yourside in today's demand-
ing financial environment. Compare our performance. We believe you
will find it speedier, more reliable and more economical. From organizing
worldwide syndicated loans to rapid foreign remittances to considerate
localservices, Bank of Tokyo provides the meticulous concern you deserve
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Thepa nershipcontinues
In many of BHP's mightiest projects,
Siemenshasbeenapartnersupplying
high technology electrical and
electronicsystems and products.

In coal mining, from winning the raw
coal, through preparation and
treatment, to coal handling and ship
loading, Siemens is involved.

Forthe iron and steelindustry,
Siemens' systems help BHP mine
iron ore in the north westofWestern

Australia and operate the mills at
Newcastle and Port Kernbla and run

fourofthe BHP roll-on roll-off ships
which ply Australia's coastline.

Siemens' motors, switchgeai; control
and automation systems are
continuing to play an integral part in
majorBHP developments around
Australia. msapartnershipbenefitting
two leaders in theirfields.

ens

during the war. Australia, a country
which had produced notable aviation
pioneers, at last had an aircraft in-
dustry.

Both steelworks were expanded and
munitions annexes added. Meanwhile,
Hummock Hill on Speneer Gulf had
become the town of Whyalla and in 1937
BHP agreed with the South Australian
Government to build a blast furnace

there. Two years later Canberra asked
BHP to build warships. By 1940 the keels
of two patrol vessels were laid at a new
shipyard at Whyalla.

At Newcastle BHP engineers found
ways to replace imports of such materi-
als as tungsten carbide and magnesium
metal. A new bullet-proof steel which
would be made from locally available
alloys was developed.

When in May 1940 the European war
took a turn for the worse with the Nazis

invading France, Prime Minister
Bob Menziessaw theneed for asupremo
to mobilise war production. His choice
fell on Lewis. A new munitions organisa-
tion increased output almost four-fold in
its first six months.

There was some suspicion of Lewis's
role among the Labor ministers who
took office in 1941, although Ben Chifley,
the Labor leader-to-be, served on the
BHP man's team. But the worth of his
leadership was soon recognised and he
was made responsible for aircraft prod-
uction as well. In 1943, after some de-
murrer on Lewis's part he was accorded
the rare distinction of being made a
Companion of Honor.

The years of war meant a punishing
schedule even for a inari with Lewis's

capacity for work. He remained chief
general manager of the company (but
resigned the board seat he had been
given in 1926) and took a small personal
staff of company people to work with
him.

The pressure fell away as the tide of
the fighting turned, and in March 1945
Lewis went back to BHP. He found a

company facing difficulties on every
side, with plant showing unmistakable
signs of over-commitment, manpower
short, labor relations strained, and
above all, coal supplies inadequate.
Peace was clearly to bring a new range
of opportunities and some problems.

Then with the eace it all
starts to become bigger

With hindsight, developments within
the BHP group during the fifties and
sixties clearly provided the springboard
for the substantial growth to follow.

After a frustrating interval the steel-
men broke out of their doldrums with

the building of big new plants. BHP min-
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Siemens has been involved at these
BHP facilities:

Riverside Coal Preparation Plantand Coal
Handling Facility, Queensland.
Kcoragang CoalLoader Limited, Newcastle
BHP Bloom Mill, Newcastle
BHP Billet Mill, Newcastle
BHP Flying Shear, Newcastle
A1&S Blast Furnace, Port Kernbla
A1&S Flying Shear, Port Kernbla
A1&S Hot Sinp Mill, Port Kernbla
A1&S 140 inch Plate Mill, Port Kernbla

bysaghts Sendzimir Mill, Port Kernbla
BHP Bloom Mill, Whyalla
BHP-4 RO-Roships, Whyalla
BHP Railhead hardening equipment, Whyalla

Siemens Ltd.
544Church Street, Richmond, Vic. 3121
Melbourne 420 7111, Sydne 436 8711Brisbane 369 9666. Pelth 3;20123
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GUILLAUME DELPRAT, BHPge"eral
inari@gerfrom 1899 to 1921 c@me from @
BOS we family that hadmigmiedtoHo!i;"d. His other, a majorge"erul.
become D", c M!"islerfor War. young
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inariofsomecharm. He was work!hg o" @
mine in SPCi", enjoying life in Cordob@
wi!h hi^ wife@"d/lyed@"ghiers, when
Inwtedtogo to Broken Hill. Once therehe
quickly become oneofthe moripowerf"/
men in the industry. bullhe" largely led
BHP@wayfrom the Big Mined"d, "10
steel. He worked closely with John
Dan^^8.1he, dda^de busi"errm@" who
hadbecome chairman in 1907. killer his

GUM@"me was a brilliant student who

Feltreme"!to make wayforE$., ingio"
Lewis, Delpr@I on jin"ed 10 live in
Melbourne, was active in the short-lived

ESSINGTONLEWIS wo. ,/orlongdine o1
Ihe "10n i"/I"e"Ii@/ men in ^"$1,011@.
industry. He went io work for BHP I',,
1904. a . owng SIMde"1.1", I our of Ihe Soulh
AUSiratr@" Sc, h00/ o1 Mr"e*. Hillo!her
John Lewi. $ was a business, ,I'll and stale

SIhg!e Purpose Leaguefor", ed to oppose
compulsory CFhiir@lion. linkered with
mato @"d iook up sewlp!"re. He d, td i"
1937@ged 79.
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panitrme"!@nan, and I, ou, ,g "Snow. I"'
Lewis wasa err-known spun\,,,"". He
played/o016@///br Norwood""d the Soulh
AUS!roll^" slate ."tie and "a" goodoi
virtually anv game His bingrophc, .

Ge^'/re. I, Blame. v, .,@. vs rho! Add Let, I* dit, dat I e age @130 his o611u@ri. lowldhaie

erals were once again offered on world
markets. There were moves in new

directions, including one into oil explor-
at 10n.

The centrepiece of post-war steel ex-
parision was the building of a I million
ton-a-year hot strip mill at Port Kernbla
at a cost of 40 million pounds. The open-
ing of the mill in 1955 owed much to
Arthur Calwell's migration program; it
was the new settlers from Europe who
made up the extra manpower needed for
Port Kernbla's future.

At Newcastle, older plant units were
replaced, land was reclaimed from a
river channel to provide much-needed
space, and then in the early sixties new
basic oxygen converters were installed
instead of the ageing open hearths.

In deals with the West Australian

Government providing access to new

been in Ihe sports pages. Lewi. * bet. o1, ,e
BHPge"erg/,"@"@geri" 1921. amd we"I
on to lead Ihe <'0mpo"v throwg/Idep, e, .*10n
and recovery and Ihe indrio, ,'.\ ^, Idu, !F1
Ihro"gh war. He served@sd, ^ector-general
of MM"nibn. , and Idler also of dirt', q/I
producii'on. ond was, ,lade <'0, ,I'd"ion o1
Honori" 1943. Lewi$joined Ihe BHP
bo@, d in 1926 b"!., foodd, ,w, jin 1938
Iwhile remaining the c. 0, ,, p", 11. '. cy ('hie/
general manager) unii/1950, tvhe, , he
became chairman for Iwoledr. v. He w@.*
then dep"IP ch@jini@" Minii/ Ociober 1961.
when he di^d ridihg at hi* count, I proper!I
In Vitrori'o wiih his doughier. horse and
manialft"g rogerher. He wuA 80

iron ore deposits, BHP agreed 10 build
first a rolling milliind then a blast fur-
mice at Kwintinti. A steelmaking shop
and rolling mill, opened in 1965, was
added to the Whytilla works.

The steel-using subsidiaries all ex-
panded, and John Lysaght Australia (riot
then within the BHP group) built a new
plant at Port Kernbla.

In 1963, BHP minerals inari KGith
Rowell and Murray Lonie agreed with
the missionaries and island people on
Groote Eylandt in the Gulf of
Carpentaria to mine the promising
manganese ore deposits there. First
shipments were made in 1966 to the new
ferro-alloy plant at Bell Bay in Tasma-
nia, and soon the manganese was also
being sold competitive Iy on world mar-
kets.

'Trpn ore began to earn export income '
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Australia. msapartnershipbenefitting
two leaders in theirfields.
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leadership was soon recognised and he
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The centrepiece of post-war steel ex-
parision was the building of a I million
ton-a-year hot strip mill at Port Kernbla
at a cost of 40 million pounds. The open-
ing of the mill in 1955 owed much to
Arthur Calwell's migration program; it
was the new settlers from Europe who
made up the extra manpower needed for
Port Kernbla's future.

At Newcastle, older plant units were
replaced, land was reclaimed from a
river channel to provide much-needed
space, and then in the early sixties new
basic oxygen converters were installed
instead of the ageing open hearths.
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iron ore deposits, BHP agreed 10 build
first a rolling milliind then a blast fur-
mice at Kwintinti. A steelmaking shop
and rolling mill, opened in 1965, was
added to the Whytilla works.

The steel-using subsidiaries all ex-
panded, and John Lysaght Australia (riot
then within the BHP group) built a new
plant at Port Kernbla.

In 1963, BHP minerals inari KGith
Rowell and Murray Lonie agreed with
the missionaries and island people on
Groote Eylandt in the Gulf of
Carpentaria to mine the promising
manganese ore deposits there. First
shipments were made in 1966 to the new
ferro-alloy plant at Bell Bay in Tasma-
nia, and soon the manganese was also
being sold competitive Iy on world mar-
kets.

'Trpn ore began to earn export income '



after BHP in 1967joined the Mt Newman
venture to work a huge ironstone deposit
in the Pilbara.

The company's fleet was greatly ex-
panded and a new research establish-
merit opened at Shortland in New South
Wales. Profit for 1965 was an all-time

high; shareholders' funds at 269 million
pounds had more than doubled in five
years,

Essington Lewis had become
chairman in 1950 after the death of

Harold Darling, but two years later
stepped down to become deputy
chairman. Colin Syme took his place.
Lewis remained a director until 1961,
when he died aged 80. Syme was
chairman until 1971.

On the advice of American manage-
merit consultants the company was
reorganised in 1966 with the aim of set-
ting up operating divisions as profit
centres. Engineer Ian MCLennan
became managing director. It was con-
scious planning for growth.

It needed to be, for in the late fifties
BHP had begun looking for oil in the
Sydney sedimentary basin. That came to
nothing. But in 1960 an American expert
named Lewis Weeks, brought in to ad-
vise, had told Ian MCLennan that BHP
could find oil in Bass Straight.

Going offshore for oil and
finding new horizons

The development of the Bass Strait
oil and gas fields established new
records for scale and speed in Australia
and transformed the national economy
in the process.

Ian MCLennan had little trouble in

persuading his fellow directors to take
Lewis Weeks at his word, and by 1961
BHP held permits for much of the strait.
Seismic survey of the Gippsland Basin in
1963 proved promising, and on the basis
of this, BHP invited 10 leading oil coin-
panies to bid for a partnership. BSso's
offer of 1964 surpassed all others, The
first well spudded in by the new partner-
ship struck gas in February 1965, and the
third well struck more.

It was to be two years before a major
oil field was found (it was Kingfish ) but
in the meantime aconstruction base was

operating at Barry Beach in Gippsland.
In 1968, with more oil discoveries, new
platforms were quickly built and BHP
shares sold at $25.

The first gas was delivered in March
1969 and the first oil seven months later.
In three years to 1970 BHP had coin-
mitted nearly $136 million to Bass
Strait. Much more has been spent since.

Flushed with success, BHP set about
creating a fully-fledged petroleum divi-
sion and began exploring over much of

HAROLD DARLING w@s BHP'SIo"ges, -
sen, ing chinrm@", hold^^g that officefrom
1923 to hi^ death in 1950. He we"10n to

the boardi" 1914 tripl@ce ofhi^ICther
John, whod, ^don the eve o11he completion
o11he Newc@SIIe steelworks, aprqject he
haddo"e much 10/03ter. H. G D@r!^^g's
rerm coincided within"ch ofEs"itgto"
Lewis'speriod@sthe company's chidex-
ec"In, e. The Iwo men were very close, wrti-
ing notes each to the other@s "Dec, Will-
ie" gridsigmhg them " Willie". There has
been a member @1the DCr!^^81ami/y on the
BHP boardconti"Mowsly eversinceJoh"
joined/i'sti" 1892. Heser ed@s o d, }ec, or
for 22ye@rs, andH@foulor36ye@rs. The
longest-seri, ing at rec!or w@s Bower Keny.
oneo/thefounders, who remained on the
board/or45ye@rs

Western Australia's Great Sandy Desert
and - in a different kind of resource de-
velopment - took a half share in Ralph
Sarich's invention of a new design for, an
auto engine.

Looking overseas to find
room for the next 100 years

BHP approached its centenary year
with a cloud hanging over steel, the in-
dustry which had proved the early basis
for the company's financial strength.

The seventies had opened on a high
note with the company committed to
spending $220 million to expand the
capacity of its plants to 9 million a year.
In 1969 BHP had taken up a half share in
John Lysaght Australia and intended to
build a steelworks at Victoria's West-

ernport. But costs were rising, and while
profits held for a time, the return of
funds was poor. The Federal Govern-
merit had the Industries Assistance
Commission investigating.

In 1979 Lysaghts became a wholly-
owned subsidiary, but the downward
trend was continuing. In 1983 the market
collapsed. Only five of 12 blast furnaces
were operating. Rationalisation became
essential.

In a comprehensive recovery plan, old
plant was put out of service and nominal
capacity reduced to 6.6 million tonnes a
year. Steel division workers were cut
from 44,250 in 1981 to 29,000 in 1983.
Extra protection against imports was
provided. An industry authority, which
included union representatives, was ap-
pointed by the government to monitor
progress.

The leaner steel plants produced
better results as productivity improved
and demand increased. The company's
100th year was seeing the benefits of
reorganisation with the steel-using sub-
sidiaries more closely integrated.

Meanwhile, there were new OPPortu-
nities arising overseas.

In 1976, BHP agreed with Michael
Somare's Government to look into the

possibilities of the Mt Fubilan gold-
copper deposit in spectacular but in-
accessible country in western Papua
New Guinea. Kerinecott Copper of the
tlS had}discovered the ore but then de-
clined to work it.

After protracted engineering studies,
Ok Tedi Mining Company was formed
with BHP, American and German inter-
ests and the PNG Government as share-

holders. The mine's first development
stage was opened in 1984 at a cost of $1
billion. Full scale operation will cost
twice that much.

In August 1982, John Burlingame of
General Electrics of the Us came to
lunch at BHP House in Melbourne. He

IANMCLENNANcomp/etedhis
engineering course@I Melbourne
University@"din 1933 went 10 work at
BHP'39"@Fry @11ro" Monarch. Heinousd
up through the Gomp@"y's exec", ive ranks
logo on the board20ye@rs/ale, . Then, OS
chiefge"eru/ inari@geni, standing"@g^"g
d, }eelorfrom 1966, he/edthegro"p
through @periodo/""parallelled
expansion panic"/@Fly in "Ii"!" and
SIeelm@kihg. 11 was also aperiofqf, @p^d
leeh"o108ic@/ change, accompanied by
growth in rese@, ch anddeve/opme"ISIaffs
andjbcil^ties. 11 was to SI71a" MeLe""@"

Syme)that Lewis Weeks/i'sispoke o1
Bass Straitbpossib^^tier. The BHPm@"

Australia and overseas. By the eighties
these efforts included oil searches in

China (both on land and offshore), in the
North Sea and in the Us. Exploration in
the Timor Sea off Australia's north west

resulted in the discovery of two fields,
Jabiru and Challis, which are being pre-
pared for development.

It was in 1971 that an exploration

group led by the Australian company
Woodside and Burmah Oil of Britain

found a huge gas field on the north west
continental shelf. Burmah Oil, facing
financial problems elsewhere, sold out
to BHP in 1976. After various changes in
the partnership arrangements, including
BHP and Shell Australia taking over
control of Woodside, those two coin-
panies have become the main partici-
pants in the $11 billion North West Shelf
Project, supplying gas to Western AUSt-

(he was kn, ghre^" 1963, us was the
coinp@"y $10"g-serving chairing", Collh

w@s as!own ed@!!he prospec!, bur had"o
hesnarlo" in aceep!ing Weeks' advice rhoi.
by the lime the oilw@slow"d, petroleum
engineers would begb!e to cope w!Ih deep
andstormy warers

ralia and for export.
These years also saw BHP extending

its interests in other directions. The

NSW collieries supplying the steelworks
were upgraded and new mines opened.
Then the group got into the coal export
business with the purchase in 1976 of a
controlling share of the Moura-Kianga
mines in Queensland's Bowen Basin.
Three years later a big open cut was
opened at Gregory, north of Emerald.

After long negotiations, agreement
was reached with Reynolds Metals of
the Us and other companies to build an
alumina refinery at Worsley in Western
Australia, based on a bauxite deposit in
the Darling Ranges in which BHP had a
half interest. Efforts to get into alumin-
ium smelting failed.

In 1975 BHP took a 30 percentinterest
in the Teitor gold project on the edge of
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Utah's Naval'o coal mine in New Mexico, Us. Part o18HP's expansion overseas
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One of the modern engineer, 'rig marvels of the world The OK red, ' gold and copper mine in the remote
highlands of Papua New Guinea

put the question to chairman Sir James
MCNeill: would BHP be interested in

buying GE subsidiary Utah Inter-
national Inc. the San Francisco-based
resource group?

Negotiations took until January 1983
and a complex $24 billion proposition
emerged. BHP bought Utah's mining
interests in the Us, Canada, Brazil,
Chile and other countries, and set up the
Utah-managed coal mines in Queensland
with BHP's own Gregory mine in two
trusts with a 35 to 45percent BHP inter-
est. Utah International became a BHP

subsidiary and continued to manage the
properties involved.

Then in late 1984 the company rounded
off its overseas forays with a successful
$Us504 million bid for a Kansas-based
petroleum company, Energy Reserves
Group Inc. ERG has an extensive ex-

^e.
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PIOration program and 1400 producing
wells in the Us and Canada.

These developments capped a decade
of progress that was indeed impressive.
In the 10 years to 1984, group sales treb-
led to nearly $54 billion. BHP profit
passed the $100 million mark for the
first time in 1972, rose to more than $200
million in 1978, then leaped by $100 in 11-
lion each year for three years' After
checks in 1982 and 1983, the 1984 result
was $638,692,000. The centenary year
result will be higher still.

The company's operations now make
up about 2 percent of Australia's GDP,
and provide about 8 percent of the
nation's exports.

It all seems a long way back to that
rocky hill alive with wallabies and the
quiet boundary rider thumbing through
his rospectors'guide. .I
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Sarich's invention of a new design for, an
auto engine.

Looking overseas to find
room for the next 100 years

BHP approached its centenary year
with a cloud hanging over steel, the in-
dustry which had proved the early basis
for the company's financial strength.

The seventies had opened on a high
note with the company committed to
spending $220 million to expand the
capacity of its plants to 9 million a year.
In 1969 BHP had taken up a half share in
John Lysaght Australia and intended to
build a steelworks at Victoria's West-

ernport. But costs were rising, and while
profits held for a time, the return of
funds was poor. The Federal Govern-
merit had the Industries Assistance
Commission investigating.

In 1979 Lysaghts became a wholly-
owned subsidiary, but the downward
trend was continuing. In 1983 the market
collapsed. Only five of 12 blast furnaces
were operating. Rationalisation became
essential.

In a comprehensive recovery plan, old
plant was put out of service and nominal
capacity reduced to 6.6 million tonnes a
year. Steel division workers were cut
from 44,250 in 1981 to 29,000 in 1983.
Extra protection against imports was
provided. An industry authority, which
included union representatives, was ap-
pointed by the government to monitor
progress.

The leaner steel plants produced
better results as productivity improved
and demand increased. The company's
100th year was seeing the benefits of
reorganisation with the steel-using sub-
sidiaries more closely integrated.

Meanwhile, there were new OPPortu-
nities arising overseas.

In 1976, BHP agreed with Michael
Somare's Government to look into the

possibilities of the Mt Fubilan gold-
copper deposit in spectacular but in-
accessible country in western Papua
New Guinea. Kerinecott Copper of the
tlS had}discovered the ore but then de-
clined to work it.

After protracted engineering studies,
Ok Tedi Mining Company was formed
with BHP, American and German inter-
ests and the PNG Government as share-

holders. The mine's first development
stage was opened in 1984 at a cost of $1
billion. Full scale operation will cost
twice that much.

In August 1982, John Burlingame of
General Electrics of the Us came to
lunch at BHP House in Melbourne. He

IANMCLENNANcomp/etedhis
engineering course@I Melbourne
University@"din 1933 went 10 work at
BHP'39"@Fry @11ro" Monarch. Heinousd
up through the Gomp@"y's exec", ive ranks
logo on the board20ye@rs/ale, . Then, OS
chiefge"eru/ inari@geni, standing"@g^"g
d, }eelorfrom 1966, he/edthegro"p
through @periodo/""parallelled
expansion panic"/@Fly in "Ii"!" and
SIeelm@kihg. 11 was also aperiofqf, @p^d
leeh"o108ic@/ change, accompanied by
growth in rese@, ch anddeve/opme"ISIaffs
andjbcil^ties. 11 was to SI71a" MeLe""@"

Syme)that Lewis Weeks/i'sispoke o1
Bass Straitbpossib^^tier. The BHPm@"

Australia and overseas. By the eighties
these efforts included oil searches in

China (both on land and offshore), in the
North Sea and in the Us. Exploration in
the Timor Sea off Australia's north west

resulted in the discovery of two fields,
Jabiru and Challis, which are being pre-
pared for development.

It was in 1971 that an exploration

group led by the Australian company
Woodside and Burmah Oil of Britain

found a huge gas field on the north west
continental shelf. Burmah Oil, facing
financial problems elsewhere, sold out
to BHP in 1976. After various changes in
the partnership arrangements, including
BHP and Shell Australia taking over
control of Woodside, those two coin-
panies have become the main partici-
pants in the $11 billion North West Shelf
Project, supplying gas to Western AUSt-

(he was kn, ghre^" 1963, us was the
coinp@"y $10"g-serving chairing", Collh

w@s as!own ed@!!he prospec!, bur had"o
hesnarlo" in aceep!ing Weeks' advice rhoi.
by the lime the oilw@slow"d, petroleum
engineers would begb!e to cope w!Ih deep
andstormy warers

ralia and for export.
These years also saw BHP extending

its interests in other directions. The

NSW collieries supplying the steelworks
were upgraded and new mines opened.
Then the group got into the coal export
business with the purchase in 1976 of a
controlling share of the Moura-Kianga
mines in Queensland's Bowen Basin.
Three years later a big open cut was
opened at Gregory, north of Emerald.

After long negotiations, agreement
was reached with Reynolds Metals of
the Us and other companies to build an
alumina refinery at Worsley in Western
Australia, based on a bauxite deposit in
the Darling Ranges in which BHP had a
half interest. Efforts to get into alumin-
ium smelting failed.

In 1975 BHP took a 30 percentinterest
in the Teitor gold project on the edge of
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Utah's Naval'o coal mine in New Mexico, Us. Part o18HP's expansion overseas
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One of the modern engineer, 'rig marvels of the world The OK red, ' gold and copper mine in the remote
highlands of Papua New Guinea

put the question to chairman Sir James
MCNeill: would BHP be interested in

buying GE subsidiary Utah Inter-
national Inc. the San Francisco-based
resource group?

Negotiations took until January 1983
and a complex $24 billion proposition
emerged. BHP bought Utah's mining
interests in the Us, Canada, Brazil,
Chile and other countries, and set up the
Utah-managed coal mines in Queensland
with BHP's own Gregory mine in two
trusts with a 35 to 45percent BHP inter-
est. Utah International became a BHP

subsidiary and continued to manage the
properties involved.

Then in late 1984 the company rounded
off its overseas forays with a successful
$Us504 million bid for a Kansas-based
petroleum company, Energy Reserves
Group Inc. ERG has an extensive ex-

^e.
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PIOration program and 1400 producing
wells in the Us and Canada.

These developments capped a decade
of progress that was indeed impressive.
In the 10 years to 1984, group sales treb-
led to nearly $54 billion. BHP profit
passed the $100 million mark for the
first time in 1972, rose to more than $200
million in 1978, then leaped by $100 in 11-
lion each year for three years' After
checks in 1982 and 1983, the 1984 result
was $638,692,000. The centenary year
result will be higher still.

The company's operations now make
up about 2 percent of Australia's GDP,
and provide about 8 percent of the
nation's exports.

It all seems a long way back to that
rocky hill alive with wallabies and the
quiet boundary rider thumbing through
his rospectors'guide. .I
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The success of a

company 1:1<e BHPis
due to many different
things.

But one crucial element is ready access
to funds to fuelgrowth.

In the everyday excitement of the
stockrnarket, the StockExchange'stole in
providing that access, is often forgotten.

Over its hundred years, BHP hasraised
over $1,408 billion byway of share issues and
special placements of shares.

A striking illustration of the basic purpose
of tilestockExchange-tofucilitatethetransfer
Of fundsfi'omthosewitha. surplustothosewho
need funds for manufacturing or business.

hastyear, tilestockExchangeofMelbourne
celebrated its own one hundredth birthday.

Soitgivesusaspecialpleasure towelcome
BHP to the ranks of the centenarians and to
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know that masigriificarit
waytheStockExchange
hashelped it reach that
milestone.

The StockExchangeservessmallinvestors
aswellas big companies like BHiP

Ifyou'dl:it, etoknowmoreaboutitsrolein
the economy, or about inVCsttnentgenerally,
simply complete and malthe coupon below.

^-** '^^^^^-THE STOCKEXCf{ANGE OEMELBOURNE

e

..

-^--^^^^^^^^

I To:filestockExchangeofMelbourne Limited
35.1 Conins St. , Melbourne 3000.

. Please sendme acopyofyourfreebooklet
on howtheStoCkExehangeworks.

. Pleasesendmeyour1985progranmneof
investment courses held at tilestockExchange.

dine .. ...............................................
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CongratulationsBHP on the centenary of yoursuccessstory
You have delved into every aspect of energy from research

to production.
four cominttmentto growth in the field of exploration is

taking you worldwide in the increasingly important quest for
energyarid natural resources.

We are therefore proud to have been associated with you
in your recentacquisitionofUtahlnternationallnc.

The NatWest Group is one of the world's majorresources
of economicenergy

It>day;our commitment to AustraliaaloneisoverA$3billion.
Tomorrow we may prove to be still more resoorcefiilto

Australia's international resources companies.
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Bluer than blue, BHP
delivers the goods

for Its owners

National WestminsterBankPlc. National WestminsterFinanceAustraliaLtd.
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fter the Second World War, AUS-
tralian sharebrokers recognised the po-
tential support of overseas investment
institutions. Headed by J B Were & Son,
they either established offices or trav-
alled to London to market Australia to

the growing number offund managers in
the City.

Their strategy was unchanged from
broker to broker. They alllanded in
London carrying a review on BHP, and
almost invariably the second string was
the largest bank - in those days, the
Bank of New South Wales.

BHP was "sold" to the London man-

agers because of its role as Australia's
only steel producer in a world where
post-war rebuilding was creating ex-
panding demand. The overseas inter-
est spread to New York in the late 1950s.
It was support emanating from Wall
Street which resulted in BHP spearhea-
ding an almost boom market which
more than quadrupled the stock's capi-
tallsation in the five years to 1960, ac-
centuated by demand for steel. BHP
perhaps did not have time to accelerate
its own move into the resources sector

at a time when the great discoveries of
mineral and energy wealth were about
to put the nation on the international in-
vestment market.

Bass Strait changed allthat. But in an
investment market where steel on a
world-wide basis moved from a leader

to a laggard, BHP shares have not
always received the recognition that is
merited by the company's preeminence
in the oil exploration industry.

BHP is clearly Australia's largest
stock in inid 1985. Only once in recent
years has there been another company
with greater capitalisation, and that was

BHP is Australia's bluest of blue chip invest in^nts. Graeme
Adamson looks at the investment track record .of the stock
and we talk to five BHP shareholders on what it feels like to

be a part-owner of the country's biggest company.
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justments of 1984-85 have resL!Ited in a
lower ticket price on the stock, which
may have the effect of regenerating
interest among smaller holders

In part, however, the dwindling inter-
ust of smaller shareholders reflected in
those figures may indicate a perception
of BHP as a non-performing company in
the inflation-savaged second half of the
1970s.

The company's policy, abandoned in
1983, of stating profit after a fixed asset
utilisation charge, was an Important
factor. This effectiveIy provided accel-
erated depreciation for replacement of
assets at current costs.

With the flat economy of the period
and sustained inflation, BHP's stated
profit performance was sluggish. The
company appeared to put considerable
public relations effort into emphasising
its own lack of performance as a means
of attacking government policies and

The result was that the awareness of
investors was more of BHP's massive
investment and lack of profitability in
steel, rather than the potential growth in
earnings from oil production and in re-
serves from exploration.

BHP no longer had the image of the
dynamic leader in the market. Brokers
were confused as to how to assess the
stock. They were sympathetic initially
to the FAU accounting approach adop-
ted by the company. However, progres-
SIvely their analysts reassessed their
view.

For a period, brokers in their recoin-
mendations to clients stated profit on
both a before and after FAU basis. This
a proaCh had the inevitability of adding

to ^I, e confusion, no matter what the

for a few weeks. It is, though, no longer
automatically the first stock that vis-
iting Australian brokers recommend
abroad.

To a large degree that reflects the
perception of BHP as being too big for
the Australian market, with more than
1000 million shares on issue and with the
holdings spread among 164,000 share
holders.

Allinvestment institutions have their
fill of BHP in Australia. Probably most
serious private investors have a portion
of their holdings in the company.

It is therefore somewhat surprising to
discover that the number of share-
holders in BHP has fallen from a peak of
191,000 in 1974, against the trend of other
leading energy shares. The capital ad-

unions
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fter the Second World War, AUS-
tralian sharebrokers recognised the po-
tential support of overseas investment
institutions. Headed by J B Were & Son,
they either established offices or trav-
alled to London to market Australia to

the growing number offund managers in
the City.

Their strategy was unchanged from
broker to broker. They alllanded in
London carrying a review on BHP, and
almost invariably the second string was
the largest bank - in those days, the
Bank of New South Wales.

BHP was "sold" to the London man-

agers because of its role as Australia's
only steel producer in a world where
post-war rebuilding was creating ex-
panding demand. The overseas inter-
est spread to New York in the late 1950s.
It was support emanating from Wall
Street which resulted in BHP spearhea-
ding an almost boom market which
more than quadrupled the stock's capi-
tallsation in the five years to 1960, ac-
centuated by demand for steel. BHP
perhaps did not have time to accelerate
its own move into the resources sector

at a time when the great discoveries of
mineral and energy wealth were about
to put the nation on the international in-
vestment market.

Bass Strait changed allthat. But in an
investment market where steel on a
world-wide basis moved from a leader

to a laggard, BHP shares have not
always received the recognition that is
merited by the company's preeminence
in the oil exploration industry.

BHP is clearly Australia's largest
stock in inid 1985. Only once in recent
years has there been another company
with greater capitalisation, and that was

BHP is Australia's bluest of blue chip invest in^nts. Graeme
Adamson looks at the investment track record .of the stock
and we talk to five BHP shareholders on what it feels like to

be a part-owner of the country's biggest company.
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justments of 1984-85 have resL!Ited in a
lower ticket price on the stock, which
may have the effect of regenerating
interest among smaller holders

In part, however, the dwindling inter-
ust of smaller shareholders reflected in
those figures may indicate a perception
of BHP as a non-performing company in
the inflation-savaged second half of the
1970s.

The company's policy, abandoned in
1983, of stating profit after a fixed asset
utilisation charge, was an Important
factor. This effectiveIy provided accel-
erated depreciation for replacement of
assets at current costs.

With the flat economy of the period
and sustained inflation, BHP's stated
profit performance was sluggish. The
company appeared to put considerable
public relations effort into emphasising
its own lack of performance as a means
of attacking government policies and

The result was that the awareness of
investors was more of BHP's massive
investment and lack of profitability in
steel, rather than the potential growth in
earnings from oil production and in re-
serves from exploration.

BHP no longer had the image of the
dynamic leader in the market. Brokers
were confused as to how to assess the
stock. They were sympathetic initially
to the FAU accounting approach adop-
ted by the company. However, progres-
SIvely their analysts reassessed their
view.

For a period, brokers in their recoin-
mendations to clients stated profit on
both a before and after FAU basis. This
a proaCh had the inevitability of adding

to ^I, e confusion, no matter what the

for a few weeks. It is, though, no longer
automatically the first stock that vis-
iting Australian brokers recommend
abroad.

To a large degree that reflects the
perception of BHP as being too big for
the Australian market, with more than
1000 million shares on issue and with the
holdings spread among 164,000 share
holders.

Allinvestment institutions have their
fill of BHP in Australia. Probably most
serious private investors have a portion
of their holdings in the company.

It is therefore somewhat surprising to
discover that the number of share-
holders in BHP has fallen from a peak of
191,000 in 1974, against the trend of other
leading energy shares. The capital ad-

unions



underlying analysis proved.
In 1982, BHP's stated profit, after

fixed asset charges of $210.7 million util-
isation, was $154 million. The following
year, after the company changed its
FAU policy, profit was $252.8 million
and brokers and the market were put-
ting question marks over the investment
merits of BHP.

As so often over the past century, this
changed dramatically.
There was an audacious takeover offer

for BHP from Wigmores Limited, later
to be renamed Bell Resources.
Evidence accumulated that BHP was

deadly serious about restructuring its
steel division with an emphasis on prof-
itability.

Oil was discovered at Jabiru during a
bullshare market with some instant pre-
dictions from brokers' oil analysts as to
the size of the find, that, however, were
not substantiated.

The company, consciously or other-
wise, began a policy of closer coinmun-
ICations and better understanding with
investors and brokers,

Today movement in BHP shares re
flect strategy developments based on
the resource sector such as the Jabiru

discovery and the Utah acquisition.
The company is Australia's biggest

coal producer, the largest oil producer
and explorer and the only steel produc-
er. Yet despite that remarkable strate-
gic strength its shares invariably sell on
a lower price-earnings ratio than much
smaller companies in metals or energy.

In 1985 the company has responded to
the need of greater investor apprecia-
tion. A presentation on the ramifications
and potential of BHP was put together,
and directors took this message abroad
to the world's investment fund inari-

agers.
The short-term returns from such an

exercise are not necessarily reflected in
the share market price. Longer term
there will be a wider awareness of the

importance of BHP and of its potential.
Within Australia, there has also been

a marked improvement in coinmun-
ications between investors and BHP.

The company, once considered remote,
is now seen to be moving to achieve real
growth in profits for its shareholders.
This is reflected in the share split, the
bonus issue and the cash issue which

A,

Greek-born Sylianos Nicolaidis, 48,
came to Australia in 1956 and joined
BHP's Port Kernbla steelworks, a job he
has held ever since. He is a leading hand
welder working as an acting foreman.
He has two sons, Adam, 24, and Michael,
20, and both work with BHP. Earlier this
year Nicolaidis and son Michaeldecided
to invest in BHP shares. They bought 200
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have occurred since 1984.

It is also reflected in the growth of
market capitalisation of BHP in the
1980s, despite the unfavorable trend for
resource and energy producers in the
share market over the past five years,

Australian sharemarkets since the

late 1970s have been strongly influenced
by takeover activity and speculation.
For much of the time, BHP was ex-
cluded from this trading. Indeed, in one
of those end-of-year summaries which
fill in summer space for newspapers,
Chanticleer of the Financial Review
wrote that one of the three certainties

for the year ahead in the investment
world was that BHP would not make a
takeover.

$125.8m
547.3in
542.7m

1920. gin
1431m
4390m

6283.6m

in April, the first shares that the Nico-
laidis family had ever owned.

"We boughtthem because we feltthey
would be a good investment for the long
run. We might make a bit of money or
lose the money but we have already
added 40 shares with the dividend and

bonus. We felt it would be a good idea
just to get a part in BHP".

That view has changed. BHP has
taken part in two of the largest and most
important acquisitions in Australia. It
acquired the Utah mines in Australia
and abroad from General Electric from

the start of 1984. In 1985, together with
Shell, it has bid for and obtained a
majority interest in Woodside Petro-
Ieum. It has also merged its Coinsteel
subsidiary with Vickers.

The result of the moves is that in the

day-to-day theorising of corporate
strategies that is so much part and
parcel of the Australian stockbroking in-
dustry, BHP is now regarded as a thrus-
ting, expansion-oriented group which
elects to grow by acquisition in its exist-
ing areas of operation. When the ta-

.

Peter Hardie, G:^ lives only 150 metres
from 11^ sea at Marcus Beach, eight
kilometres south of Noosa. He jogs,
fishes and swims, represents NODSa at
Liberal Party Conferences and is coin-
PIeting a BA from Deakin University.
I;19 was managing director of Biro Bic
(Australia).

"When I retired in July 1984 I doubled
my BHP shares and then let the divi-
dends 1.3 capitalised in the dividend in-
vestment plan. I now hold 4672 shares.

My first BHP shares were bought more
than 25 years!:!!^>, I am more than happy
with them.

"BHP in its management has a rare
combination of progress and prudence. I
think they are stepping out of their
crease a little more than to former
years' But they are not doing it reck-
lessly. I wish when I retired that I had
put more into BHP than I did in other
investments. " Photo: ALANJONES
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F10 d Brooks is 58 and has h e mar. money but something we would pass
ried daughte s, His 4000-hectare proper- down to the children and grandchil ren.
ty is 135 kilometres north of Adelaide we're very happy with the shares. We
and eight kilometres outside the wine- have no complaints a all. We consider
producing town of Clare. here he runs them to be a very stable investment.
shee and breeds orses. His paddocks BHP is very powerful, well-run and
grow wheat, barley and oats. successfu company.

"We hol about 8000 shares in BHP. "We are just near are bu IPrefer to
My parents and bo ght hem about 30 stayout of wine. find it's notlike BHP.
years ago. Price was he attraction. It's a very unstable industry. It booms
They were selling atto s than $4. But we and crashes, brooms and crashes allthe
bought them not with the idea of making time. " Photo: GRANTHANCOCK

keover fever was at its height in inid-
1983, Wigmores, which itself had just
been acquired by Bell Group after a
protracted battle, made what was
widely regarded as the most unlikely bid
in Australian corporate history when it
offered its shares in eXchange for those
of BHP.

Brokers, investors, financial coin-
meritators and, one suspects, the board
of BHP alike did not know how to re
spynd to this move. In the end the bid
attracted a inodicum of response. How-
ever, it concentrated investors' minds
on the underlying value of their BHP
shareholdings.

This reassessment by brokers was
reinforced by the coincidental discovery

.
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Artist Charlotte Moffat, now in her sev-
enties, was born in Berlin, the daughter
of a Frenchfatherand a German moth-

er. To complicate matters she married a
SCOtsman and migrated to Australia.
Her son Gordon is Melbourne's deputy
lord mayor.

"I was travelling from ustralia to
England with my husband Max on the
Canberra in 1968. At San Francisco an

American couple, Harold Jackson
who owned a printing company - and
his wife, joined us. He wanted to know
all about Australia. I had a book which

told how wonderful Australia is, and
at e he read it he said he would like to

invest in some Australian shares. Isaid,
The bestthing ICan recommendis BHP,
but they are fairly high.

of the Patrim oilfield within da^s of the
Wigmores' bid. Jabiru has not justified
the claims of brokers to having a poten-
11al similar to that of Bass Strait, but it
has served to demonstrate that BHP is

an active company beyond its existing
operational centres.

Sharebrokers quickly recognised that
Wigmores, renamed Bell Resources,
would follow with a further offer for
BHP shares, especially as its own
shares were outperforming those of
BHP in the market. BHP anticipated
wellthe second offer by Bell. It took Bell
to court over various aspects of the deal
. . . and won.

However, the concept of BHP as a
stock too big for the corporate strate-

"From the ship - at this point we
were between America and Spain - we

sharebroker son Gordon atrang my
MCKinley Wilson in Melbourne and put
in an order for a substantial quantity of
BHP shares. Then they went to $25 and
Harold Jackson sold. But he had diffi-

culty getting the money out of Australia.
So he bought several farms with bun-
dreds of acres near Surfers Paradise in

Queensland and he sold that farmland in
blocks. He made a fortune. He has

become a millionaire, and he still has
land there.

"I am a BHP shareholder - I have

about 5,000 shares - but I haven't done
nearly as well as that. Still, I'm very
happy with BHP. It's a great success
story".

gists of Australia has changed. Those
close to the sharemarket now recognise
that BHP shares can be part of a play by
the larger conglomerates. The dis-
closure that Adelaide Steamship Coin-
pany had been a buyer of the shares late
in 1984 served to reinforce this view.

BHP's approach to investor relations
appears to have changed remarkably in
the past two years' Cynics would say
this is a result of the interest of the

corporate strategists in the stock; the
company's management would probably
claim it is coincidental. Whatever the

rationale, the company has made
members of its board increasingly avail-
able to speak to groups of investment
analysts and institutional shareholders

RIDto: GREG BARTLEY
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around the world. It has facilitated

visits by American sharebroking houses
to write in-depth reviews on the coin-
pany. It has enlarged its publications
prepared for investors and invited en-
quiries from shareholders large and
small.

The result of all these moves is that

the investment community around the
world has changed its perception of BHP
over the past two years, As it enters its
second century, BHP promotes itself.

It is a far cry from a quarter of a cen-
tury ago when the concept of BHP held
by Australian sharebrokers was that it
should be in a portfolio solely because it
was the nation's largest company. But
BHP's attitude then was considered to

be that profit and returns to share-
holders were less important than the
company's role in the national economy.
What was good for BHP was good for
Australia.

This led in the years before the Bass
Strait find to criticism and cross exa-

mination of directors by the company's
largest personal investor, A1bert Shep-
herd. At annual meetings, in letters to
the press and in speeches around the
country, Shepherd criticised the board

for what he claimed was a lack of con-

sideration for the legitimate aspirations
of shareholders.

The pointed and inherently hostile
questions at the annual meetings were
treated defensiveIy by a BHP board
unused to such an approach. It devel-
oped a defusing technique at the meet-
ings of calling for questions, writing
them down and then answering them
collectively. This circumvented the
prospect of cross-examination.

Today the company goes out of its way
to encourage questions.

In 1984, BHP distributed a glossy book
to shareholders in which it described
itself as Australia's international re-

sources company. It said that the coin-
pany was destined to push outwards
beyond Australia's borders .. ."BHP is
committed to growth wherever profit-
able opportunities exist. "

The Utah acquisition included coal
mines in the Us and South Africa, iron
ore in Brazil and copper and ino1ybde-
num in Canada. At the start of 1985, it
acquired the Energy Reserves Group,
which is an oil and gas producer in the
us.

Despite the overseas emphasis and

the expectation by analysts that BHP's
future thrust will be abroad, share-
brokers and the market continue to
assess BHP as an investment based
upon its oil and coal pricing in Australia
and on its steel production margins.

Participation in another big oil find is
the perennial prime objective of traders
in the stock, rather than the merited
growth from its investment in actual re-
source development and corporate ac-
quisition.

On investment fundamentals, BHP is
measured as an international stock. It is

too big and too well held within AUSt-
ralia for our sharemarkets to absorb. Its
transient share price behavior may be
directed by local strategists, but in the
longer term movements, BHP in the
1980s only develops direction with the
impetus of nori-Australian buying or sell-
ing of the shares.

The BHP board recognises this; so do
Australian sharebrokers. BHP as an

international stock is the reality of the
perception of J. B. Were and its fellow
brokers post war when they walked the
streets of the City of London success-
fully interesting fund managers in the
shares of 'The Big Australian. '
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B^.. IP' four, .d. its most prod. net, .ve sittetl, ttlLhl ^ ' I ts.w, .thoutthe help of'surveyor's or geolog. .sts.
In 1885 whenBHPwaslooking^>rthebest

position to locate its headquarters, Melbourne, the economic,
intellectual and political hub of the Australian nation, was the
obvious choice.

One hundred yearslater, the choice^^ranyone
looking for the best place to headquarter their businessisjt:1st
as simple.

Today, Victoria hasthe only State Government in
AustraliacommittedtoalongtermEconomicStrategytol>uild
on its competitive strengths.

Andresults are already showing in the shorttenn.
The latest ABS figures showVictoriatol>ethemost

rapidly growing employment centre. And to have the best
growth in fixed capital investment.

Ifyot:I^1.1iketoknowmorea. bout howVictoria. of^^rs
your companysomegoldenopportt:Inities^^rthenextcentury,
just contactthe Victorian Business Centre at the Department
onridustry, Technology 8c' Resources on (03) 4/8 8200.

Victoria. You could, 1't have your businessin a
betterstate. roam, ^^

I ^
.

Alloyer^^eWorld^^eresoneresourceBl. IP

doesnthaveany trouble finding
Arthurfuidersen&Co increasing global activities andersen&Co. is proudtobe

is not only the world's largest associated wi^itIBHiP as itOur undersumdingof
accounting firm, it's also one of BHP'srequirementsisaresultof launches into an exciting and
the most widely situated apronsssionalrelationshipthat promisingsecondcentury

With more than 1500fitices stretches backover Soyears
from Sydney to San Francisco, Together we've seen
Dallas to Dublin, weareweU eachothergrowwaybeyond
placed roserveBHP'sever expectations and todayArthur
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At HumesA. R. C. ,it's takenmorethari60years'hardworkto
buildourcompanyuptoitscurrentstrongposition.

Australia^; number one reinforcing supplier And a greatpart of
this strengthhasdependedonthepeoplewhosupplyus.

Our raw materials. .. Oursfeel. .. And that's BHRTbgetherwe've
helped eachothergrow Aswe'vebothhelpedAustraliagrow

We've been involved in the foundations of more construction

projectsthananyotherteam in this country
The experience andexpertisegainedhasresultedinHumesA. R. C.

being recognised as one offheworki^;leadersinthereiriforcir!gfield.
Ifyouwouldliketoshareinourstrengthandexpeiience, you can.

"""^::::^:;^;';:;^:^:^ul^,,, HUM=^"Sjis'Z3
services through46 Tbgetherw<^'restronger
branches flu. oughoutAustralia.

. .
.

World Trade Centre, Melbourne - Reinforced with A. R. C. materials.
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Growing too bigforits roots

HP has grown too big for its roots.
Realising that the sheer size of its AUS-
tralian operations could severely curb
further business development, the coin-
pany is spending surplus funds on buying
mineral and energy interests around the
globe. At the same time, it is aiming to
internationalise itself by encouraging
greater foreign investment in its shares.

During the next few years, BHP is
expected to have annual cash flows ap-
proaChing $12 billion. Sydney stock-
broker Meares & Philips estimates that
up to $500 million of that could be spent
on buying overseas enterprises, provid-
ed the right opportunities exist. A1-
though the company will remain dedi-
cated to Australia through its huge oil,
coal and steel operations - and has
plans to explore for oil and develop the
North West Shelf gas project - these
ventures are not enough for the funds
that are flowing into BHP's coffers.

The company's scope for further
growth is already limited by the surplus
capacity it has in many of its domestic
operations. This is a prime reason why
capital expenditure has dropped from a
record $906 million in fiscal 1982 to only
$^01 million in 1984.

If Meares & Philips is right, and BHP
does spend $500 million a year overseas,
its international worth will reach about
$4.5 billion by 1990, or 28 percent of total
group assets. Five years further down
the track and international assets could
9'0w to about 40 percent.

BHP's plans will have an important
impact on the Australian economy.
BHP already generates about 8 per
cent of our export earnings, with sales in
the year to May 1984 totalling more than
$14 billion. By expanding its overseas

As BHP outgrows its own backyard the company is casting
offshore for expansion opportunities. A1an Deans

reports on these international plans and looks at the impact
on our local economy.

ROBox 77WorldTiadeCentre, Melbourne3005.

,

ARC1043

prepared to commititselfto overseas in-
vestments was demonstrated last year
when it paid nearly $Us3 billion in two
takeovers. The first deal was the $Us2.4
billion purchase of General Electric's
mineral subsidiary Utah International.
The bulk of the dealinvolved the Utah
coal mines in central Queensland
(equity in which has subsequently been
sold on to other companies), but BHP
also bought a range of other assets upon
which to expand its international thrust.

Among these foreign assets are the
San Juan, Navajo and Sierra coal prop-
erties in the Us, the Island copper mine
in Canada and 49 percent of the Samarco
iron ore operation in Brazil. Import-
antly, the company also bought several
potential mineral developments and a
strong portfolio of exploration interests.

This will lead to the development of
the La Plata steaming coal mine in New
Mexico. It will cost $Us90 million to
build and its 1.5 million tonnes of annual
output will supplement shipments from
the nearby San Juan mine. The devel-
opment with most promise, however, is
the La ESCondida copper deposit in
Chile.

La ESCondida was discovered in
August 1981 and has already become
known as the largest undeveloped
copper orebody in the world, containing
1.7 billion tonnes of material grading 1.6
percent copper. This reserve is 50 per-
centgreater than allof the knowncopper
deposits in Australia. BHP is believed to
favor developing a mine and has coin-
PIeted a final feasibility study, but the
go-ahead awaits the sale of TeXaco's 50
percent interest which it acquired last
year through the takeover of Getty Oil.
in open pit is planned with an ore

assets, the group will have greater in-
fluence on Australia's investment pol-
icy, the currency and, indeed, the gener-
al business outlook.

The company has been accumulating
overseas expertise for some time and al-
ready has a number of smaller oper-
ations including a tin mine in Indonesia,
steel processing in the Philippines and
New Zealand and oil exploration in the
North Sea. Big investments began only a
few years ago when BHP joined a con-
sortium to explore for oil off the coast of
China and contributed as a 30 percent
partner in the $1 billion first stage devel-
opment of the OK Tedi gold and copper
mine in Papua New Guinea. it now has
interests in more than 15 countries.

The extent to which the company is

39
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reserve of 545 million tonnes grading
2.16 percent copper.

The other big takeover for BHP last
year was the Us oil company Energy
Reserves Group. The $585 million price
tag bought 27 million barrels of oil and
233 billion cubic feet of gas reserves, but
more importantly it also brought a host
of exploration permits.

ERG holds 376,000 hectares of undeve-
loped leases extending across 16 Us
states. If the dealis to pay off, substan-
tial new reserves must be found in this

acreage. For 10 years now, BHP has
operated an oil exploration venture in
Denver which has been hampered by the
difficulty of buying good prospects.
ERG is ranked in the bottom third of Us

companies in its average cost of oil dis-
coveries so it has a track record for find-

ing oil cheaply. It was hamstrung from
doing so, however, because of the costof
an ill-timed diversification into miner-

als early in the 1980s.
Since completing the takeover BHP

has paid back ERG's $250 million debt,
or taken it on its own balance sheet. It is

also boosting expenditure this year from
$Us15 million to $Us50 million on both
exploration and increasing equity inter-

ests in prospective leases. ERG will
eventually expand its holdings into ex-
PIOration off the coast of the Us and into
Canada and South America. Its techni-
cal staff and geological concepts will
also be used in a push into mainland oil
exploration in Australia.

An integral part of BHP's inter-
national push is its conviction that oil

CHRONOMETER

Utah and the minerals
division will eventually

merge, and most
international development

will be channelled
through Utah

prices will again rise from the 1990s.
Other oil companies, including Shell,
share the belief that the present oil glut
will last at most only another five years'

Apart from expanding ERGs budget
and moving into oil drilling in China,
BHP has recently opened offices in
London and Singapore. The British oper-
ation will be the centre of a renewed
push into exploration in the North Sea

through the bidding for new concessions
which are due to be issued this year

Rumors persist that BHP may boost
its oil exposure by taking over another
international oil company. Before bid-
ding for ERG it considered 250 alterna-
tives and General Electric did offer its

subsidiary Ladd Petroleum as part of
the Utah package.

A vital part of BHP's international
strategy is the Utah operations base in
Sari Francisco. Under the recently an-
nounced divisional reorganisation, Utah
and the minerals division will eventually
merge, and most international devel-

;, OPment will be channelled through Utah.
' Already ERG is directed by Utah, with
t. he chief executive, Richard Volk, re-
porting to Utah's chairman, Bud Wilson

This policy is partly aimed at having
a centralised management structure
close to the operational bases, but there
is a second and equally important rea-
son. The Us tax system allows a deduc-
tion against Us income for exploration
and development expenditure incurred
outside of that country. BHP therefore
intends to maximise its Us earnings by
keeping debt to a minimum so that it can
write off unprofitable operations, such
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as oil OKploration in China or the North
Sea.

The Utah takeover indicates that BHP
also considers minerals attractive. This
is at a time when disillusioned oil coin-

nanies are selling their mineral inter-
ests after paying top money for them
several years ago.

In taking a contrary view, BHP is pur-
suing its policy of "buying straw hats in
winter", first adopted in the takeover of
Utah. The company believes that there
is no better time to buy than when coin-
inodity prices are down and good, cheap
assets are available.

The managing director, Brian Loton,
emphasised this theme in a recentinter-
view when he said: "The name of the

game now is to change (our outlook) to
get profits in a low-growth or no-growth
environment. We have to improve the
performance of onr existing businesses
and sell resources at lower costs. "

If Loton can achieve this, he will go a
long way towards promoting BHP's
second international goal: to attract
more foreign investment in its shares.
BHP has 913 million shares on issue, and
this year has been valued by the stock-
market at up to $6154 million. That is

about 10 percent of the value of all pub-
Iicly listed stocks in Australia. Such
dominance has its drawbacks, espe-
cially because it has kept a lid on the
company's share price and limited the
market for its scrip.

A recent survey of shareholders con-
ducted by the company showed that
most wanted share price appreciation,

In taking a contrary view,
BHP is pursuing its policy
of "buying straw hats in
winter", first adopted by

the takeover of Utah

fairs, David Adams, held seminars over
several days with fund managers and
stockbrokers in London. But the main

roadshow came in May when Loton and
the executive general manager finance,
Geoff Healey, addressed investment
managers in San Francisco, Chicago,
Boston, New York and Los Angeles.

The main sales pitch has centred
around the quality of the group's assets,
its international expansion, the strong
profit outlook and the strength of its bal-
ance sheet. The insular company
slogans of the past, such as 'the Big AUS-
tralian' and 'Australia's BHP', have
been replaced by one with broader ap-
peal, 'Australia's International Re-
sources Company'.

The aim is no less ambitious than to

alter the entire investment perception of
BHP. Until now it has been regarded as
a prime blue-chip stock to buy if you are
interested in Australia. BHP wants to

become known as a company that war-
rants investment in its own right.

I^ is not an image that the company
can achieve overnight, however. While
the recent overseas promotions are said
to have been successful, it will take sim-
ilar efforts over several years to draw

although there was a strong expectation
of increased dividends. BHP hopes to
boost the share price to a level which
better reflects its asset backing by at-
tracting greater foreign investment.
Foreigners now hold around 25 percent
of the issued capital and this could be
boosted to 35 percent. This year the
company has started a sales campaign
aimed at British and Us investors.

The general manager, corporate af-

.~--.

In themiddleofthelastcentury; whenthe state of Victoriawasonlynineteenyearsold, a
dramaticundertakingwascompleted. The laying offour kilometres of ironrailwayline. newasn't
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It takes BHP's special expertise to
produce hundredsof steel sections several
times a year.

It takes Union Steel's special expertise
to make these sections available every day
in Sydney, Melbourne, Perth, Brisbane,
Cairns, Townsville, Gladstone, Emerald and
Toowoomba(notto mention hundreds of
other more remote pointson the map).

Often cut to size and shape.
A special expertise that's made Union

Steel Australia's most rapidly expanding
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In the business of supplying Australia
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with the expertise to make steel.
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take BHP steel and dramatically changeits
properties so it becomes several times
stronger or many times harder.

Simply by heating it and cooling it in
a way that's scientifically exacting and
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So it becomes Bisalloy quenched
and tempered steel, a material that is doing
for steel users what steel did for iron users!
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The general manager, corporate af-
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It takes BHP's special expertise to
produce hundredsof steel sections several
times a year.

It takes Union Steel's special expertise
to make these sections available every day
in Sydney, Melbourne, Perth, Brisbane,
Cairns, Townsville, Gladstone, Emerald and
Toowoomba(notto mention hundreds of
other more remote pointson the map).

Often cut to size and shape.
A special expertise that's made Union

Steel Australia's most rapidly expanding
steelcompany.

UnionsteelCom an P .Ltd.

At Bunge we know whatit's like!
In the business of supplying Australia

with steelBunge'stwosteelcompaniestake
up where BHP leaves off.

Iness.

Concord/1526

:^:: B
A Bunge Australia Company

BHP is the one company in Australia
with the expertise to make steel.

Bunge Industrial Steelis the one
company in Australia with the expertise to
take BHP steel and dramatically changeits
properties so it becomes several times
stronger or many times harder.

Simply by heating it and cooling it in
a way that's scientifically exacting and
technologically difficult.

So it becomes Bisalloy quenched
and tempered steel, a material that is doing
for steel users what steel did for iron users!

Bunge Industrial SteelPty. Ltd.
00.0

3888̂
0.00
00.0
....

A Bunge Australia Company
Garland Farwagi& Slewarl BU 3179
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With 177 offices in 88 countries, and operations spanning almost every
industry. C. Itoh has immediate access to the kind of information that
creates opportunity. From development of trade in natural resources
such as wool. coal and iron ore to more sophisticated manufactured
goods including computer-related products, C. Itoh has the resources
and experience to turn. plans into action. And' action into success.
Whether it's establishing joint business ventures, financing new
projects or gathering and analysing data, a link-up with C. Itoh gives
you access to a formidable global network, unmatched organisational
and financial expertise and the full backing of a company that gets
information fast. And first.
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greater world attention to BHP. Indeed,
some fund managers expressed concern
at the London meetings that the drop in
the Australian dollar this year had lost
them money on their investments, des-
pite the climb to record Ieve. Is in BHP's
share price.

Apart from the public relations-type
approach of emphasising the company's
qualities, BHP is alsb tempting share
buyers with cash. Its dividend record
has been criticised in the past as being
poor, but since last year it has twice
boosted dividend, ' made two bonus share
issues and a substantially discounted
rights issue. In May 1984, a shareholder
with 100 shares would have received a

dividend of $23, whereas the same in-
vestment would have yielded $44.25 up to
April this year.

Brian Loton- says: "It is under-
standable that shareholders should
want and receive better returns in t-jines

of positive interest rates. " He has fat-
tened their wallets, but the 1984/85
payout ratio of 24.7 percent was stillthe
second lowest made by the company in
10 years,

This was artificially depressed by'the
153 percent increase in net profit in that
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C. 110H 8, .Co, LTD WORLDWIDE NETWORK:

year to a record $639 million and it has
led Loton to joke that perha^s the way to
make the figures lopk better would be to
'cut earnings. However it indicates that
the company has ample leeway to make
much higher payouts.

.Despite .the improved returns and
rosy outlook, BHP shares' are still tra-
ding at a prospective price earnings

Some analysts estimate
that the company is be
tween 50 percent and 100
percent undervalued, but
any significant upgrading
will occur, only if the share

base can be broadened.

ratio of a low 7.5. Some analysts est-jin-
ate that the company is bet-^, een 50 per-
cent and 100 percent undervalued, .but
any significant and prolonged upgrading
wi'11 occur only if the share base can be
broadened.

The company has taken other steps to
endear itself to shareholders. During the
past two years ithas improved its re-
porting by dropping the confusing in-
flation accounting system and has begun
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issuing quarterly .profit statements. It
has introduced a dividend reinvestmerit

Iilan and an employee share plan, and
for the first time in 65 years has held a
boatd meeting in Sydney followed by a
mock annual meeting for local share-
holders and financial managers.

it has been argued that these moves
are a direct result of share buying by
two corporate-raiders, Robert Hol-mes a
Court and John Spalvins. Holmes a
Court has mounted two 'takeover bids

and has indicated that he wants to gain
control of BHP and split the. company
up, implying that he could do better than

speculated that he is acting with Holmes
a. Court.

Loton admits that this is "a constant

reminder that we have to improve our
performance". But he notes that new in-
itiatives had. been taken before Holmes a

Court appeared on BHP's share regis-
ter. Outsiders say that Loton is s. weep-
ing many of the cobwebs from the coin-
pany (as witnessed by .the recent divisio-
nalshakeout) and is promoting a new air
of management competition within the
g-roup-I
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CONGRATULATIONS
, FROMGERM Y

Since the time when lead was Selling at an annual average
off 911.6 perton On 1894sy, The-Broken Hill

Proprietary Co. Ltd. (BHP) and MetalIgesell^chaft AG (MG)
have been active trading partners.

' In the'1890's MetalIgesellschaft was purchasing lead
bearing material from BHP's mines at Broken Hitl.
In later years BHP was a majorcustomer of LUTgi

(MG's engineering subsidiary) for sinter plants and in
more recent years, MG and BHPhave become

two of the owners of the massive OKTEDlgold-copper
project in Papua New Guinea.

MG takes pride at its historic commercial links with BHP -
links which over the years, continue to strengthen.

The MetalIgeseMschaft Group congratulates
THEBROKENHILLPROPRIETAR.YCO. LTD.

on this important milestone - its centenary -
and wishes it adsucc6ss and continued growth and

prospetity. in the future.
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Presenting Australia's most elegantra. tionale for steelframe consttu ti n
GrosvenorPlace, Sydney. Coinple, c, atomc- fabricationmethodsmea. usfasterconstruction,

and earlier rentalincometive, energyetficient. Destined to findfameasan
Australian landmark, and as a flagship for steel .High technology: Computer aided design ca. n
frameconstruction. producedesigridrawingsinafiactionofthe

The bigliteclmologyofsteelfraineconstruc- inletakenbydmwingoffices
tionwaschosentomeetdesigricriteriaof"State .Ease of insulation: All services including
of the Art" modeimty, superiortenancy space, plumbing, electrical andmechanical.
low energyusage, asweUas environmental and .Lower foundation costs: Duetocomparatively

lower ovenUweightofttiebuilding.aesthetic considerations.
fascia.Ease of cladding: Glass and otherEnonnousadvantagesavailablethroughsted

materialsframe construction are

The resultis greater cost atectiveness for all.Largecolumnfreeareas:
Manjinization of natural Itglit and wide
sweeping views.
More lettable space generates more rental
Income.
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CANYOUSEETOSHIBA
IN THIS PICTURE?

OSpeed of erection:Increased standardisation in

concerned, and stunntng

;^:;i;:;,'^conetr, .ton. ^ 1ste^,,,,,
It's abeautifu1 10 OSItion.

Meridian BHP 1027 RR

We're there. In their smiles. We helped make
those smiles. By making their lives a little nicer

We did it through electronics.
Electronics is a field you touch wherever you

turn these days
And in the years to come, you're going to

touch it more

And much of what you touch is going to be
Toshiba. Because Toshiba is one of the biggest
electronics makers in the world

We make everything from semiconductors
to computers to color TVs to medical equipment
to satellite communications systems

And everything we make, makes life a little
nicer. That's what electronics are all about. That's

what we're about. We're Toshiba. We're making
electronics come to life

touts Inner"do"ICOrpo""on Pty. Ltd. . 14nh Floor. Gold Fields House. NO I Allred SIree, . Sydney Cove. Box R219. Sydney. N SV 2000 Tel. 274301~S Tele, . 22268
,b. hiba (A".,"thirty L"., 84-92 1.1avem Road. North Ryde. N. S. W. 2113 Tel. .!02) 8873322 Telex. an27235

TOSHIBA
infoLrohwi",, tyrorr^
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Unearthing the
resources wealth

of anation
The transformation from a steel maker to a diversified

resources group has seen BHP unearth the mineral wealth
of the country. J. N. Pierce chronicles the company's major

resource discoveries

h If' ststartedwritin about
BHP close on 40 years ago, its empire
was divided like Caesar's Gaulinto
three parts: steel at Port Kernbla, steel
at Newcastle and pig iron at Whyalla.

The mining of silver-lead-zinc at the
ragged Barrier Range outcrop, which in
1885 gave the company its name and its
reason for being, had ceased before the
Second World War. Silverlead Zinc is a
notable absentee from BHP's long listof
mineral products, but a rejuvenated
steel division is an integral part of the
complex web of activities now stret-
ching from the black monolith in MeI-
bourne's William Street to a dozen coun-
tries.

Nowadays you find BHP executives
in London's Hanover Square or just
along the street from Bloomingdales in
New York's Lexington Avenue. Hard-
hatted BHP engineers can be seen on oil
drilling rigs in the South China Sea or in
a rain-soaked jungle in the Star Moun-
tains of Papua New Guinea.

This is how BHP's basic activities

stack up:
STEEL: in BHP's 1982-83 financial

year. when the company felt the full
crunch of the worsening world over-
supply of steel, its steel division lost $144
million and its raw steel output plum-
meted from 7.2 million tonnes to 5.3 inil-
lion tonnes. The number of workers was

slashed by 1200 to 30,000.
In the latest year - with raw steel

output back up to 6 million tonnes, the
workforce cut further to 27,300 and

profit at better than $100 million
Brian Loton was able to reportthat BHP
had restored its position among its peers
as a low-cost steel producer and was
aiming to be "the most efficient priva-
tely owned steel producer in the world".

As a measure of this, the BHP board
approved at the end of May a series of
projects bringing authorised capital ex-
penditures at Port Kernbla to more than
$800 million since the start of the five-
year Steellndustry Plan at the begin-
ning of 1984.

The outlays are not aimed at lifting
BHP's raw steel capacity, which
remains at a trimmed-back level of 6.6
million tonnes at its Port Kernbla, New-
castle and Whyalla plants, but to retain
and improve on the advantages already
gained. The name of the game is prod-
uctivity.

In the crunch year of 1982-83, only 180
tonnes of raw steel was produced for
each steel division employee. In the fol-
lowing year there was an impressive 35
percent recovery to 243 tonnes; a fur-
ther gain in the latest year has put BHP
in sight of its interim target of 300
tonnes by the time the steel plan is coin-
PIeted at the end of 1988. Beyond that
there is a target of 350 tonnes for each
employee in the 1990s.

PETROLEUM: What will probably
stand as the most significant decision
made by a BHP board wasreached after
less than half an hour's deliberation.

After the Rough Range oil discovery
in November 1953 shook the con-

,,

ventional wisdom that Australia was

geologicalIy far too old to have liquid
hydrocarbons, BHP decided that it
should look for oil in the Sydney Basin,
the source of the coking coal which fed
its iron and steel operations at Port
Kernbla and Newcastle.

The search went on for six years with-
out success. The then chief general
manager, Ian MCLennan, sought expert
advice from a recently retired Esso geo-
logist, Dr Lewis Weeks.

Weeks told MCLennan to forget the
Sydney Basin but pointed him in the

direction of Bass Strait, one of the
roughest stretches of water in the world.
The initial cost for surveys to test its po-
tential he estimated at around 1.25 inil-
lion pounds. MCLennan took this bare
bones information to his board, asked
for the money, and after brief discussion
was told, "Let's give Mac a go".

The rest is history. The 50-50 partner-
ship forged with Esso firstturned up gas
in the Barracouta field in February 1965,
and then went on in 1967 to outline the

huge Kingfish and Halibut oilfields. The
first production oil started flowing in

,

1969 and now supplies about two-thirds
of Australia's needs. It is by far the big-
gest source of BHP's net earnings

From an average of 349,000 barrels a
day in 1982, Bass Strait's yield had
climbed to 443,000 barrels a day in 1984
under the combined influences of better
industrial relations, improved pipeline
technology and the opening up of export
markets. In 1985 it has often exceeded
the 500,000 barrel-a-day level and in May
it touched the highest point ever of
535,000 barrels.

There are 1.23 billion barrels left in

Ocean Digger rig d, 11fing at Jab, iru I-A in the Timor
sea, BHP's f, 7st significant success after its
decis, bn to 90 exploring on Its own

recoverable crude oil and condensate re-
serves still to be tapped, and Russell
Funmore, executive general manager of
BHP Petroleum, is confident that Bass
Strait will still be producing oil in the
year 2000, although it will start to go Into
decline by 1988.

There is no hope of finding another
Halibut or Kingfish field in Bass Strait,
but BHP feels that new frontiers have
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crunch of the worsening world over-
supply of steel, its steel division lost $144
million and its raw steel output plum-
meted from 7.2 million tonnes to 5.3 inil-
lion tonnes. The number of workers was

slashed by 1200 to 30,000.
In the latest year - with raw steel

output back up to 6 million tonnes, the
workforce cut further to 27,300 and

profit at better than $100 million
Brian Loton was able to reportthat BHP
had restored its position among its peers
as a low-cost steel producer and was
aiming to be "the most efficient priva-
tely owned steel producer in the world".

As a measure of this, the BHP board
approved at the end of May a series of
projects bringing authorised capital ex-
penditures at Port Kernbla to more than
$800 million since the start of the five-
year Steellndustry Plan at the begin-
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tonnes of raw steel was produced for
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tonnes by the time the steel plan is coin-
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PETROLEUM: What will probably
stand as the most significant decision
made by a BHP board wasreached after
less than half an hour's deliberation.

After the Rough Range oil discovery
in November 1953 shook the con-

,,

ventional wisdom that Australia was

geologicalIy far too old to have liquid
hydrocarbons, BHP decided that it
should look for oil in the Sydney Basin,
the source of the coking coal which fed
its iron and steel operations at Port
Kernbla and Newcastle.

The search went on for six years with-
out success. The then chief general
manager, Ian MCLennan, sought expert
advice from a recently retired Esso geo-
logist, Dr Lewis Weeks.

Weeks told MCLennan to forget the
Sydney Basin but pointed him in the

direction of Bass Strait, one of the
roughest stretches of water in the world.
The initial cost for surveys to test its po-
tential he estimated at around 1.25 inil-
lion pounds. MCLennan took this bare
bones information to his board, asked
for the money, and after brief discussion
was told, "Let's give Mac a go".

The rest is history. The 50-50 partner-
ship forged with Esso firstturned up gas
in the Barracouta field in February 1965,
and then went on in 1967 to outline the

huge Kingfish and Halibut oilfields. The
first production oil started flowing in

,

1969 and now supplies about two-thirds
of Australia's needs. It is by far the big-
gest source of BHP's net earnings

From an average of 349,000 barrels a
day in 1982, Bass Strait's yield had
climbed to 443,000 barrels a day in 1984
under the combined influences of better
industrial relations, improved pipeline
technology and the opening up of export
markets. In 1985 it has often exceeded
the 500,000 barrel-a-day level and in May
it touched the highest point ever of
535,000 barrels.

There are 1.23 billion barrels left in

Ocean Digger rig d, 11fing at Jab, iru I-A in the Timor
sea, BHP's f, 7st significant success after its
decis, bn to 90 exploring on Its own

recoverable crude oil and condensate re-
serves still to be tapped, and Russell
Funmore, executive general manager of
BHP Petroleum, is confident that Bass
Strait will still be producing oil in the
year 2000, although it will start to go Into
decline by 1988.

There is no hope of finding another
Halibut or Kingfish field in Bass Strait,
but BHP feels that new frontiers have
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weIve monthsago, as partofits ongoing
networkdevelopmentprograinme,
Telecommstalledinthe Kimberley region
of north westAustraliathe world's longest

solarpowerednxicrowave system. futonithis
enabledBHPto provide its remoteKoolanIsland
ironorenimewiththefullgamutofadvanced
telecoinmuilications it needed.

Whether opening up the Kimberleysor
maintaimigits Bass Strait o1 fields, BHP has long
knownthevalueofusingTelecom's networktothe
limextent.

On the spottransnissionofseismologicaldata;
analysis of satelite surveys; instant, inviting
communications orione ofAustralia'SIargest Telex
instalations-boththe exoticandcoinmonplace are
madepossiblebythenetwork.

been opened up in the pasttwo years by
offshore oil discoveries.

Russell Fynmore classifies Jabiru -
BHP's first significant success after its
decision to go exploring on its own ac-
count rather than as a passive partner of
Esso - as an important discovery, even
though it does not contain the enormous
reserves somewhat recklessly predicted
by some stockbroking analysts and the
Bureau of Mineral Resources.

In Bass Strait, he feels that the intra
Latrobe sediments intersected by the
Basker, Manta and Tuna 4 wells, al-
though small in comparison to other
Gippsland fields, increase the chances
for more Bass Strait discoveries.

As it is, BHP will start winning its
first Australian oil outside of Bass Strait
in inid-July of next year when the half-
owned Jabiru Ia discovery well starts
pumping 13,000 barrels a day into a
tanker alongside.

But the 7500 barrels-a-day BHP share
of Jabiru oil which should continue for

five or six years falls far short of repl-
acing the potential decline in Bass Strait
production later in this decade, and the
search continues both on and offshore in
Australia and overseas to the tune of

about $140 million a year.
BHP is a partner in a British Petro-

Ieum-led consortium which has so far
unsuccessfulIy drilled offshore permit
areas in the South China Sea and Yellow

Sea. It recently joined CSR and other
Australian oil explorers in a consortium
which will explore and drill over three
years in the northern sector of Hainan,
the 34,000 square kilometre island in the
South China Sea.

As a 25 percent shareholder in AUSt-
ralasian Petroleum, it is taking part in
the appraisal drilling of the Juha and
Marianda gas-condensate fields in west-
ern Papua New Guinea. BHP has nego-
tiated with the national oil company of
Morocco for offshore permits on the
North Atlantic coast and has secured
interests in the British sector of the
North Sea.

BHP set up an office in Denver, Colo-
rado, in the mid-1970s as an exploration
base in the United States. It took a fur-

ther big step last November with the
$Us504 million takeover of Energy Re-
serves Group, with oil and gas proper-
ties in 19 Us states as well as Canada.

But the main hydrocarbon devel-
opment to follow on from Bass Strait

Reciprocal assistance
Helpinremotequartershoweverisnotjustone

way. improvidingoutbackcommunitieswithmodem
coriumuiiications, Telecom is currently erecting two
repeater mastseachday. By the timethispro-
granrrneis completed in 1990, enonnous quantities
ofBHPsteelwilIhavebeenconsumedintheircons-
inICtion. While BHP uses the Telecom network on
amassivescale, eventhesmallestcompanycanuse
it to its benefit. Tofudouthow, callTelecomon
0080/1311* (forthecostofalocalcall) anddiscover
howthenetworkcanbebetterforyourbusiness.
*In Tasmania can 314 888

will be the $8 billion liquefied petroleum
gas phase of the North West Shelf
project.

The project started supplying pipeline
to industrial and domestic con-gas

sumers in the Perth area a year ago and
is now on track for a start in LNG deliv-

eries to Japan in October 1989, following
the reshuffles of ownership which have
built up the joint BHP/Shell equity in
Woodside Petroleum to nearly 80 per-
cent. Added to its direct one's Ixth inter-

est, this means that BHP's total equity
in the LNG phase is about 23.3 percent.

LNG deliveries to the eight Japanese
electricity and gas utilities will take a
few years to build up to the target level
of six million tonnes a year which, on the

.. basis of present prices of around $Us260
billion, would result in annual sales of
around $24 billion.

MINERALS: BHP started life a cen-

tury ago as a mineral producer. It re-
tained the role even as an iron and steel

producer to supply the raw materials
needed for its voracious coke ovens and
blast furnaces.

It had thus built up a mineral portfolio
with a preponderance of iron ore, coking
coal and manganese ore - both for its
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own useand forexport -by the time the
OPEC oilshocks of 1973 and 1979 brought
an end to the strong growth which had
characerised the post-war steel
industry.

Last year's huge takeover of Utah
assets from General Electric brought
BHP another large slice of Bowen Basin
coking coal mining operations, recog-
nised as the most efficient and cheapest
to run in the world.

But aside from the Utah purchase,
which brought an impressive package of
non-coal mineral resources, BHP's min-
erals division has tended in recent years
to move into non-traditional areas such
as copper, gold, bauxite/alumina, nickel
and tin.

Taken on its own, the mineral division
- with annual net profits of about $60
million and sales of $800 million - would
rank among the top mining houses in
Australia. It is likely to have a period of
consolidation for a year or two as it as-
similates the addition during the 1980s of
large projects such as the Riverside and
Sayorivale coal mines, the Kooragang
coalloader, the Worsley alumina refi-
nery and the Ok Tedi gold/copper
project.

The division is spending about $20 inil-
lion a year in exploring for world-class
deposits - particularly gold and copper-
lead-zinc - which could lead to projects
with a price tag of $Us350 million or
above.

Its aspirations in the next decade
are to find a big gold mine, a large base
metal mine and perhaps to "integrate
downstream" into processing alumin-
ium, or copper, or both.

These ambitions are not new. BHP
had bold plans at the beginning of the
1980s to take a 35 percent equity in a
350,000-tonne aluminium smelter to be
built at Lochinvar in the Hunter Valley

as a flow-on from its West Australian
bauxite Interests.

The smelter project was scuttled in
April1982 when first the major partner,
Alumax, and then some of the Japanese
investors pulled out of the joint venture.
BHP is left with an entitlement of 20,000
tonnes of Worsley alumina a year, which
at presentitis having to sellon a depres-
sed and over-supplied international mar-
ket, rather than having a captive outlet
in a domestic smelter.

Apartfrom the Utah division's British
Columbian copper mine and a huge un-

Its aspirations in the next
decade are to find a big
gold mine, a large base

metal mine, and perhaps to
"integrate downstream"

into processing aluminium,
or copper, or both

portfolio through its 30 percent interest
in the Telfer project in West Australia's
Great Sandy Desert (Newmont has the
rest); through a small developing oper-
ation at Ora Bands, near Kalgoorlie;
and potentially through the Boddington
project, which is looking at winning gold
from the bauxite deposits which support
the Worsley alumina refinery.

Other interests include a wholly-
owned tin mining operation on Belitung
Island in Indonesia and a 44 percent
stake in a small nickel mine (WMC has
the rest) at Camilya Hill, north of Kam-
balda. But the dominant elements in the
mineral division are steel-related and
export-oriented.

BHP has a 30 percent stake in the
Mount newman iron ore joint venture,
acts as the project's manager and uses a
large part of its iron ore entitlement
from the project's 30 million tonne
annual output in its Australian steel
mills.

It is the sole owner of the 2.3 million-

tonne-a-year capacity manganese
mining operation at Groote Eylandt in
the Gulf of Carpentaria. Part of Groo-
te's output feeds into BHP's ferro-alloy
operation near Lauriceston, Tasmania,
but most is exported to markets around
the world, including China.

Coalinterests are represented by the
58 percent interest in Thiess Dampier
Mitsui Bowen Basin coking coal mines,
the wholly-owned Saxonvale steaming
coal mine in the Hunter Valley and a 30
percent stake in the Kooragang coal
loader at the port of Newcastle.

BHP's takeover of Utah, effective
from April 2, 1984, put the Big AUStral-
ian into a new dimension. With a total

net cost to BHP of $17 billion it was by ; \
far the biggest corporate takeover that
Australia had seen. More important, it
put BHP on the world stage as a formi-

developed prospect in Chile, BHP has a
big stake in copper through its 30 per-
centinterest in the Ok Tedi project, now
settling down to its Stage I role as a gold
producer after weathering a number of
setbacks and mishaps not normally en-
countered by new mining operations.

At the moment Ok Tediis mining the
gold cap of its remote Mount Fubilan de-
POSit in the Star Mountains of western
Papua New Guinea. Stage n willsee the
production of both gold and copper and
Stage 1/1the production of copper alone
as the gold ore becomes exhausted. The
copper will be sold in the form of a con-
centrate, and there are no plans for any
Ok Tedi-related smelting or refining
operations.

Apart from the initial Ok Tedi output,
gold is represented in BHP's mineral

IBJ extends sincere congatulations
to BHP for 100 years of successful operation
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IBJ is in the process of establishing
IBJ Australia Bank Limited, a trading bank
headquartered in Perth, in order to help
to promote Australian industrial development
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dable international resource group.
In Australia, the takeover lifted

BHP's strategic stake in Central
Queensland's Bowen Basin coking coal
resources by giving it interests of 35 per-
cent in the Central Queensland Coal As-
SOCiates joint venture (which includes
the Goonyella, Peak Downs, Saraji, Nor-
wich Park and Blackwater open-cut
mines and the Harrow Creek trial under-

ground colliery) and 47 percent in the
joint venture now owning BHP's pre-
viously wholly-owned Gregory mine.

In addition, there was the one-third
interest (since lifted to 41.66 percent
through the sale of MIM's share in June)
in the Mount Goldsworthy iron ore pro-
ject in the Pilbara.

In the 15 months it took to stitch to-
gether the purchase of Utah from Gen-
eral Electric, public attention tended to
focus on the Bowen Basin coking coal
mines which had formed the con-

spicuously successful base for Utah De-
velopment's emergence as Australia's
biggest and most profitable coal export-
er.

But that was only part of the widely
scattered collection of existing oper-
ations and undeveloped resources which

Utah had assembled in the Americas

and beyond. The maincomponentsof the
package are:

. The Island Copper copper/
Imolybdenum open-cut mine set among
a snow-dusted spruce and hemlock
forest in the northern part of British Co-
Iumbia's Vancouver Island.

Besides being a low-cost producer
with an annual output of about 60,000
tonnes of copper in concentrate sold to
long-term customers in Japan and Tai-
wari, Island Copper has oth^^r unusual at-
tributes. Its openpit mine is within half
a kilometre of its shipping port on
Rupert Inlet, which boasts some of the
best coho salmon fishing in Canada.

It ts also the only BHP operation to
have a problem with marauding bears,
which come into the camp in search of
food and knock over garbage bins.

. The Navajo and Sari Juansteaming
coal mines in the dun-colored mesa
country of north-west New Mexico. They
have a combined output of 12 million
tonnes and feed nearby coal-fired power
stations supplying electricity to markets
as far away as Los Angeles.

Other coal mines in Kentucky and
West Virginia and Atlantic coast port-

Atlast, astockbrokerwith

loading facilities.
. A 49 percent interest in the Sa-

marco iron pellet project in the Brazi-
11an state of Minas Gerais. Like Tasma-
lita's Savage River project, Samarco's
iron ore is mined in the hinterland, pul-
verised and made into a slurry, then
carried by a 395-kilometre pipeline to a
pellet plant at the South Atlantic port of
Point Ubu.

A inari made island between F10r-

ida and the Bahamas, used as a base for
dredging aragonite from the seabed.
Aragonite, a high grade calcium
carbonate, is used in the cement, glass
and agricultural lime industries.

. A half interest in the huge ESCon-
dida ("the Hidden One") copper pros-
pect discovered in 1981 by the Utah/-
Getty Oil partnership high in the bare
Andean foothills behind the Chilean nit-

rate port of Altofagasta.
Claimed to be the biggest undeveloped

copper deposit in the world, ESCondida
has 1.8 billion tonnes, of which 547 inil-
lion tonnes averaging 2.16 percent
copper can be mined by open-cut met-
hods. At current prices the copper con-
tained in these open cut reserves is
worth nearly $A24 billion.
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.
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BHP^s worldnetwork

^ Minerals division
Minerals divi. ion activitie. principalIy relate to the
exploration, development and production of mineral. for
sale outside the group including iron ore, coking coal,
energy coal, manganese ore, alumina and, to a 108.0r
extent, forro alloys, gold, nickel and tin.

30. Port Hadland

Iron ore crushing,
screening and shipping
facilities. Group interest
30%.(see 29).

3, . Telfer

Open cut gold mine,
treatment plant. Group
interest 30%. Joint
venture with Newmont

Holdings Pry Ltd.
83. Fitzroy Cro. .ing

Lead-zinc exploration
Group interest 50%.
Joint venture with The

Shell Company of AUSt
Ud, 38.5% and Trend
Exploration Pty Ltd 11.5%.

34. Vampi Sound
Iron ore mines and

shipping facilities at
Cockatoo and Koolan
islands.

35. Forrest River

Diamond exploration

37. Groote Eylandt
Manganese ore mines,
concentrator and

shipping facilities.

39. Thalanga
Copperlead-zinc
exploration. Group
interest 39%. Joint

venture with Penarroya

(AUSt) Pty Ltd, 50% and
E. Z. Industries, I I%.

4, . River, ide

Coking coal
development.

43. Moura

Open cut and
underground coking
and energy coal mines.

Map shows the spread of BHP's activities in 84 locations
stretching from a wire products plant in Hobart to oil

exploration in the North Sea
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Australia
2. Newcastle

Coalloading facilities
under construction.

Group interest 30%.
4. Saxonvale

Open cut energy coal mine.
I, . Bell Bay

Ferro alloy plant.
,9. Camilya Hill

Nickel mine.

Group interest 44%.
Joint venture with

Western Mining
Corporation.

20. Ora Banda

Gold exploration.
22. WC'Sley

Bauxite deposits and
alumina refinery. Group
interest 20%. Other

participants: Revnold
Australia Alumina Ltd.

40%; The Shell

Company of Australia
Ltd 30%; Kobe Alumina
Associates (Australia)
Pry Ltd 10%.

27. Deepdale
Iron ore deposits and a
50% interest in rail and

shipping facilities at
Cape Lambert, CRRIA 50%.

29. Newman

Iron ore mine,

beneficiation plant and
a 425 km iron ore
railroad to Port

Hedland. Group interest
30%. Joint venture with
subsidiaries of CSR
Ltd. AMAX Inc. Mitsui &

Co Ltd, C. Itoh and Co
Ltd. Selection Trust Ltd.
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interest 30% in Ok TediInternational
Mining Ltd. Other45. Belitung Island
shareholders: State of

Tin mine and
Papua New Guinea

concentrator.
20%; Amoco Minerals

46. Papua New Guinea Company 30%;
Ok Tedi gold and Consortium of German

copper mine. Group companies 20%.

t, ,^Manufacturing, engineering
and research
Australian W, re Indust, ,o8 Pry Ltd group - steal wire and
wire products; mining and engineering equipment.
Commonwealth Steel Co Ltd - railway rolling stock
components; grinding media; apedalalloy and tool shed. ;
stainless steel flat product, . Au, tralian Industrial
Refractories Ltd - industrial refine. cries. Rheem Australia

Ltd - water heaters; steel, plaatic and paper-ba. .d
containers; woven synthetic fabrics; oof. drinks.
BHP Engineering - engineering, con. truerion and project
management for group and client project, .
Corporate Research - research and development of new
technology forthe group.

Manufacturing:
Australia
,. Brisbane

Stainless steel casks,
steel drums, tanks and
concrete transit mixer,

flexible packaging
plants and steel foundry.

2. Newcastle

Wire, wire rope, special
steels, railway
products, grinding
media, forgings and
casting, cast steel
abrasives, mining
products, refractories,
steel drum

reconditioning.
5. Sydney

Wire and fibre steel,

railway bogie assembly,
water heaters, steel .

drums, light poles,
moulded containers,

flexible packaging and
arc and plasma
spraying plants.

^

8. .8

"

6. Port Kernbla/

Wollongong
Stainless steel rolling
mill, mining products
and refractories plants.

9. Melbourne

Wire products. steel
drums, flexible

packaging and plastic
moulded containers.

,0. Geolong
Wire and wire rope and
tyre cord plants.

,2. Lauriceston

Steel drums plant.
,3. Hobart

Wire products plant.
,4. Adolaide

Steel drums, sheet-
metal and steel

fabrication plants.
23. Kwinana

Wire plant.
24. Perch

Steel drums plant.
38. Cairns

Soft drink plant.
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Minerals divi. ion activitie. principalIy relate to the
exploration, development and production of mineral. for
sale outside the group including iron ore, coking coal,
energy coal, manganese ore, alumina and, to a 108.0r
extent, forro alloys, gold, nickel and tin.

30. Port Hadland

Iron ore crushing,
screening and shipping
facilities. Group interest
30%.(see 29).

3, . Telfer

Open cut gold mine,
treatment plant. Group
interest 30%. Joint
venture with Newmont

Holdings Pry Ltd.
83. Fitzroy Cro. .ing

Lead-zinc exploration
Group interest 50%.
Joint venture with The

Shell Company of AUSt
Ud, 38.5% and Trend
Exploration Pty Ltd 11.5%.

34. Vampi Sound
Iron ore mines and

shipping facilities at
Cockatoo and Koolan
islands.

35. Forrest River

Diamond exploration

37. Groote Eylandt
Manganese ore mines,
concentrator and

shipping facilities.

39. Thalanga
Copperlead-zinc
exploration. Group
interest 39%. Joint

venture with Penarroya

(AUSt) Pty Ltd, 50% and
E. Z. Industries, I I%.
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Coking coal
development.
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Open cut and
underground coking
and energy coal mines.

Map shows the spread of BHP's activities in 84 locations
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2. Newcastle

Coalloading facilities
under construction.

Group interest 30%.
4. Saxonvale

Open cut energy coal mine.
I, . Bell Bay

Ferro alloy plant.
,9. Camilya Hill

Nickel mine.

Group interest 44%.
Joint venture with

Western Mining
Corporation.

20. Ora Banda

Gold exploration.
22. WC'Sley

Bauxite deposits and
alumina refinery. Group
interest 20%. Other

participants: Revnold
Australia Alumina Ltd.

40%; The Shell

Company of Australia
Ltd 30%; Kobe Alumina
Associates (Australia)
Pry Ltd 10%.

27. Deepdale
Iron ore deposits and a
50% interest in rail and

shipping facilities at
Cape Lambert, CRRIA 50%.

29. Newman

Iron ore mine,

beneficiation plant and
a 425 km iron ore
railroad to Port

Hedland. Group interest
30%. Joint venture with
subsidiaries of CSR
Ltd. AMAX Inc. Mitsui &

Co Ltd, C. Itoh and Co
Ltd. Selection Trust Ltd.
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interest 30% in Ok TediInternational
Mining Ltd. Other45. Belitung Island
shareholders: State of

Tin mine and
Papua New Guinea

concentrator.
20%; Amoco Minerals

46. Papua New Guinea Company 30%;
Ok Tedi gold and Consortium of German

copper mine. Group companies 20%.

t, ,^Manufacturing, engineering
and research
Australian W, re Indust, ,o8 Pry Ltd group - steal wire and
wire products; mining and engineering equipment.
Commonwealth Steel Co Ltd - railway rolling stock
components; grinding media; apedalalloy and tool shed. ;
stainless steel flat product, . Au, tralian Industrial
Refractories Ltd - industrial refine. cries. Rheem Australia

Ltd - water heaters; steel, plaatic and paper-ba. .d
containers; woven synthetic fabrics; oof. drinks.
BHP Engineering - engineering, con. truerion and project
management for group and client project, .
Corporate Research - research and development of new
technology forthe group.

Manufacturing:
Australia
,. Brisbane

Stainless steel casks,
steel drums, tanks and
concrete transit mixer,

flexible packaging
plants and steel foundry.

2. Newcastle

Wire, wire rope, special
steels, railway
products, grinding
media, forgings and
casting, cast steel
abrasives, mining
products, refractories,
steel drum

reconditioning.
5. Sydney

Wire and fibre steel,

railway bogie assembly,
water heaters, steel .

drums, light poles,
moulded containers,

flexible packaging and
arc and plasma
spraying plants.

^

8. .8

"

6. Port Kernbla/

Wollongong
Stainless steel rolling
mill, mining products
and refractories plants.

9. Melbourne

Wire products. steel
drums, flexible

packaging and plastic
moulded containers.

,0. Geolong
Wire and wire rope and
tyre cord plants.

,2. Lauriceston

Steel drums plant.
,3. Hobart

Wire products plant.
,4. Adolaide

Steel drums, sheet-
metal and steel

fabrication plants.
23. Kwinana

Wire plant.
24. Perch

Steel drums plant.
38. Cairns

Soft drink plant.



e world has an abundance of products, technologies, skills,
rid markets. The roblem is getting all of them to balance in the

most harmonious way. Mitsui has been doing just this for three centuries.
Since we opened our first overseas offices overtOO years ago, we've

been expanding our global network to better understand allthatthe world has
to offer. Today in our 209 offices, Mitsui experts in every field from food to energy
work closely with our clients to make trade a truly global concern.

In the field of technology, for example, Mitsui was the first of the major general
trading companies to understand the growing importance of technical e peruse as
an international commodity. We established our technology division more than
20 years ago as a way of assuring our clients access to the latest developments in their
industries. We can do the same for you, no matter where you are or what business
you may be in. Why riot call your 10 I Mitsuirepresentative and ask him to show
you what the world has to offer.

MITSUI & co. .LTD.

howyot;I
world bastoe

40. Town. vill.
Steel fabrication and

soft drink plants.
International
45. Jakarta

Steel drums and
reinforcing mesh plan

5, . AUGkland
Steel drums and wate

heater plants.
Welling. on
Steel drums and
moulded containers
plants.

5, . Christchurch
Steel fabrication and

fence post plants.
82. Taiwan

Tungsten
Carbide products.

Engineering
I. Bri. bane

Engineering
procurement and

project management.
5. Sydney

Engineering,
procurement and
project management.

12-1. Ohio, ,richl. Chipda4, u. Tokyo. Japan
Cable:MITSUITOKYO Tel":J 22263

6. Port Kernbla/

Wonongong
Engineering survey.

24. Forth

Engineering,
procurement and
project management.

offe

^ Petroleum division
The oiland gag divi. ion conduct. the group'. activiti. .
in hydrocarbon exploration, development and production
in Australia and over. ea. through Hematite Petroleum Pty
Ltd. The divi. ion 10 al. o re. PCn. Ibl. for the group'.
petrochemical investments.

Australia

a. Gippsland a. .in,
Bass Strait

Petroleum exploration
and production,
onshore processing
and distribution

facilities at Longford
and Long Island Point;
fabrication and

servicing facilities at
Barry Beach (refer to
map on page 561.
Group interest 50%.

_ MITSUI & Co. (AUSTRALIA) LTD.
Royal EXchange Building. 56 Pitt Sbcot. Sydney. new. 2000
Royal Eke^a Paler"GB, Box R342. sydney. Nan. 2000

Corporate research
2. Newca. tle

Research laboratories.

9. Melbourne

Research laboratories.

24. Perth

Orbital Engine Co Pry Ltd

Tel. (2) 2-0534 Cable:Mitsui Sydney Telex:20301
OTHEROFFicES:ME^OURNE. BRISBANE. PERrH. PORTMORESBY

I. ,ILL^^gi congratulates BE^P o. 1 Its first
100 Years

28. Withnell Bay
Establishment of natural

gas production and
distribution facilities

Overall group interest I 9%
32. Canning Basin

Petroleum exploration.
Group interest 22.5%.

44. Surat Basin

Petroleum exploration
Group interest 40%, 55%
and 75% in three areas.

52. Timor Sea

Petroleum exploration

Group interest 50% in
one permit, varying
interests from 19.25% to

32,3545% in four sub

areas of second permit.
53. Darling Basin

Petroleum exploration
Group interest 50%

For most of this time, LUTgi, one of Europe's largest process
engineering contractors, has been contributing to the success
of many of the world's leading steelmakers, through the
development and application of technologies for the iron and
steelindustry, including:-

.FELLE^IZING

.SIN^ERi"C

.DIRECT REDUCTION

.conr, rEc, ,No. ocY

.FERN, ICE GAS RECOVERZ

.GII. S CLEANING

.WILTERTREATMENT

For more than a quarter of a
century, many of these
technologies have formed a
cornerstone in the development of
BHP's steel division, with major
projects in all of BHP's steel plants.

9. Melbourne

Styrene monomer plant,
Group interest 50%

25. Exmouth Plateau and
Camarvon BaOin

Petroleum exploration.
Group interest 50%

26. North We. t Shelf
Offshore petroleum
exploration and the
establishment of off-

shore production
facilities. Overall group
interest I 9%.

LUTgilooks forward to a continuing
involvement in the Australian steel
industry, and wishes BHP a second
century as successful as the first.

International
45. Indonesia

Petroleum exploration
(offshore). Group
interest 20%.

1,111^, G,

.

I'mG1(,:. 11STRALIA) rrY

^

^=.

60 Eru

t*.

Rd Melbourne, Vie 3004 Tel. 51864

.^.
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46. Papua New Guinea
Petroleum exploration.
Group interest 25%

55. Denver

56. Houston

Petroleum exploration
and minor production.
Group interest up to

A UTAH division
The U. ah division, which to based in Sari Franciaco,
conduct. mining operation. ,indudng exploration and
new developments, through Utah International Inc and
sub. ichariea. Adjvitie. and inter. .te, mainly acquired
from General Electric under purchase agreements
completed in April, 984, are in nine countriea - AUGtrali
the Bahamas, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Indoria. ia, New
Zealand, South Africa and the United State. .

60. Hay Point
Port and coalloaders
35% owned

6, . Kentucky
Coal mines.

62. West virginia
Coal mines and port.

63. Now Me1.1co

Open cut coal mines
Navajo, Sari Juan and

25% in various areas.
42. North Sea

Petroleum exploration
Group interest I 7%.

54. China

Petroleum exploration
(offshore). Group
interest 20%.

,. Brisbane

Australian head office

(Utah Development).
57. Gr. gory

Open cut coal mine
(47% owned).

59. Sari Franci. co

Head office and

management, Utah
International Inc.

(under development) La
Plata.

64. Nevada

Tungsten mine and
chemical plant complex
(20% owned), on care-
and-maintenance basis.

65. Port Hardy
Island Copper Mine.
(open cut).

66. Ocean Cay
Offshore aragonite
production (dredging).

67. E8condida

Open cut copper
prospect (50% owned).

68. Germano
Samarco iron ore mine

(49% owned).
69. Kallimantan

Energy coal prospect.
70. Delmaa

Energy coal prospect
(70% owned).

7, . Waipipi
Iron Sands dredging
operation (75% owned).

72. Mt Goldswor. h

Iron ore prospect

(33.3% owned).
73. Goony. 11a

Open cut coal mine
(35% owned).

74. Peak Down.

Open cut coal mine
(35% owned).

75. Saraji
Open cut coal mine
(35% owned).

76. Noneich Park

Open cut coal mine
(35% owned).

77. Blackwater

Open cut coal mining.
78. Harrow Crook

Underground trial
colliery (35% owned).

79. Point Ulba

Pellet plant and port
Samarco project (49%
owned).

80. Orange Free State
Gold Prospect (30%).

84. Wichita

Head Office and

Management Energy
Reserves Group
(Petroleum).

.^^
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Trademnrk of Kobe

^?.^^.
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AUSTRALIA YOURE
IMPORTANTTOUS,

And 11.1e don't meanjust koalas!
Kobe Steel depends o lot on AUStrolio.

Moriy of our products ore mode with the
row moleriols we purchose from You.
Litero11y, o port of AUSfrolio goes info o1most
every product we inoke.

And AUSfrolio benefits OS well. Mony AUS-
trollon industries con use to their odvontoge
the melols, mochines Grid technology Ihot
Kobe Steel offers.

We're doing o lotfor eoch other now-
Grid the future looks even brighter. So let's
find out more obouf how we con help
eoch other.
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TOKYO HEAD OFFICE: Tekko Bldg . 8-2, Marunouchil-chome. Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100, JAPAN/Tel:(03) 218-711i/Telex: 0222360i KOBSTL J
MELBOURNE OFFICE: 27 F1. , ANZ Tower, 55 Collins Street. Melbourne,
Victoria 3000, AUSTRALIA/Tel: 03-654-4355/Telex: AA-38725 KSLMEL
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Transfidd has worked with B. H. R for nearly 30 years' In factthey gave'us our first
big job arthe A. I. &S. Steelworks at Port Kernbla - e, ctensions to the Slab Mill. ...

Since then Transfield has built for B. H. R and its associated coinpames virtualy every
typeofironandsteelplant. .. No. 5 Blast Furnaceat PortKembla-the Southern Herixisphere's
largest and its integrated B. 0. S. Plant; Sintentig Plants in Kwinana. and Port Kernbla. ;
a Pelletising Plant and Walking Beam Furnace in Whyalla and a wide variety of SteelMills.

Ttansfieldhas alsobeeninvolvedwith Esso/B. H. R in the construction of oilplatfonns,
andisoneofthemost orperiencedcompames in the rentimgandmodenxisationof
blast fun^ces.

The Transfield Group, which is also one ofB. H. Ps
largest customers - purchasing some 35,000 tonnes of steela
year, salutesB. H. Ponthememorableocca. sionofit'SIOOyears
of successful operation. They say of good companies that it
takes one to know one, 100 Arthur Street, North Sydney NSW 2060. Tel(02) 9298600

(or/, ces, " Me!60"", e, Br, 'sb""e, forth, rider", de, A"CMC"46.1@*"71".)5'1&I, 11/21/59

N@ 581", tF",""ce. Rinke"bra. NS. W
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and minor production.
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conduct. mining operation. ,indudng exploration and
new developments, through Utah International Inc and
sub. ichariea. Adjvitie. and inter. .te, mainly acquired
from General Electric under purchase agreements
completed in April, 984, are in nine countriea - AUGtrali
the Bahamas, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Indoria. ia, New
Zealand, South Africa and the United State. .

60. Hay Point
Port and coalloaders
35% owned

6, . Kentucky
Coal mines.

62. West virginia
Coal mines and port.

63. Now Me1.1co

Open cut coal mines
Navajo, Sari Juan and

25% in various areas.
42. North Sea

Petroleum exploration
Group interest I 7%.

54. China

Petroleum exploration
(offshore). Group
interest 20%.

,. Brisbane

Australian head office

(Utah Development).
57. Gr. gory

Open cut coal mine
(47% owned).

59. Sari Franci. co

Head office and

management, Utah
International Inc.

(under development) La
Plata.

64. Nevada

Tungsten mine and
chemical plant complex
(20% owned), on care-
and-maintenance basis.

65. Port Hardy
Island Copper Mine.
(open cut).

66. Ocean Cay
Offshore aragonite
production (dredging).

67. E8condida

Open cut copper
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Samarco iron ore mine
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Energy coal prospect.
70. Delmaa

Energy coal prospect
(70% owned).

7, . Waipipi
Iron Sands dredging
operation (75% owned).

72. Mt Goldswor. h

Iron ore prospect

(33.3% owned).
73. Goony. 11a

Open cut coal mine
(35% owned).

74. Peak Down.

Open cut coal mine
(35% owned).

75. Saraji
Open cut coal mine
(35% owned).

76. Noneich Park

Open cut coal mine
(35% owned).

77. Blackwater

Open cut coal mining.
78. Harrow Crook

Underground trial
colliery (35% owned).

79. Point Ulba

Pellet plant and port
Samarco project (49%
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80. Orange Free State
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Management Energy
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We offer OptionstradingintheAustralian
andlnternationalOptionsMarkets-unlimited
reward potential, but with limited risk.

Our Member Organisationshavethe
atpertencetohelpyoubenefitftomthedepth
and liquidity of this longestablishedmarket.
In April1985 alone, more than 6,000contracts
weretradedeachday.

On the Australian ption Marketyou
Lionsonthestocksofthesemajor

Australian Is

The cardbig;en

IngGroupLimited
The BrokenHillProprietary
CompanyLimited

forAus

C I

CSRLiimted
ElderslXLLiimted
EnergyResourcesof
Australia Lintted

M. I'M. Holdings Limited
SantosLimited

WestpacBankingCorporation
WesternMiningCorporation
Holdings Limited

On the InternationalO noneMarket ou

a

cantradeoptionsingold and silver round. the-
clock, throughtheSydneyStockExchange
which haslinkedwithExchangesin
Amsterdam, Montreal andVancouvertoform
the International OptionsClearing
Corporation.

Starting soon you will alsobe able to trade
currency optionsround-the-clock throughthe
SydneyStockExchange.

Gainyourshareofourexperience-usethe
coupon n<in, .

Xiullincreaseyourinvestmentoptions
with astrokeofyourpen!

THESYDNEY
STOCKEXC}-{,{\,. NGE

LIMITED

r ~~----------.
I T6realisetheunlimitedrewardpotential I
I of investingmrhesydneyStockExchange I

OptionsMarket, completeandmailthis
couponto:

THESYDNEY I
STOCKEXCl-^NGELMTreD
OPTIONSCLEARD\IGHOUSE
BOXERZ4
AUSTRALIASQUARE I
SYDNEYN. S:V!!2000.

I ADDRESS

L_____________.

'^sBHP

NAME

TheBHPgroupof
companies isn t
backwardinmaking
I;^. orthw}Iile discoveries.
Oneofwhichhas13een
the Diners Club
Corporate Card
Program. They've
foundfriatit's a

valuable management
toolfor administering
interstate andoverseas
travel, entertainment
ando^Ierbusiness

related expenses.
WhatttieDinersClub
Corporate Card
Program is doing for the
BHPgroupofcompanies
it can also do for yours.
Sendthecoupon13elow
for adetailedportfolio,
orphone. ..

TollFree 008 3314/5
outsdeMelboume)

In Melbourne3Z08888
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Port Kernbla= Agreat
big smelting pot

From steelfurnaces to Hans Heysen paintings, Port Kernbla
owes its success to the dedication of its migrant workers.

Paddy Ginnane outlines the unique blend of races
which has given the steel works a character all of its own.

ort Kernbla steelworkers called him

Bob because it's easier to say than
Bronius Sredersas, his full name, and
anyway it is working class tradition to
Anglicise the unpronouncable, to famil-
jarise the foreign. He didn't mind.

A Lithuanian, he had come as an ordi-
nary laborer, one of hundreds of dis-
placed people from the Baltic countries
who arrived in Australia after the war
and were directed to work in heavy
industry.

Wollongong can never forget Bronius
Sredersas because after years of labor,
and before he died, he virtually gave the
city an art gallery.

An art purchase committee had been
raising funds for years, buying paint-
ings, storing them at the town hall, and
regularly pleading with council and the
state government for the money to es-
tabiish a Wollongong Gallery.

Bob Srederas - heremains Bob to the
1/1awarra community - short circuited
the whole process in July 1976 by arri-
ving at the town hall with a priceless col-
Iection of 31 pieces of antique china and
79 paintings by top artists such as Hans
Heysen, Ernst Buckmaster, Norman
Lindsay, A. H. Fullwood and Will
Ashton.

Each piece and each painting he selec-
ted to his own taste, and paid for with his
earnings as a steelwork's laborer. Often
he came off night shift, rode the train to
Sydney studying the catalogues as it
rolled up the coast, and rode home that
night with a Sid Long or a Lindsay rest-
ing on his lap, wrapped in brown paper.

He never married and lived alone in

an unpainted fibro house in Cringila, the
city's "Little Europe", a dusty, noisy
residential hill whose streets slope down
to the steelwork's fence, and where his
neighbors kept chooks or grew grapes
or, in their poorest and worst postwar
years, kept the beds warm by sharing
them one after the other as they came
off successive shifts.

Bob Sredersas' story is probably the
most gentle. and beautiful of all the
folklore that migrants have established
in the steeltown. He lived to see Pre-

inier Neville Wran in 19780pen a Wollon-
gong Municipal Gallery, which recog-
nised his gift by naming a Bob Sredersas
gallery to house it.

Wollongong and neighboring Shellhar-
bour, and to a lesser extent Kiama, have
expanded with the steelworks, civic
growth inevitably chasing industrial
growth. The works could not have
flourished as it did without a stream of
newcomers, many of them non-English
speakers, who poured into the city to toil

around the mills and furnaces of Port

Kernbla. Wollongong was New South
Wales in miniature. The difference was

that the proportion of overseas-born was
larger than in Newcastle or Sydney.

BHP-Australian Iron and Steel, and to
a lesser extent industries such as John

Lysaght, Commonwealth Steel, Metal
Manufacturers and the Electrolytic
Refining and Smelting Company, were
the magnets that drew people. In the
fifties and sixties there seemed to be

almost always - but not quite always -
more jobs than people to fillthem.

In their way they created a social and
cultural furnace which only now is being
tapped, a human resource which even
yet has had limited appreciation of its
worth.

The most tragic victims of mass ini-
gintion on this scale were, first of all,
men without women, and later, women
without scope, non-English speakers,
who acornpanied their husbands orfami-
lies to Wollongong and languished at
home because there were no jobs for
them, or nochild-carecentres they could
afford, or few people "out there" who
understood their predicament or recog-
nised that they existed.

The Italian-born secretary of the Port
Kernbla branch of the Federated Iron-

workers Association, Nando Lelli,
landed in Australia aged 25, unable to
speak a word of English. He picked
grapes in Mildura and found casual jobs
in Sydney before taking work three
years later at Port Kernbla, first as a
rigger with FPT, an Italian-based coin-
pany, and later with A1&S. "The first
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The expansion of the steelworks at Port Kernb/a owes a lot to the stream of in, ^, ants attracted to Wo\origong by the prom, 'se of^^bs
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two years were the most frustrating of
my life, " he reflects. "I longed to speak
to people but could not get the words
out. "

Lelli, who can now address mass
meetings at Wollongong Showgrounds
and represent the South Coast Labor
Council on the ACTU's Workers' Mi-
erant Committee, meticulously wrote
down the sound of the words he heard at
work, and insisted on doing his own
sthpping.

He recalls forgetting the word for egg
when shopping, and in desperation, as
none were in sight, imitating the cackle
of a hen to letthe shopkeeper know what
he needed. He never forgot the word
"egg" again.

On-the-job communication often was
as crude. Allthe brickies'laborers were
Italian, and although Leili's English was
limited, he acted as their interpreter.
"The company's philosophy was that it
was safer to keep together those able to

I

^;.,

communicate. Butthe real need was for
English language classes. "

On-the-job English classes are now
available. Nando Lelli wants to see the
system expanded. But at least the prin-
ciple has been established. A Labor
Council Ethnic Liaison Project, fi-
nanced for oneyearby a Commonwealth
grant, identified lack of English Ian-
guage instruction as great a need for
migrants in 1985 as ever it was 20 years
ago. It obtained a watershed decision by
winning on-the-job English classes for
outworkers - women who work at home
for the clothing trade - as an award
right.

The decision of federal and state gov-
eminents in the early 1970s to switch
from assimilation or integration to a
multi-cultural Australia is having a pro-
found effect for non-English speakers
entering school.

Keri Jones, who oversees migrant
education in 1/1awarra, says the new ap-

proaCh allows students to continue in
their own culture and language. In 111a-
warra this has meant employing special-
ists in teaching English as a second Ian-
guage, hiring bilingual teachers who in-
struct in English and in the students'
mother tongue, and establishing a Satur-
day school offering instruction in 30 Ian-
guages for those preparing for the
School and Higher School Certificate.

The education department employs
ethnic aides to improve communication
between schools and parents, and it uses
up to 20 languages in messages sent
home with the pupils so that everyone
knows whatis happening.

"We have one primary school in
which 94 percent of pupils are from non-
English speaking backgrounds, " Keri
Jones says. He estimates that half the
schoolchildren in 1/1awarra come from

non-English speaking backgrounds, but
he notes: "We have had little overt

racisrfi in the schools. In fact the good
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thing is that it has broadened Australian
attitudes, too, Jones says.

Yugoslavs now make up 1/1awarra's
single biggest ethnic group, and their nu-
mericalstrength is reflected in the A1&S
workforce. Of slightly more than 13,000
employees late last year, 6562 were born
overseas. Of these 2459 were from Yu-
goslavia. In contrast about 30 percent of
BHP's total professional and manage-
rial staff are overseas born.

At A1&S the nextlargest single group
are British born (1099). Then follows
Italian (671), Portuguese (333) and Spa-
nish (242). The other main groups are
German (210), Greek (201), Turkish
(180), Vietnamese (158), Maltese (148),
Polish (143) and Chileans (131). There
are 53 other national groups.

Little wonder that Wollongong City
Library's community file lists more
than 100 national associations, clubs and
church groups; little wonder that Eng-
lish is just another language in Crown
Street, the city's main thoroughfare, or
that hardly a week passes without some
national festivity being observed.

I'he cuisine and custom of Europe
and Asia are rubbing off on Wollongong,
and those who imagine a steelworks
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town as a dull place, shrouded in dust or
populated by workers dressed in hard
hats and blue singlets, should rearrange
their attitudes at the elegant North-
beach International overlooking a splen-
did view of the northern 1/1awarra

seascape. Its owners are a Lebanese
business family.

The long-settled Italian community
has its own club, as have the Germans,
Ukranians, Spanish, Portuguese and
Dutch. A dozen restaurants offer nation-

altare, from Mexican to Vietnamese.
Like Ulladulla, another coastal settle-

merit with long Italian links, Wollongong
has a Blessing of the Fleet each Janu-
ary. But it is more than an Italian festi-
val; it has become an international day
of folk dancing and singing, with ini-
grant field kitchens set up on Flagstaff
Hill, overlooking the convict-built har-
bor, pouring out delicacies.

Christmas, Easter 'Christian

Orthodox' - the Epiphany or Feast of
John the Baptist, each is remembered
by overseas communities who brought
with them religious beliefs and old
customs. In Wollongong the bells toll
and the ceremonies often spill out on the
street, as they would in Seville or Rome

.
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.

o

.

.

Among the more colorful is the Epi-
phany tradition which comes from Yu-
80slavia. In that country a cross is cut
from ice from a frozen lake or river, and
tossed into the freezing water to be re-
trieved by the young men of the village
or town

"It is a pagan tradition which has
been christianised to signify the turning
of the season towards spring, " says
Rudi Dezelin, who has seen it observed
in his homeland and in the more pleas-
ant January weather of Australia. Here
a wooden cross is carried through the
streets to Wollongong harbor, thrown in
the sea by the priest, and retrieved by
young men from his congregation.

Even more colorful is the Slovenian

icyedding ceremony in which the couple
is driven through the streets in a horse-
drawn coach, the bride kidnapped and
ransomed and finally wed at the town
hall.

Rudi Derelin, who once presided at a
joint ceremony for three couples, had to
conduct it in seven languages, Italian,
German and Spanish for the bride-
grooms, Serbian, Macedonian and
Croatian for the brides, and English for
the biggest audience of all.

Turnkeysystems Port
Handl rig Technologyfor
Bulkand PieceGoods
Stockyard Equ pinent
for Stackng Blendng .

IT Is "All" To I""OVATE
I" E"ai"EE"I"a BEi"^ FIRST unEs" TALWAYSwi"T"E co"inAC'r

BEi"G ExpE"IE"^ER A"" FIRSr OnE" unEs

PW"-
Head Office
pHB-Weserhutte pty. Ltd.
1.3 Atchison Street,
ST. LEONARDS NSW2065
Box730, PostOffice, CROWS NEST
NSW2065Telephone:(02)439 5599
Telex: PWHSYDAA24565

Reela ming and
Conveying Open Cast
M n rigsystems and
Equ pinent Mob Ie
Crushers Stud esetc

E INNOVATIORS

^I^

.

Perth Office
pHB-Weserhutte (Perth)
Ply. Limited.
78 Mill Point Road,
SOUTH PERTHWA6151
Telephone:(09) 367 8911
Telex: PWHPAA94087
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origratulations BHF! Your centenary is indeed
'a significant landmarkforAustralia. As it is for
Japan.

Overtheyears; you have played an importantrole in
providing much offhe energy needed tofuelthe
growing Japaneseeconomy.

To the Mitsui Liquefied GasCQ. Ltd. (MLGC),
your Bass-Strait'oiland gasfields have been a major
sourceof Liquefied Petroleum'Gas(LPG):This gas
plays a vital role in Japan today.

More than 20millionJapanese householdsuse
LPGforcookingand heating. Our cities'taxicabs
are predominantly powered byenvironmentally-kind
LPG. Petrochemical manufacturers, steel makers,

enjoythe'benefitsofyourreliablesupplyof LPG. By
establishing an economical fleetof LPG vessels,
constructing well-located importterminals and
providing efficientdistribution outlets, MLGC has
been able to continueasa leader in the Japanese
LPG industry.

MLGChasbeen buyingLPGfrom BHPfor15
yearsnow-a remarka!^Iy 10hgtime intodays
competitive energytnarKets. Oursuccessful
association with you has contributed~significantlyto
thesecurityofJapan'senerg)I^supply.

May we continuetoenjoyourmutually
successful association. And may your nextlco
years be as successful asyourfitst. 100years.

^;^'MITSUILIQUEFiEDGAscO LTD

CUEE, ,SUI"D
WASN'TABOUTTO

GA"BLEO"

^As

IUPITE^S
QueenslandwantedacasinoftioteVconventioncentreto

ensurethe Gold Coastremained Australia's leading tourist
playground. They wanted the best. They chosetheJennings
led consortium.

cost ^^;^^' .^S'n^.^t roadbqac!I, is being developed at a
' accomrnodation, dining, entertainment, gambling, convention,

recreational andspqrting fadlmes.
Jenningswereinvolvedfromthebeginning. They acquired

a 15 acresiteon Broadbeach Island, developed aconcept,
urxiertook allthe necessaryfeasibilify-studies and arranged
financeforthescriemethatwas, eventually selected by the
Government from nineteen applications.

' JenningsProjeclManagement:sail-embracing
responsibilityincludes the design, construction and equipping
of the complex. This necesSitatestriecontrolofala, geteam
of consultants, subcontradorsand suppliers, liaison with
authorlties aria uni9ns andthecontinu61monitori!g and
controlling of proje6tcosts. Alreadysuffidentsavings have

I'S '.'^I\' '

$3"

been generated toadd. twoadditionalfloorstotheboteltower,
enhandngJennings rel>utationforgdding value.

When you startplanning your nextprojecl, makethefirst
step^calltoJenningsProjeclManagement. Askforour
capabilities brochureorarrange an indepthdiscussion.
Brisharie:(On 391 9600 Perti:(09) 387 0401
Sydney:(02)4386435 Darwin:(089)84 4199 '
MeIboLime:(03) 566 8342 @anharing(062)80 5555
F10hart:(002) 31 init Tomsville:(077) 71 5774
Adelaide:(08) 275 6275; Singapore:(65) 224 4355
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The house 1sti, ,110fLysc, ghts. eel, "
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ButLysoghtisperhopsbest-In Ibct, Lysoghtsteelhosyou
known for its contedsteelproducts.surrounded.
UkeZINCALUME:whichjt, rAnd protected.

We toke the huge steelslobs, outlostsgolvonisedsteel.
AndCOLORBOND:dieweighing OS much OS thirty tonnes,

fromBHPondprocessdieminto speciolbokedcolourcootingwhich
coils, with store-of the-ort high conbejbrmedwidioutdomogeond

hosopenedup newondot". activetechnology
uses for steelin roof^, wons, officeThis steelwindsupin

AUStrolion woshing mochines Grid furnitureondjbncing
In winter; your oven Gridyourcors, tronsjbrmers Grid troins. And

Lysoghtsuccessjt, 11yexportsits coil rodiotoro, e mode with Lysoght
cootsdsteel. In summer; youroir-steelworldwide.
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As BHP gears up for an exciting era of overse^s expansion,
subtle changes are being introduced to cope with

the moves. Noel Bushnell goes behind the scenes and
explains the new management structure designed to take

the company into the 2 1st century
eep in the body of BHP changes I!,are going on which, in a year or two, will

fundamentally alter the nature of the ,

company that used to be called the Big
Australian. Four working parties are
planning where the nuts and bolts go in a
group reorganisation that the board is
determined to make happenafter more
than a year of study.

Managing director Briarr Loton made
the future official early in May with a
detailed explanation of what was in-
tended and how that intention had come
about.

The change sterns from some basic
rethinking within the top echelon of
BHP. The result can be boiled down to
two realisations: first, that BHP was a
resources company; second, that it
needed to break out of Australia. While
these might seem a couple of simple
conclusions unworthy of the brainpower
involved, nevertheless BHPhad one way
or another worked itself into a position
of not being totally clear what it was
about.

Many forces have influenced what has
happened since, but surely the most
powerful catalyst in getting BHP's own
bureaucracy even to think about change
was the steel crisis.

Steel to BHP was like horses to cav-
alry. It was unthinkable that one could
go on without the other. But with oil
profits pouring in and steel plants cost-
ing more and more to maintain, the
truth became apparent: BHP could shed
steel and, far from drastically weak-
ening the body, could actually streng-
then it.

Almost simultaneously came the op-
portunity to acquire Utah International,
and this quickly crystallised the notion
of going international. If steel had

Irisearch

of marriagement
e^^cellence

ZINCALUME andCOLORBOND. ore re, ,, tend"me, endin tyroght(AUS", Ii"IUmited

conditioner ondohave-groundpool.
Expertise in sheet steel

technology is exported by Lysoght
Ground the world, eoming VCIuoble
exportcurrenq:

Andprovingot the some time
that with energy skillondgood
monogement, AUStrolio con Ieod in
the world^most competitive inorkets.

LLjs69h^s^eeL
Jin20

forced BHP to think about change, Utah
made it inevitable.

In one bound BHP was an inter-
national force, in coal, iron ore and cop-
per. It took no great feat of imagination
after that to conclude that it also needed
to be international in oil, a thought that
led to buying Energy Reserves Group of
the United States. BHP eyes are now ir-
retrievably turned outward. BHP's
second century will be played in the
international arena.

Underlying this wave of history ap-
proaCh are a couple of personalities,
those of Loton and the inari who would
be BHP's nemesis, Robert Holmes a
Court.

Loton, on the retirement of Sir James
MCNeill as chairman, found himself as
the first chief executive without some-

one in the chair above him. More bucks
stopped on his desk. If only because even
he could not work around the clock,
some kind of power devolution became
necessary.

Holmes a Court, with his audacious
takeover offers, is given the credit in
many quarters of being the flea that stir-
red the elephant. The implication is that
without the threat of takeover BHP
would have carried on pretty much the
way it had for Ion years'

Up on the penthouse floors of the big
steel and glass tower that houses BHP's
headquarters, it is acknowledged that
Holmes a Court did divert attention to
matters never before considered with
much sense of priority: the share price,
the share register and shareholder
needs. But it is strongly denied that any
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of the more fundamental changes that
have been set in train stem from a need
to keep the West Australian at bay.

Brian Loton said in announcing the
structural changes that they were the
culmination of a process started early in
1983 and first given direction by a senior
management seminar which reviewed
research data and set strategic goals.
Working parties and management
review committees worked in parallel
streams untiltheir thoughts were pulled
together by a meeting of management
and directors late in 1984.

"Along the way, the process was in-
fluenced by the acquisitions of Utah and
Energy Reserves Group and some ex-
ternal factors, " Loton said, under-
stating just a mite the background to
these epoch-making manoeuvres.

The changes reorganise BHP into four
basic groups - steel, oil, minerals and
Utah - under a headquarters group,
dubbed the corporate centre. it is
planned to refine this further by merg-
ing the minerals division and Utah.

The new steel division, called BHP
Steel International, will group together
all the disparate elements of the steel
operation, including John Lysaght. BHP

I^^

CEO
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A. M. Vlilson
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CORPORATEAFB\IRS

D. S. Adam

beenexecutive general manager minerals division since 1978.
D. Soavid) Adam, 54 - Executive general manager corporate
affairs. Hasbeen an gramtivedirectorofBHP and subsidiari"
sinee 1977. New raporrsibilitiesindude corporate planning.
The ergonnd funorion hasbeen renamed'HumanResources'
to r^Iecrthe emphasis on this function.

. HumanResources . Corporate Affairs

. Corporate Planning . Administrative
Services

G. E. (Gcoff) Heaey, 49 - Executive general manager finance
sinceMay 1984. Hastesponsibility for treasury, accounting,
audit and the investment portfolio, including most subsidiarier.
D. M. (David) Rice, 57 - Executive general manager andchief
examtireol{'Icer, Blipsted International group. New
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Petroleum International will leave the
current oil division virtually as is but
with the question to be answered about
what to do with ERG, which at present
is part of Utah.

The top of the group structure as an-
nounced has at the centre Brian Loton
with executive general manager finance
Geoff Heeley and EGM corporate

The changes reorganise
BHP into four basic groups

steel, oil, minerals and
Utah under a headquar-
ters group, dubbed the

corporate centre

affairs David Adam.

In a new post as EGM assisting Loton
is the former minerals division chief,
Russell Burge, whose task it is to over-
see the reorganisation as well as BHP
engineering, BHP transport, research,
information systems and special pro-
jects. David Rice, in an extension of his
previous role, is EGM and chief execu-
tive officer of BHP Steel International.
Bad Wilson remains Utah chief execu-
tive officer and Rod Harden has been

a

reSporrsibilities are the coated products and wire products
divisions: also expandedNSW coaloperatiorrs. Has been
Executive general manager steeldivision since 1982.
A. M. (Bud) Wilson, 62 - Chairman and chidexecutiveofficer
of Utah International Inc since 1979 and a director of BIER and
subsidiaries since Iuly 1984. He jointly heads the task force
unifying the Utah and minerals operatioTrs.

@

ECM
BLIPPETROLEUM

R. I. Fynmore

R. I. (R. d) Hard. ", 50 - G. nomlman"g. , BERMin. ,, I, . Han
been general managet manganese (previously associated
minerats), minerals division, since 1981. He is responsible for
minerals division operatiorrs and jointly leadsthe task force
corking on minerals and Utah amalgamation.
R. l.(Rumdl) Fynmore, 51 - Executive general manager Blip
Petroleum. Has been executive general manager petrolaim
division since 1982. Charged with restating BLIP^oil and gas
objectives and strategy.
I. F. H. Oohr* Clark, 52 - General manager human resources.
R. G. Wallace, general manager ersonnel, who retires this year,will istin the establishmeht of the new organisation. Mr.
Clarkl;zabeen general manager Port Kanblasince 1982.

promoted to general manager of the
minerals division. Russell Fynmore is
EGM of the oil division. All four report
to Loton.

Each business group will be expected
to perform as a separate profit centre
Each will have its own budget, and chief
executives will have much higher dis-
cretionary capital spending limits. The
aim is to capture the benefits of shorter
lines of command - quicker decisions,
less bureaucracy - and an entrepreneu-
rial (that is, profitconscious) spirit eng-
endered by the greater responsibility.

New activities, developed internally
or acquired, can be added more easily to
the new structure. Not mentioned, but
.equally possible, is the ease with which
parts can be dropped.

Working parties have been formed to
implement the changes in four streams:
the consolidation of BHP Petroleum
world-wide and rationalising Utah and
BHP Minerals.

The corporate centre and petroleum
appear to be relatively straightforward
exercises and steel, while a large task,
is also without a great deal of coin-
PIication. Steel plans, in fact, appear to
be fairly well developed.

.Qiiestio, Is aboutlong-team
interima. doll^^business ventures?

Projectplanning? Marketresearch andanalysis?
Long-ternyshort-tennfinancing? Bond issues?
Capital? Foreign eXchange? CallLTCB, the
Long-TermCreditBankofJa. pan. We'reone
of the world's leading international banks.
We special^ein looking at businesslongterm,

so we can hdpyouplan for long-term success.
and our experienced staff knows international

finance through and through. Ifyou have questions,
LTCB ca. riftnd the answers.

Intenu, fond/ ex/)err'e"cey, ," can bank ip, ,.

The Long, rermCredit BankqfJapan, Ltd.
Head Office & Intern. ticnalB. nking Group: 01emachi. Tokyo. Japan Tel 2/15/11161ex. J24308 London
Br. rich:18 King Will Bin Sireel. London EC4N. 7BR. U. K Tel' 623-9511 Telex: 885305 NOWYork Branch:140
Broadway. New York. N Y 10005, U S A. Tel 12/21 248-2000 Telex. 425722 Lo. Angele. Agency: 444 Soulh
Flower Sireei. SUIle 3700. Los Angeles. Calllornia 90071. U. SA. Tel. (213) 629-5777 Hong Kong Branch:
451h Floor. Far East Finance Genire. 16 Harcou, I Road. Hong Kong Tel: 5-285670 Telex' 76295 Sing. pore

ranch: 65 Chulia Siree1. *2201/04. 0CBC Cenire. Singapore 0104. Singapore Tel 919633 Telex: 23813

Beijing, Sh. righai. Bangkok, Kual. Lumpur. Jabrt. , qydney, Melbourne.
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Since its inception in 1974the Metal Products Division of Moriier has

grown dramatically in both Australia and the United States of America.
Its 16 branches produce a comprehensive range of components

and systems for industrial and domestic buildings, all high quality steel
products. They include puntns, roofing, walling and rainwater products
such as the Australian Design Award winners, "Sundeck" roofing and
"Leafless" guttering.

The Division's gro^rth can be attributed, among other things, to
teamwork. Expert people in product development, manufacturing and
marketing, working together to provide superior products and customer
service, is a hard combination to beat.

But, not every member of the team is under the same steelroof.
One other which has contributed is BHR our Australian supplier of high
quality, coated and pre-painted steel.

Monieris proud to be associated with one of Australia'S greatest
companies, to applaud its achievements
and to participate in this celebration of its
centenary year.
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Divisional structure has been put in
place under David Rice. The man in
charge of the consolidation is Peter
Laver, former operations general man-
ager. Also reporting to Rice is general
manager finance A1an Castleman.

Operations are in seven groups --
collieries (general manager Rob
Chenery), slab and plate products
(Jerry Ellis), coated products (John Ly-
saght), rod and bar products (John Ris-
by), wire products (A1an Mewing), long
products (Ron MCNeilly) and trading
services (Bill Farrands).

Three of those general managers are
of interest: MCNeilly and Ellis are
widely seen as marked for higher things,
and Chenery is only 39 years old.

The appointment last year of
MCNeilly, 41, as general manager
Whyalla steel works was treated as a
move of great significance. Not only was
he young but he came to the job out of
marketing, rather than operations.

Ellis, 47, had a long career through
Australian Wire Industries before going
into corporate planning. As general
manager for flat products he takes over
the giant Port Kernbla works.

Chenery has already had four years as*^':
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assistant general manager of Newcastle
steel works. His new job puts him in
charge of the coal mines feeding the
steel works, the Kooragang coalloader
in Newcastle and the Saxonvale steam-
ing coal mine, which has been trans-
forred from the minerals division. So the
steel reorganisation looks merely a
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Utah has a fully developed
inter ational marketing
network, w ereas BHP's
minerals division has
tended to work through

agents.

100

prised if it does not come off.
Not the least of the problems to be

faced is that of melding two quite dis-
parate social and corporate cultures,
one American and the other Australian,
across a wide geographical spread.
However, there has been a smalltest
run in the amalgamation early on of ex-
PIOration efforts and, whatever happens
with the wider merger, it is certain that
Utah will take over the minerals divi-
sion's marketing efforts

Utah has a fully developed inter-
national marketing network, whereas
BHPs minerals division has tended to
work through agents. More than that,
Utah has a high-powered collection of
American executives which it would be
foolish to waste by insisting that the
combined division be controlled from

Melbourne. Utah also has, uniquely
among the BHP divisions, a board of its
own, comprising some equally high-POW-
ered individuals.

With the caveat that anything can
happen (including not happen at all) in
this proposal, it seems obvious at least
that Utah/minerals will be Sari Francis-
co-based. That will indeed be a memo-
rable day in the history of BHP.

matter of going ahead on the established
lines. Merging minerals and Utah is an-
other thing altogether.

Harden (minerals) and Wilson (Utah)
are heading a task force to report to
Loton on things as basic as what needs to
be done and how it might be done.
Everything about this exercise is in the
realm of speculation at present, High-
placed people at BHP are talking in
terms of "if" rather than "when" even
though they do say they would be sur-

MONIER

Broken Hill1888-before Tech cattle to tomm
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Technical education
furthers industry,
productivity and
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Since its inception in 1974the Metal Products Division of Moriier has

grown dramatically in both Australia and the United States of America.
Its 16 branches produce a comprehensive range of components

and systems for industrial and domestic buildings, all high quality steel
products. They include puntns, roofing, walling and rainwater products
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The Division's gro^rth can be attributed, among other things, to
teamwork. Expert people in product development, manufacturing and
marketing, working together to provide superior products and customer
service, is a hard combination to beat.

But, not every member of the team is under the same steelroof.
One other which has contributed is BHR our Australian supplier of high
quality, coated and pre-painted steel.

Monieris proud to be associated with one of Australia'S greatest
companies, to applaud its achievements
and to participate in this celebration of its
centenary year.
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Utahlnternationallnc.

Assistance in realising the largest acquisition in Australia's commercial history ($Us 2.4 billion)
WoodsidePetroleumLimite

Financial adviser on jointtakeoverwithShellAustralia ($A295 million)

ThiessDampierMjtsuiCoalPty. Limited
Leverage lease finance for coalplantandequipment($A84 million)

KooragangCoalLoaderLimited
Project finance adviser for Kooragang Island coalloader ($A350 million)

BlueCircleSoutheriiCementLimited
Project finance adviser forexpansionof Berrimacementworks ($A72 million)

This gave B. H. P ease of
reconcifiat/On, and a 45

. dayhi^toIyonthesource
o1/18 funds at calland

the ab/1/1y to I'mfiate rapid
andsecure funds
transfer I'nstruct/Ons

Accord^^g to B. H. P Ii'easurer
Graeme MCGrego/; useofthe
GII^^ank Electroni'c Bankihg
network '17/9videdsecure access
to 1'010rmatioo andrapi'd transfers
to ensuremax/'mum benefitfrom
hav/'rig funds offshore

"It was a d/fobult/'ob, well done
andmadeeasyon

In February 7984, short notice. "
B. H. P opened acc- For 0111bankers,
Ounts with Gillbank, It was an example of
^rigapore, for Us howtheglobalbank
dollars acqui'red thattslocalhelped
through the fore/'gn an Important
eXchangemarkets AUStral^^n to expand

These funds as a global corporate
Were re-Invested force. . part of the
with a number of Servi'Ce that GII^^ank
banksandupon Its br/'rigi'rig to AUStra-
maturity pal'd back to I^^OS arthe I'Dofvidual
B. H. P^; 0111bank and corporate level.B. H. P TeasurerGraeme MCGregorand 0111bank!s

Robbie Nitnmo;teamworkandCitibanktechnologyaccounts Otibankcon-paid fastdiwdends in B. H. P^internatibnalgrowth.

B. H. P was then able to transfer 91atulateS B. H. P On reachihg Its
the aggregate amountto New York Centenary-an achievement that
for setting the acqui'81/10n reflects the SPIT^I of enterPIi'se that

On a SI'inpie I'Dstruct/'on from a wi'nundoubtedlysee B. H. P
micro computer/'n the 8.11. P become an even more SI'gn/'froant
Ii'easury, connected to 01tibank^; I'ritematibnalA4istral/^n during its
globalcomputernetwork, funds nexthundredyears.
were transferred to banks around

^^\;:;;^:;^:;;'^;^;^::^^ OJTIBAN<9
alitransactibns

I, ,.

, , ,

.

JohnLysaght(Australia) Limited
Procured finance for Westernport Cold Strip Plant ($Us60 million)

B. H. P^; Us$2.4 b//iron acqu/'SII^^n
of Utah I'nvolved a mai'or
marshaling of/hternat/Onallunds
by the AUStral/^n Company.

70 achi^ve this, itsought
ass/stance from 0111bank, andih

MACQUARIEHILLSAMUELCORPORATESERVICES. ADIVISIONOF

.

e

parti'CUIar from 0111bankts hi^;'hly
soph/^t/bated electron/'c bankihg
diVi'81'00.

O , ,

.

. .

MACQUARIE
BANK

MAGNUS NANkERviS & CURL/HSA/8851

WE'REBANK/NGONTECHNOLOGY
OASIS CIT 3887
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TOTAL ENERGY PLANTS

BUCKEIWHEEL EXCAVATORS
ANDSTACKERS RECLAMERS
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M A N Is one of the world leaders
In engineering for transportation of
both people and goods on water
roads railintheair

M A N has worked from Its found
at10n to create the future through
Intensive research and development
programmes MAN was Rudolph
Diesels partner In the Development
and Design of the first diesel engine

M A N S Involvement in Australia
commenced at the beginning of the
century and It has piaved a Dart in
Australia s development and will
continue to do so

In 19/2 the first MAN diesel
engine came to Australia This engine
Is '11/11n perfect working condition
near Cairns Since the Thirties M A N
have supplied high technologv equip
merit to BHP and Its subsidiaries

M A N s other engineering facets
have been the designing and building
of the world s first large scale radio
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SHIPLOADERSANDUNLOADERS MARINEPROPULSIONPLANTS

SCREWCOMPRESSORS

^

>.^

TURBOANDSCREW
COMPRESSORS

BUSTFURNACES

telescope in Parkes N SW Cooling
water pumps for the Erariiig Power
Station Solar Plant at Meekatharra In
Western Australia and Australia s
largest Crawler Mounted Stacker in
the Latrobe Valley In Victoria

M A N made cranes are used on
Australia s dock sites and M A N
made plant and equipment for such
applications as water treatment
materials and bulk handling and
diesel generation Is Installed In
Australia s power stations Numerous
compressors are in service through
out the steel chemical and fuel-
making Industries and several
hundred diesel engines are driving
Australian shipsand trains

Thousands of M A N trucks trans
port goods throughout Australia and
the most modern busfleets are In ser-
vice in all State Capitals Highly
specialised all wheel-drive vehicles
stand the test In mining and forest
Industries
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T e farflung soul
of a corporate empire

IRON AND STEEL MILLS

DIESEL GENERATING
SETSANDPOWERPLANTS

E^l
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ROLLINGSTOCK

A

M A N In Australia Is working for
the development of Australia in co
operation with the rest of Australian
Industrv

Far from the steel and glass corporate headquarters,
the mining towns are the soul of BHP. TerrE;hce Maher

visited the isolated iron ore town of Newman in Western
Australia to examine life at the work face

^
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Wo dwdeExper' riceforAustralia

M A N GHH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
M A N BUILDING
275 Allred Street P O Box 735
NortlT Sydnev N S W 2060
Tele, Itche 10219??7822
Telex AA122354 MANAC

M A N AUTOMOTIVE IAUSTRALIAi PTY LTD
32 Rickettv Street P O Box 143
Mascot N S W 2020
Telephone 1021 669 19/1
Telex AA70277 MANSYD
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Images of a company town w, 'th barracks and
blowffies couldn't be further from the truth in
today's Newman

ewman, the iron town of 6000
souls, sits just north of the Tropic of
Capricorn where the East Hamersley
ranges hunch their backs against the
Gibson Desert. It is now the biggest
town in the Shire of East Pilbara, which
stretches from the Indian Ocean to the
Northern Territory border and could
easily encompass the British Isles or
Victoria within its borders.

It is closer to Jakarta than to
Canberra, and the shire capital of
Marble Bar, ". just up the road" from
Newman, has the dubious distinction of
being Australia's hottest town. It well
earned this reputation by turning on 160

The reason for Newman's existence ,S the mass, 've iron ore deposit with enough reserves to keep the
company Ih bus, 'ness for at least another 100 years

sweltering summer of 1923-24. When it
rains Hughie really sends it down in the
cyclonic months of December, January
and February.

Why then would anyone want to build
a town here, miles from anywhere? Stan
Hilditch gave Newman its raison d'erre
in 1957 when he discovered a massive

iron ore deposit in the middle of a big
red hill which he called Mt Whaleback

because it looked like a humpbacked
whale.

A fat lot of good it did him. Hilditch
and his partner had to wait until 1960 to
stake their claim. The Federal Govern-

merit, banned the export of iron ore for

the 30 years leading up to 1960.
BHP became intimately involved with

Newm:In in 1967 when its subsidiary, Mt
Newman Mining, was given manage-
merit of the project by the international
joint venturers who brought Hilditch's
dream to reality.

By April I, 1969, the company had
built its own town, developed Mt
WhirledIck into the world's biggest
singlepit iron ore mine, constructed a
426-kilometre private railway to Port
Hedland and shipped its first lire to
Japan.

But what sort of town did BHP CStab-
lish and what's it like to live in? Those
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people who see company towns as being
ruled by the blowflies, the barracks and
the bureaucracy will be disappointed.
Nothing could be further from the truth
in today's Newman.

Newman has been "de-in

stitutionalised" as a company town, has
had democracy and private ownership
thrust at it and is making steady pro-
gress from toddler to independent
infant.

The company sold the town to the
Shire of East Pilbara on May 2, 1981; for
precisely $1. This was riot some sort of
patronising gesture but a declaration by
the company that it was not in the busi-
ness of running towns and had become a
reluctantlandlord and municipal admin
isIrator for its Newman workforce.

Notthat BHPhas withdrawn from the

town. Far from it. It is stinthe largest
employer, the largest homeowner and
the largest ratepayer. Facilities such as
the Newman Turf Club still fall off the

back of the company's trucks.
Mt Newman Mining has enough re-

serves to stay in business for at least an-
other 100 years, Up to a dozen giantiron
ore carriers wait off Port Hadland for
their turn to load and the company is in
the market for another 100 skilled

\\
\ ;' ', a
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Together. we can find the answers.

Newman^ high schoolwas bufft by the company
but the trans^^^^n to normal shi, e town is nearly
complete

"oney, 1.1 "

workers and their families to move to
Newman.

How will they suffer working and
living in an environment that gets so hot
during the long Dry that the town and
mine's water supply has to be kept
underground in vast, rechargeable aqui-
fors to stop it evaporating away?

They won't. One of the wonders of
Newman is that its people go abouttheir
business in air-conditioned capsules.
From the enormous dump trucks with
tyres 2.7 metres high to the houses,
offices, shops and cars, all are air-
conditioned. In fact, the climate is one

of the things that people really like
about the town.

When the iron ore towns of the Pilbara

were established in the 1960s, the
various companies signed agreements
with the West Australian Government to
build and administer theirown towns. At
that time the state had neither the finan-

cial resources nor the expertise to set up
towns in remote areas.

The company built most of the town's
high-quality housing, the hospital, the
shops, community facilities, two prim-
ary schools, the high school, the college,
the police station and the mosque. It pro-
vided the water, electricity and drai-

,page services as well.
But it couldn't go on like that, and

byth the company and the community
knew it. In 1976, the State Government
moved to "normalise" the mining towns
of the Pilbarti.

In April 1980, a home ownership
scheme was begun and 311 percent of the
town's houses have been sold to employ-
ees on easy terms. Many residents have
subsequently made substantial additions
to their homes, building extra rooms and
installing swimming pools.

Now, as a shire town, Newman is open
for business.
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When two industry-related
companies both hold the distinction
of achieving 100 years' service in
their respective fields, you'd expect
them to take advantage of each
others experience.
So it's not surprising that the names
BHP and Linde are inextricably
linked in a working partnership that
has existed since 1951.

Although the name Linde is
generally associated with the supply

100 years of Industrial achievements
of industrial gas in Australia through
Linde Gas, its sister company Linde
Australia is recognised as a specialist
in the design and construction of
process engineering plants.
Linde's world renowned industrial

skills were called on to design,
construct and commission every BHP
oxygen plantin Australia - bearing
testament to Linde's technicalIy
advanced engineering expertise.

IPs oxygen/nitrogen
plantatPortKembla -

des@nedco, us",, ed
andcomm Dried

by n e.

.

.

Congratulations BHP on reaching
your century! From one centenarian
to another, may your next 100 be as
significant as your first.
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Prime inner city 10^ationwi^Iviews, swirruning
pooland tennis court.

B. H. 11 have chosen fourfloors withinThe Forrest
Centre, situated at the hub of the majorcommercial
district of Perth.

Breathtaking views of the Swan River plusthe
exceptional quality construction and finish, makes
The Forrest Centre Perch^s most outstanding office
development.

The oldma>dinofahealthybodyandhealthy
Timidis never more appropriate than when applied to
The ForrestCentre. Tenants can take advantage of a
30metre swimrningpool, spaand tennis courtwhich
have been fully incorporated into the design.

The Forrest Centre incorporates an abundance of
carparking space for both tenants and their clients'
The complex provides for secure, under cover parking
unsurpassed in Pert}I, for 315 vehicles on three different
levels.

The building!s innovative design created by Robert
Cann IsL Associates, Architects, will become a Perli
landmark In addition to dramatic shape, the building
design encompasses the latest in office accommodation
high technology

In association with Engineers, Ove Arup Is^. Partners,
the Architects developed a system of3 storey highbox
columnsfilled with concrete enabling rapid erection and
floor finishing, This is a world firstfor column design for
this height and shows another innovative use ofB. H. 11
steeland B. H. 11technology.
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risearchof progress

ob Ward is taking the tools of the
post industrial revolution to update
those most industrial of occupations:
steel making and mining. Ward is the
king of Australia's research and devel-
opment managers, performing a $37 inil-
lion balancing act between the demands
of BHP for improved steel making and
mining techniques and the abstract in-
clinations of his scientists and .engi-
neers.

BHP revealed its research and devel-

opment budget in its annual report for
the first time last year. The $30 million
it spent (up to $37 million this year) is in
keeping with the company's image - it
is certainly the country's biggest re
search budget, But a study of the spen-
ding reveals that under Ward's steward-
ship BHP is a cautious and thrifty spen-
der, a little unsure of the future, deter-
mined not to stray from its traditional
markets but committed to keeping pro-
cesses in those markets up to the mark.

BHP was hit hard by the recession of
the early 1980s and was shown to have
allowed its once highly efficient steel
making operation to become antiquated.
ribw in the era of the steel plan, the
company is committed to improving its
productivity, and Ward's research and
development initiatives will play a big
part in that work.

In his speech to the company's annual
general meeting in September last year,
BHP chairman Sir James Balderstone

told shareholders that BHP's long-term
investments in industry would have to be
supported by significant cuts in labor
costs.

BHP has spent between 0.5 percent
and 0.6 percent of sales on research and
development during the past 10 years' In

All\'thin $^,/\11\, wh{.'e \

To maintain its competitive edge BHP must stay at the
forefront of new technology. John Kavanagh talks to the
research department which has made BHP a world leader

in steel making and mining technology.
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furnaces and by recovering gases which
had been flared. Mt Newman Mining has
become a leader in low maintenance,
heavy-haul rail operations.

These pragmatic applications of tech-
nology echo the company's earliest
breakthrough - the development of the
notation process in Broken Hill. At the
turn of the century Delprat invented a
means of putting all the unused zinc to
use. His flotation whereprocess
bubbles blown into a vat attractthe min-

eral to be extracted, leaving an easily
removed scum - is the basic system
still in use for mineral extraction the
world over.

The company's most recent break-
through is the development of a casting
technique at Whyalla that toughens the
heads of railway tracks where they
come in contact with train wheels. This

head-hardening technique has proved so
successful that the Whyalla plant has
doubled its capacity.

Thirty percent of the budget is reser-
ved for whatthe company calls strategic
research and development. This money
goes into potential business OPPortu-
nities that should pay off some time
later.

One such project is the conversion of
natural gas to liquid fuel. Ward says:
"Everybody says we are going to have
plenty of liquid fuel in the future. We
don't believe that. But Australia is going
to have natural gas coining out its ears
- BHP certainly is - so we are looking
at ways of producing a bulk product. "

Another important strategic devel-
opment is the investigation of new sinel-
ting processes using plasmas (very hot
gases) as the source of energy. "We are
hoping to replace electric arcs as a

Bob Ward: we made up our mind to be the best^^
mineral processing

1975/76 it spent $107 million (0.58 per-
cent of group sales). That figure rose
steadily throughout the 1970s, and in the
past four years has remained just under
0.6 percent. BHP does not need to feel
ashamed when the finger is pointed at
the miserly research and development
spending of Australian industry.

The bulk of the money (about 70 per-
cent) is devoted to tactical research,
aimed at reducing costs and improving
productivity. BHP has successfully de-
veloped microprocessor-based equip-
merit and systems for its mining oper-
ations, improved the yield of its coal
washeries and made savings in steel
processing by innovations such as direct
charging of hot-rolled slabs in reheating
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To BHP FOR 30 YEARS
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with fast communication facmities to feed vitalinfomnation to intemational business houses;
as is so often the cas^ the more you kilow, the more you can grow.
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The perfect partner for success-

TEL: 232 7963
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result of this project, " says Ward. "It is
the most forward-looking project we
have in steel making. We want to re-
place the conventional graphite elec-
trades with plasma torches. If we can do
it we will have made a majorimpact on
the economics of that operation. "

Ward believes that BHP is meeting
the challenges to its markets. "Some
people seem to have gotthe wrong idea
because'we don't go around publicising
our work or going into new and exotic
areas. We find that webaveenough to do
to keep up in our markets. "

BHP is confident that it has the steps
mapped out for taking steel production
IP to 350 tonnes per man per year. Port
Kernbla is going on to nearly 100 percent
continuous slab casting, following an
installation worth $146 million. Plans
are under consideration for continuous

casting at the Newcastle plant.
"We are putting money on the line in

the steel division. Our control has jin-

proved an:^ we are doing a better job
there, " says Ward. He does not believe
that BHP will be a victim of the push by
plastics makers into the, car industry;
BHP will produce a cheaper productfor
the industry. "Plastic is changing fast

ts. eenagreaun. ey , B Strit
in 1965.

^bgetherEsso/BHPoperate 12 oilandgasl?Iatfonns in Bass Strait,
providing three-quarters of Australia'Soilrequirements andlarge
reserves of natural gas.

Andinthenext5yearsEsso/BHPareplanninganother
$1.8billioninvestmentinthenewBassStraitexpansion

:^;;.^'X^;^^;^':;:fit^lot^^^th:^:in;:tv:^^;^"" ^SSO
^SS0. '11akillgOntheChallen. ge. negroNEsoc, ,,

and we will have to monitor its devel-

opment, but once upon a time people
were telling us that aluminium would
destroy our car industry market. At the
John Lysaghtresearch centre new prod-
ucts are being developed to reduce mass
and achieve better corrosion resistance.

The research centre is also making
sure that BHP products remain coin-
petitive with aluminium. Researchers
have recently produced a lightweighttin
plate.

Ward acknowledges that BHP has
been cast as slow and unimaginative in
its thinking but he believes this per-
ception is a result of irrelevant coin-
parisons with companies such as CRA
which are investigating completely new
markets.

"At the moment we see ourselves

very much as experts in mineral proces-
sing. We have looked at some of these
side issues and always rejected them. It
doesn't mean we will always do that but
it has to fit in with our corporate devel-
opment plans. This is a country of great
mineral wealth, so we made up our
minds to be the best in mineral proces-
sing. We are not ignoring new business,
but we have plenty on our hands and we

,

think we shunld stay where we are.
Don't forget that we have made a big
commitment to strategic planning in our
markets. "

BHP has maintained its involvement

with Perth inventor Ralph Sarich. BHP
has a 50 perce, It stake in the Orbital
Engine Company and since 1972 has put
more than $10 million into the devel-
opment of Sarich's orbital engine, orbi-
tal fuel injection system and orbital
combustion process. Several American
companies have expressed interest in
the Sarich products.

Ward believes the prizes will go to
those who use new technology to make
ajiindustries "really burn", and this is
why BHP's effort goes into upgrading
the performance of its existing capital
equipment. It has undertaken major de-
relopments in computer software for
image processing in mineral explor-
ation, satellite surveying, coal seam
analysis, dragline performance and fur-
unce monitoring. Last year the Chicago
Museum of Science and Industry gave
BHP its prestigious IR-100 award for a
software product that measures the
infra-red characteristics of materials

and is used for correlating ore samples.
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When your reputation for relicbilily Grid
service spons o1mos150 yeors its cosyto see
why Rheem products hove become on
integral port of o1mosl every industry Grid
household in ALislrcili@.

In mothme Rheem has exponded
its operotionsto include such household
nomes OS Vulcon, Chef Grid Dishlex, o11

11
.

HowBHPtookonthe
Japaneseandwon

fter nearly 12 years of observing
the Japanese steelindustry as a corres-
pondent stationed in Tokyo, it was an in
triguing experience in October 1966, to
be assigned to take a long look at the
management of Australia's steelin-
dustry. BHP, in other words.

Untilthe end of 1964 Ihad worked out-
side Australia for almost 20 years,
mostly in Japan. In terms of direct ex-
perience I had missed the post-war
period of trauma which haunted AUStra-

Iia's economic recovery. I had silent a
good deal of time covering whatcan now
be seen as cine of the most significant
economic stories in history: the post-
war recovery of Japan from total devas-
tation to economic dominance.

Now Ihad come back to Australia just
as the falloutfrom Japanese growth was
beginning to pervade Australian per-
ceptions.

The years 1965-66 were among the
most significant in BHP's history. In
many respects, the similarities between
BHP and whatwere then the two leading
Japanese steel companies, Yawata and
Fuji, were actually much more obvious
than their differences.

BHP was full Ciioptimism. In 1965 it
embarked upon its biggest expansion
program. Big extensions at Port
Kernbla were put in train, particularly
jinthe flat products area. "The rainifica-
tions of this eatpansion of flat products
capacity will have an effect throughout
many fields of Australian secondary in-
dustry, " an announcement said.

A- big expansion of Whyalla's ship
building capacity was announced. The
partnership with Esso for Bass Strait oil
and I^!S exploration quickly moved to
the operational stage and to the first dis-
covery.

Ifound that BHP - like the Japanese
was heavily orientedcompanies

After 12 Years as a "BHP watcher", Peter Robinson looks at
the duel between the company and the Japanese steel

industry. While the battle has often been cody,
Robinson contends that BHP has emerged the winner

using quolily B. H. R steel OS on integral port of
their conslnicfion.

From steel drums to the most odvonced
household OPPlionces, relioble, long-lusting

steelforms the bosis for o wide ronge of
quolily Rheem products.

, Rh^^'A^!:^!^!'^,!^!miterI
LEVEL26, CBACENTRE60MARGAREISmEEISYDNEYNSW200o

stand-offish. Many shareholders, A1bert
Shepherd among them, argued that its
concern for its own perception of nation-
al responsibilities had been carried to
excessive lengths.

This ambivalence was becoming very
apparent in 1965-66 because both the
scope of the company's activities and its
management were facing significant
changes

One executive who did not need to be
told the necessity of communication was
the chief general manager, Sir Ian
MCLennan. He was a BHP inari through
and through, an engineer who had joined
BHP in 1933 and spent his entire career
with the company.

Sir Ian talked in blunt and no-nonsense

terms, but many of the company's other
executives were much less accessible.

That was a time when BHP, Australia's
largest non-government employer of
labor, did not have a separate personnel
department, when its marketing divi-
sion had remained weak after decades of
an insatiable demand for steel and when
its whole orientation was toward techni-
cal excellent. (When BHP decided in
1959 to instal a 200-ton oxygen converter
in Newcastle there was no vessel of that
size in operation anywhere)

My conclusion at the time was
"It is hardly surprising, in view of the
long transitional period during which
Mr Essington Lewis controlled BHP
but gradually relinquished the reins of
power, that the tradition of highly cen-
tralised, one-man control has struck
deep roots in the company
"Because of this and because of the
gentlemanly, reserved way in which
BHP conducts its business, nothing so
crude as a 'struggle for power' can be
discerned behind the modest facade of
Essington Lewis House.
"Yet it is a fact that unless some radi-

toward technocracy; obsessed with get-
ting the latest equipment, expanding
production, fighting off threats to the
market for steel products. Like the
Japanese companies, too, it lacked a
flamboyant profile.

The BHP of 1966 dominated the AUS-
tralian company scene then, as it does
now, but it still clung to the values of
leanness and simplicity and was a bit
ambivalent about the way it coinmun-
icated with the public. Perhaps this was
partly due to the activities of A1bert
Shepherd, the company's biggest indi-
vidual shareholder and a very public
crusader for a better deal for people
holding BHP scrip.

BHP could never have been attacked

as a company which forgot its national
responsibilities, even though its relat-
ionships with government were fairly
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cal change of 'cour. sg occurs in the
-, near future, BHP will soon be a coin-
,. pany just-as much under;the domina,

tion of driestrong executive .as it was
in the heyday of- BSsington Lewis. "
This proved. to be partly true. -Sir Ian

MCLennan did'become adorninant chief
-executive, but nevertheless 'the vast
changes to the hature' of the 'company
which'had ' begun 'in 1965 also steadily.
broadened the management base. . .'

From that time, BHP became less
like the Japanese steelcompanies which

.it had once resembled. Whether. or .not
Sir lanenyisaged it at the time, the'coin.
pany's--movement into oil. and gas .and
the growth of'its, raw materials export-
ing activities meant that it vias becoin-
ingamultinational. ._

A little more than 10 years after this
first detailed encounter with the coin-

' pany, Ihad amuch more coinpr^hensive
insight into its thinking aird philosophies

^, heri. I was an associate commissioner
sitting .-on ' the ~Industries' Assistance
Commission's inquiry into the iron and
Steelindustry. ^

Sir James MCNeill was then'chief ex-
ecqtive, 'By, that .. time, BHP!s steel'
making .activities had'belied -the hope of

\

the 1960s. - j'he vast. investments of, the 1985, it is fascinating to note that BHP is
no longer anything like a Japanese'steel'Japanese and their'. pricing'policies and
company (few, .of which are. doin^^;ell).''the gro^th of'steamdustries' in Korea

The Japanese steel. indiistry tern4ined'-and elsewhere had made the outlook for
oriented toward investment' withinnew steelinvestment unattractive.
Japan, - which has a rising cost structureBHP, possibly for the firsttime, was a .
and severe. natural disadvantages. 'BHPsupplicant for government assistance.
looked abroad for new markets and neyi.There was something'a little eerie about
opportunities '(aided, it is 'true, by thehearthg BHi' steamen emphasise'the
pqssession 'Of. 'natural. resources uriavai-negative'*aspects of their activities, the

' ladle to 'the Japanese). in retrospect; its-technological. and. economic dis-
advantages ynder which'they'operated. caution in proceeding slowly with 'ex-

pansion or modernisation of steel. piod-. it was, in fact, impossible to avoid
uCtion proved. entirely justified. .wondering- whether .they were not

simply*'identifying .the broader crisis The new face' of the company is re,
flected Irt'its relafibnship with thefacing'. Australia as -a whole. If'. the
media: Once cautious to the point ofne!I,nation's mightiest corporation found-the
roticism, BHP today is in the forefront.what about-other coin-going' So. !6118/1!
of. Australian companies anxious to ex. .panies?'

' It~is an analogy which may well be ' plain their every process to the. public.
broadly'correct. Thenature'of the prob. : The question that must-. be-asked'is:
letns -then *facing BHP. .gteep'.^, as does 1985-86'represent-another import-
,,.. c, .r' '.*'."*. ..

was. ^ble tobi, tricdte itself'from tht; dif. ' energy' and' basic'", coinmddities are
ficulties'thrbugh the remarkable'e\, o1u. undergoing-.. tumultuous change and
tion of its cbrpotate .strategy into' one where'the substitution of other' materi.
that emphasised a world 'toll^--for a als'for steelproceeds a^ace, it is. diffi-
world-Sized corpotation. '.: culttobelie\:e. that'attansformedBHpworld-Sized corpotation.
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The success of your. company depends.
so. much on;yout professional'image.

That starts. with your staff-andthe
*. cloth(^stheywear ' -'."

F1etcher Jones-can-assist, with'their
unique Corporat^; Apparel. Plan.
There are'thr^e differ^titreys' to

introduce it to yQur staff. Apparelcard,
Apparel Order or. Apparel. Lease.
For further d^;tail^ contact. your

F1etcher Jones store or-. telephone
(03) 329 2022.
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FiatikConro}^
Vestp^c'sGenerallyIana^er, '
CorporateBan^. "

"these days, most'
coin^allies expectmoreftoma '
banl^than lusterarsferririgmQ!Icy
They net:d a relationship-with a
banktl!a!workswittiacompanyin
aehievirig'itsgoals. " -'

At Vestpac, relationship-Inariag^
meritis our way of doing batik;trig. '

Our \^1'estpac Relationsl^^ '
Managetstakea long, tomVie\v
of yourbusiness. ' ' '

It is. a Relationship
Managersjobtoseckout, ,... " *,
antidpat6andmeetyour, '- .
needs. And he's the only .-,
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' person you have to deal
with-onepetsonwho'call

fast-trackallyotir business
throughthebank

He'll fast-track-your project
finance, trade finance. orforeigri
exchange. ..

Give us a calland let us
see what we can do for youj:.
business. It could be the start of
a telationship your company

can batik on fQr a long time. "
NSW:2606/70, Vie6083842,
Old227248ZSA:2103311,
WA:4262355, ,T;Is:. 304490.^j^
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cal change of 'cour. sg occurs in the
-, near future, BHP will soon be a coin-
,. pany just-as much under;the domina,

tion of driestrong executive .as it was
in the heyday of- BSsington Lewis. "
This proved. to be partly true. -Sir Ian

MCLennan did'become adorninant chief
-executive, but nevertheless 'the vast
changes to the hature' of the 'company
which'had ' begun 'in 1965 also steadily.
broadened the management base. . .'

From that time, BHP became less
like the Japanese steelcompanies which

.it had once resembled. Whether. or .not
Sir lanenyisaged it at the time, the'coin.
pany's--movement into oil. and gas .and
the growth of'its, raw materials export-
ing activities meant that it vias becoin-
ingamultinational. ._

A little more than 10 years after this
first detailed encounter with the coin-

' pany, Ihad amuch more coinpr^hensive
insight into its thinking aird philosophies

^, heri. I was an associate commissioner
sitting .-on ' the ~Industries' Assistance
Commission's inquiry into the iron and
Steelindustry. ^

Sir James MCNeill was then'chief ex-
ecqtive, 'By, that .. time, BHP!s steel'
making .activities had'belied -the hope of

\

the 1960s. - j'he vast. investments of, the 1985, it is fascinating to note that BHP is
no longer anything like a Japanese'steel'Japanese and their'. pricing'policies and
company (few, .of which are. doin^^;ell).''the gro^th of'steamdustries' in Korea

The Japanese steel. indiistry tern4ined'-and elsewhere had made the outlook for
oriented toward investment' withinnew steelinvestment unattractive.
Japan, - which has a rising cost structureBHP, possibly for the firsttime, was a .
and severe. natural disadvantages. 'BHPsupplicant for government assistance.
looked abroad for new markets and neyi.There was something'a little eerie about
opportunities '(aided, it is 'true, by thehearthg BHi' steamen emphasise'the
pqssession 'Of. 'natural. resources uriavai-negative'*aspects of their activities, the

' ladle to 'the Japanese). in retrospect; its-technological. and. economic dis-
advantages ynder which'they'operated. caution in proceeding slowly with 'ex-

pansion or modernisation of steel. piod-. it was, in fact, impossible to avoid
uCtion proved. entirely justified. .wondering- whether .they were not

simply*'identifying .the broader crisis The new face' of the company is re,
flected Irt'its relafibnship with thefacing'. Australia as -a whole. If'. the
media: Once cautious to the point ofne!I,nation's mightiest corporation found-the
roticism, BHP today is in the forefront.what about-other coin-going' So. !6118/1!
of. Australian companies anxious to ex. .panies?'

' It~is an analogy which may well be ' plain their every process to the. public.
broadly'correct. Thenature'of the prob. : The question that must-. be-asked'is:
letns -then *facing BHP. .gteep'.^, as does 1985-86'represent-another import-
,,.. c, .r' '.*'."*. ..

was. ^ble tobi, tricdte itself'from tht; dif. ' energy' and' basic'", coinmddities are
ficulties'thrbugh the remarkable'e\, o1u. undergoing-.. tumultuous change and
tion of its cbrpotate .strategy into' one where'the substitution of other' materi.
that emphasised a world 'toll^--for a als'for steelproceeds a^ace, it is. diffi-
world-Sized corpotation. '.: culttobelie\:e. that'attansformedBHpworld-Sized corpotation.

Lobkin back from the ers ective of does not haveneW'directions in mind; .Lobking back from the perspective of
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Being a BigAustralian
In The Small State hasgenuinerewards

"In 1962 the Big Australian BHP
established its menor ferro-alloy plant in
Tasmania. Now in its centenary year BHP
has started a second ina. 10r expansion at
Bell Bay investing $60 million following
hard nosed evaluation of the advantages
of a Tasmanian location

Not that BHP is going it alone.
Many menor Australian companies

have operations in Tasmania -
companies like Aberfoyle, APPM, ANM,
Comalco, EZ and Renison Gold Fields. Like
The Big Australian they too appreciate the
benefits of being in Tasmania and are
increasing their investment as a result.

Private sector capital investment Is at
record levels and the highest per capita
of any state.

Many major companies along with a
myriad of smaller investors find that
Tasmania is a natural for their operations
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Abundantresources, genuine
decentralisation and excellenttransport are
a few of the advantages. So too are willing
workers or, as BHP Chairman Sir James
Balderstone describes the Bell Bay
experience: A stable workforce and a
largely dispute-free relationship with
responsible employee unions.

Tasmania has an unashamedly
private enterprise government committed
to creating the best business environment
in the nation.

Tasmania is the Free Enterprise State.
Ifyour company is not performing as

it should, maybe its because you haven't
yet considered Tasmania.

Ifyou are in the big league or aspiring
to join, isn't it time you checked out
Tasmania. "

TASMANIAN
DEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY

The Tasmanian Development Authority, GPO Box 646G, Hobart, Tasmania 7001 Australia. Telex AA58312. Fax. No. 233535. Phone tollfree (008) 030868

Ia.ti. o. 11^s^ti!,.Ia.ti. o. 11^,ta, .ti!,.Ia.t'a.ti!,.Ia.ti. oCo, 11.9,, ta, .ti!,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,, """"""

smoteas\"g, ,,.\Ia. and '
xi\oortl'."" Germany\IISSC\\""" ,106trti'-"

Fedora

XIIaus

Robin Gray,
Premier and Minister for
State Development

I^!I
SMSSchloemann-SIemagarean inter
nationally leading WestGermancompany
in the construction of turnkey plants,
continuouscastersand rolling mills.
Currentimportantplantcontractsfor
BHP's AIS Port Kernblaworksillustratethat
this valuable tradition of closeAustralian-

Germancooperationalsocontinuestoday.

For further information please contact:
M. A. N. -GHH AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. TELEPHONE 02 9227822 TELEX AA122354
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At the internationallevel, TripleA
creditra. tingsarethehighestabankcan
obtain.

Only a handful of banks world-
wide boastthis enviable position.

One of them, the Commonwealth
Bank of instralia.

NootherAi^stra. nanbankl, .asbee-n

. awarded Moody^3111vestorsService Inc.
,., top ina or Standard & ^bor'S AAA.

Having bot!IAAAratings allows
the Commonwed;IthBanktoofferclients
significant advantages.

international creditsvorthiness

provides us with excellentopportunities
to offer a diverserange of financial
alternatives.

Allowing us toopenmorefiiiancial
doorsforyou. hadtoachievevery
competitive levels in a rapidly changing
financial environment.
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Nottomei, .tionthe SIIperior
investment and borrowing facilities we
can offer.

The impeccablequality of our
assetsisrecogriised. inni, .ediatelya. mover

\\E. \

,

the world.

Giving us connections in the very
highest and most trilluentialcircles.

hadirieverydea^rigyouhavewith
us, we will maintainthesame high
standardsthatwonustheworld'sinost
coveted credit rating.

To our customers, it representsa
banking serviceunmatchediriAustralia.
A service we'd liketoextendtoyo

COM ONWEALTH BANK
OFA{. 1ST', IA

BankerstoBl. IPsirice 19/4.
00629


